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1903 
On one trading trip Sodh sold all 
his rice in Bangkok and headed 
home. Avoiding the treacherous 
waters of the main river, Sodh took 
a detour through Klong Bang-Eetan, 
a waterway infested with pirates 
and bandits. Although he passed 
through the waterway without 
incident, the episode left him with 
a deep sorrow for his fellow men. 
This was the turning point in his life. 
He made a resolution to become          
a monk.

1898
Sodh was fourteen when his father 
passed away. He took over his 
father’s rice trading business and 
worked hard to grow it. Boats were 
the principle means of transportation 
in Siam during those days.

1893 
At age nine, Sodh began formal 
education with his uncle, a monk at  
Wat Songpinong. In those days, 
before the establishment of state 
schools, monks were the only 
teachers, and Buddhist temples 
functioned as schools for people 
in the community. 

Aerial shot of Songpinong area.  
The land where Luangpu’s house was 
located (at center) resembles the shape 
of two lotus buds joined together, thus 
the name ‘Lotus Land’ which it is now 
called. 

Sutjai Mikaewnoi, Luangpu’s 
mother. 
Sodh was the second born of five 
siblings with an older sister, Dha, 
and three younger brothers, Sai, 
Phook and Samruam in order 
of birth.

1884 
Luangpu was born Sodh 
Mikaewnoi on October 10, 1984, 
to the family of Ngeun and Sutjai 
Mikaewnoi, a rice merchant in 
Songpinong, Suphanburi, 60 
miles west of Bangkok.



1917
Among the three monks who 
attained Dhammakaya at Wat 
Bang-pla was one Venerable 
Sangvarn who followed Canda-
saro to Wat Paknam where he 
became abbot. Venerable 
Sangvarn subsequently taught 
Dhammakaya meditation at Wat 
Bang-lane and later founded Wat 
Phasukkaram in Nakorn Pathom 
where he was the abbot.

1917
After attaining Dhammakaya, 
Candasaro moved to Wat Bang-
pla to teach meditation. Four 
months later, three monks and 
four lay people attained Dham-
makaya following his footsteps.

1917  
After eleven years of meditation 
practice with some of the best Thailand 
had to offer, Candasaro proceeded to 
pursue meditation on his own. On the 
15th day of the 10th waxing moon of 
the year 1917, Candasaro finally attained 
Dhammakaya, a supramundane level of 
meditative attainment, at the main shrine 
hall of Wat Bote-bon, Bangkuvieng, 
Nonthaburi.  

1907 
Aside from studying at Wat Phra 
Chetuphon, his home temple, 
Candasaro had to travel to several 
other temples to attend classes. 
Every morning after breakfast he 
would cross the Chao Phraya River 
to study at Wat Arun (picture). Other 
temples that Candasaro went to 
attend classes were Wat Mahathat, 
Wat Suthat, and Wat Sampleum.

1907  
Candasaro left Wat Songpinong to 
further his scriptural studies at Wat 
Phra Chetuphon (also known as Wat 
Pho) in Bangkok, one of the largest 
and oldest temples in Thailand, 
where he took residence for many 
years.

1906
Sodh was ordained at Wat 
Songpinong at the age of 
twenty-two. His monastic name 
was ‘Candasaro Bhikkhu’, which 
means “the One with a Bright 
Radiance like the Moon”.



1950 
Luangpu produced the first batch of 
amulets, numbering 84,000, to raise 
funds for the construction of a new 
building for scriptural studies. Words 
of miracles associated with these 
amulets spread across the country. 
The amulets became very popular. 
In 1951 and again in 1956, a second 
and third batch, numbering 84,000 
each, were produced.

1944  
Chaiyaboon Suddhipol, current 
Abbot of Wat Phra Dhammakaya, 
was born. Chaiyaboon met Khun 
Yai Chand in 1963 and studied 
meditation with her. After his grad- 
uation from Kasetsart University in 
1969 Chaiyaboon became ordained 
at Wat Paknam. His monastic name 
was “Dhammajayo Bhikkhu”. His 
followers call him Luangpor 
Dhammajayo. 

1937 
Chand Khonnokyoong became 
Luangpu’s disciple. After Luangpu 
passed away she taught meditation 
at Wat Paknam. Chand dedicated her 
life to carrying on Luangpu’s mission. 
In 1970, she founded Wat Phra 
Dhammakaya which later evolved 
to become one of the largest 
Buddhist temples in the world.

1935  
Established advanced Dhammakaya 
meditation workshop reserved for 
skilled meditators. Meditation was 
performed continuously in shifts, 
twenty four hours a day, seven days 
a week, non-stop. 

Under Candasaro’s leadership, Wat 
Paknam grew from a wildly disordered 
temple to becoming one of the most 
well-organized, well-disciplined, well-
respected temples in Thailand. The 
number of monks and novices grew 
from the original thirteen to one thou-
sand. Wat Paknam became one of the 
most recognized Buddhist institutions 
in the nation. Candasaro became well-
known as Luangpor Wat Paknam.

1918  
Candasaro assumed the position 
of Abbot at Wat Paknam 
Bhasicharoen. The temple was 
half-deserted and in dissolute 
shape when Candasaro took over 
as abbot. Resident monks were
lax in monastic discipline and 
meditation practice. Gangs of 
rowdy children ran wild in the 
temple, loitering its surrounding 
and causing troubles. Neighbors 
were also causing problems.



1994  
On Magha Puja Day, March 5, 
1994, the first solid gold statue of 
Luangpu, one and a half times his 
actual size and weighing one ton, 
was cast at Wat Phra Dhammakaya 
to honor Luangpu. The statue is 
enshrined inside the Memorial Hall 
of Phramongkolthepmuni located 
at Wat Phra Dhammakaya. By 
December 2014, six more solid 
gold statues of Luangpu have 
been cast.

1959  
Luangpu passed away on February 
3, 1959 at the age of seventy-five, 
ending a monastic life of fifty-three 
years. His embalmed body was 
placed in a gold coffin donated by 
the Royal Palace and remains at 
Wat Paknam to this day. Every year 
thousands of people come to visit 
Wat Paknam and pay homage to 
Luangpu.

1957  
Luangpu earned the monastic rank 
of Phramongkolthepmuni.

1954  
Prof. William Purfurst came to study 
meditation with Luangpu. He later 
became ordained at Wat Paknam
—first European ever to ordain in 
Thailand. Luangpu sent him back 
to England to preach. He later set 
the foundations for the English 
Sangha Trust to support the work 
of the monastic community in 
England. Two years later he brought 
three Europeans to be ordained at 
Wat Paknam. 

1953
Luangpu sent a monk from Wat 
Paknam, Thitavedo Bhikkhu, to 
propagate Buddhism in England
—first Thai monk ever to do so in 
Europe. He was introduced by the 
Buddhist Society of London to a 
teacher from London University, 
Professor William Purfurst, who 
was interested in ordaining to 
become a Buddhist monk.

1950
A new building was constructed for 
the Academy for Scriptural Studies 
at Wat Paknam. The building was 
eventually used by one thousand 
monks and novices. It became the 
nation’s biggest school for scriptural 
studies. 
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1 Siam:  former name of Thailand
2 Khom:  language of the Khmer people (present day Cambodia), highly influenced by Sanskrit and Pali
3 Luangpu:  a Thai word for venerable grandfather
4 Wat:  a Thai word for Buddhist temple

Siam1 before the turn of the century was a green and luxuriant land, a land of paddy fields with 
sparkling waterways heaving with river barges laden with rice destined for the royal capital. 
Society was at peace. The people were gentle, forgiving and deep-rooted in the Buddhist 
heritage that had been a pillar of Siamese society since the thirteenth century. 

At that time Siam was materially poor. People dressed modestly, even trousers being con-
sidered an extravagance. The material simplicity prevented the basic virtues of life from being 
obscured. The social order was based on the home, with the bonds of filial warmth and duty 
between father and son, mother and daughter, brother and sister, closer than any colleague 
or friend. The home was the hub of society. In other countries people were born with rights, 
but in Siamese society people were born with duties to fulfil. A boy was not a boy but rather 
a son to his father, a pupil to his teacher, a brother to his siblings.

The temple was the center of community activities and the place of education for people when 
state schools still did not exist. The monks were the most literate, usually being able to read 
Khom2 and Thai script, and able to translate sermons to the general public. The teaching was 
performed by the monks, and moral fiber was woven into the web of knowledge inculcated 
in all children. Temples were maintained as a sanctuary for wildlife. Subsistence hunting and 
fishing which was an implicit part of Siamese culture was prohibited on the temple precinct.

The times of Luangpu3 Wat4 Paknam were times of great trial for the monastic community. In 
many places, monks ordained only temporarily and did not uphold the faith and confidence 
of householders. Daily almsgiving to monks, a traditional practice of generosity by the faithful 
was lacking in many places, especially in big cities. In the cities the monks devoted all of their 
energy to the study of Buddhist texts but failed to recognize the importance of meditation, a 
vital part of Buddhist practice.

SIAM DURING THE TIME OF LUANGPU

5 Dhammakaya Knowledge:  see page 62
6 Five Aspects of Natural Law:  see page 62
7 Precepts (sila):  codes of moral conduct observed by Buddhists; moral principles that form the framework of Buddhist ethical 
   conduct and the baseline of one’s virtue

The tradition of meditation in Thailand is as old as Buddhism in Thailand itself. There were 
several ancient texts of meditation written in Thai along with contemporary masters who 
could explicate them. However, all of the meditation techniques available at the time had their 
shortfalls, deviating in search of the miraculous rather than leading to the wisdom realized 
by the Buddha. When Luangpu took on the saffron robe to become a Buddhist monk he 
resolved to dedicate his life to meditation and the revival of Buddhism in Thailand. 

The most important contribution of Luangpu to the world was the rediscovery of the Dham-
makaya Knowledge5 (Vijja Dhammakaya), a profound knowledge that deals with the ‘Five 
Aspects of Natural Law6’, the Law that governs all things. This knowledge leads to the right 
practice and eventually helps to overcome defilements and free one from the cycle of rebirths. 
Luangpu dedicated his entire life to the study and practice of this Knowledge. 

The word Dhammakaya means “Truth Body” or “Body of Enlightenment”. Dhammakaya           
Knowledge teaches that all sentient beings possess the Buddha-Nature, the inner potential 
for attaining Buddhahood, common to all people. It also teaches that the nature of mind is 
luminous, blissful, perfect, complete, and full of wonderful qualities. It is only through med-
itation practice, and resultant attainment, that this true nature is revealed. This is known as 
“attainment of Dhammakaya.”

Also, by understanding the essence of the Buddhist religion, Luangpu was able to teach the 
public the proper ways in giving, in keeping the Precepts7 and in performing mental cultiva-
tion. He perfected the Dhammakaya meditation method, a simple yet profound method of 
meditation that allows practitioners to reach meditative attainment at the very profound level. 
Today, millions of people around the world practice the Dhammakaya meditation method 
taught by Luangpu. Thousands have reached the Dhammakaya level of attainment.
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 the great master



On the full moon day of each month, 
Buddhists throughout the world reflect upon the great 
compassion of the Lord Buddha in discovering and 

teaching Dhamma for the benefit of all beings. 

However, about 500 years after the passing of the Lord Buddha, 
the practical part of his Teachings, which allowed others to become 

enlightened in his footsteps, disappeared from the world. 

It was only 2,000 years later that a great monk in Thailand
by the name of Phramongkolthepmuni (Sodh Candasaro) ,

popularly known as Luangpu Wat Paknam,
rediscovered this lost Knowledge.

Just as the moon disperses the darkness of the night by its light, 
giving safety to night travelers, the light of the teachings 
of Luangpu offers safety to all those who must navigate 

the cycle of existence towards perfection in life.
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Luangpu’s family house

Famously known as Luangpu Wat Paknam, one of the most venerated Buddhist monks in 
the history of Thailand, Phramongkolthepmuni was born as Sodh Mikaewnoi on October 10, 
1884 to the family of Ngeun and Sutjai Mikaewnoi, a rice merchant in the village of Songpi-
nong, Suphanburi, a province 60 miles west of Bangkok, Thailand. Sodh was the second 
born of five siblings with an older sister, Dha, and three younger brothers, Sai, Phook and 
Samruam in order of birth. 

The family house was in the north of the Songpinong commune. The house was located on a 
peculiar piece of land resembling the shape of two lotus buds joined together, surrounded by 
water on all sides. It was positioned to the south of Wat Songpinong, a village temple on the 
opposite side of the canal. The family had two river barges and several crew members. They 
shipped rice between Songpinong and Bangkok, and sometimes Nakorn Chaisri, a district 
of Nakorn Pathom, two or three times a month.

Sodh was an intelligent child with strong willpower. In whatever he set out to do he would 
always persevere until it was done and done well. When he was little he used to help his 
mother tend the oxen, and regardless of his young age he would plunge fearlessly into a 
neighbor’s herd in order to retrieve missing oxen, no matter where they might have strayed or 
how late into the night it might have been. He would never return empty-handed.

Sodh showed the signs of compassion even when he was very young. While helping his 
parents plough the rice fields each morning, as it neared midday, he would gaze up to check 
the position of the sun to note what time it was. His sister thought he was lazy, waiting for the 
time to take a break, but in fact he was watching for the appropriate time to relieve his ox. If 
he saw that the oxen had been overworked and had become tired, he would lead them off 

early life
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for a bath then let them loose to graze.

Sodh helped his parents with their work until he was nine when he began his formal educa-
tion with his uncle, a monk at Wat Songpinong. 

In those days, before the establishment of state schools, monks were the only teachers, and 
Buddhist temples functioned as schools for people in the community. It was customary for a 
monk not to take residence in one place for too long. Thus, after only a few months, his uncle 
moved to another temple and Sodh followed. Subsequently, his uncle moved to a temple in 
Thonburi, across the river from Bangkok, sixty miles away from his native village. Because of 
the distance, Sodh did not follow his uncle but went on to continue his study at Wat Bang-
pla, a temple in Nakorn Pathom Province, the home town of his father’s side of the family. 
There, he studied Thai and Khom under the tutelage of Venerable Sab until he was able to 
read and write both languages fluently.

Sodh was fourteen when his father passed away. As the eldest son, the burden of running 
the family business and supporting his mother and siblings fell on his young shoulders. He 
took over his father’s rice trading business and worked hard to grow the business. Sodh’s 
earnestness, hard work and intelligence soon won the love and respect of his crew as well as 
his relatives. His business prospered and the family became well established. 

Sodh was always keen on developing himself, never content with his own level of develop-
ment. He would emulate the success of others and incorporate their good qualities onto 
himself.  

A turning point in his life came when, in one trading trip to Bangkok in 1903, he sold all the 
rice in his boat and headed home with the empty barge and a large sum of money. The 
main river routes that he traveled were extremely treacherous so he took a detour through a 

8 Klong:  a Thai word for canal

remote waterway known as Klong8 Bang-Eetan. This was a narrow stretch of canal dreaded 
by boatmen because it was infested with pirates and bandits. Only a few lucky boats would 
manage to pass Bang-Eetan without being robbed or killed. Usually they would travel in a 
convoy for security. 

That day, Sodh’s boat was the only one in sight. Upon reaching this narrow stretch, the fear 
of death struck him. Sodh knew the strategy of the pirates:  they would aim to attack the 
captain or the helmsman first to gain control of the boat. The person at the front of the boat 
would be in a safer position, as he could fight or escape. Sodh’s survival instinct told him that 
he should switch his position from the helm to the front of the boat to avoid danger, so he 
ordered his crewman at the front to take his place at the helm.  

Sodh had a rifle. He grabbed it and strode towards the bow as the boat gradually glided into 
a remote part of the canal. 

Then a guilty conscience struck him. 

He thought:  

“All the crew gets from me for looking after this wretched barge is eleven or twelve 
Baht a month (equivalence of 50-60 cents in those days). As for me, I am the owner 
of the boat and I have all the money. If I hand down death to my less-than-fortunate 
workers I would be taking advantage of a fellow man. This is the wrong thing to do. 
The money is mine; the boat is mine; if someone should die it should be me. Let the 
workers escape so they can live to take care of their families.” 

He was ashamed for having made such a selfish move. He called the crewmen back to the 
oars and sat himself at the tiller with the rifle in his lap. Although he finally managed to pass 
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through the crisis in safety, the whole episode left him with a deep sorrow for his fellow men. 

It was an awakening for him:

“Making a living is such a hard thing indeed, to go through such an ordeal just to avail 
oneself of a day’s wage. Material wealth is so ingrained in a man’s values that he loses 
touch with the reality and true purpose of life. Does society so despise the un-made 
man to ostracize him until he can earn himself riches? In the end everyone must die. 
My father has died. My relatives have died. And when they died they could take noth-
ing with them. What is the point of having all these possessions when you can’t take 
them with you to your grave? Everyone must die. One day, I, too, must die. Haven’t I 
learned from those who are dead?”

He pondered what he should do with his life. After much reflection he came to the conclusion 
that there was nothing more worthwhile for him to do than pursuing a life of purity by becom-
ing a monk. Having made up his mind, he lit three sticks of incense, placed them between 
his palms, and made the following wish:

“Please don’t let me die before I have a chance to ordain. Once I ordain it will be for 
life.”

 9  Bhikkhu:  a Buddhist monk
10 Pali:  the ancient language of India used to record the Scriptures of the Theravada Buddhist school
11 Rains retreat (Vassa):  the period of three months during the monsoon season when monks traditionally limit travel outside the 
     temple and focus instead on meditation and scriptural studies
12 Patimokkha:  the summary of the Monastic Precepts and rules in the Vinaya, recited twice a month in every monastery
13 Avijjapaccaya:  Ignorance as a Requisite Condition. The word is explained in Paticcasamuppada Sutta (Discourse of Dependent 
     Origination) as “avijja paccaya sankhara” meaning “With Ignorance as a requisite condition, arise Mental Formations”  

After that incident the thought of ordaining as a Buddhist monk never left Sodh’s mind. He 
knew he could not shrug off the responsibilities to take care of his mother and the family. He 
needed to leave them enough savings to support themselves in his absence. So he set out to 
work with fervor in order to accumulate sufficient wealth for them to live on. After three years 
he finally made enough money to take care of his family’s future.

In May 1906, Sodh loaded sacks of rice onto his barges for the last time. He told the crew 
to make the trip to Bangkok on his behalf and gave his most trusted man the authority to 
manage the rice deal. After that he left the wharf, feeling like a free man.

Sodh entered Wat Songpinong as a postulant, or ‘nag’, an applicant/trainee for ordination. 
Venerable Palad (‘Yang’), the abbot, taught him verses of ordination and abbreviated ver-
sions of the Monastic Discipline (Vinaya). He received his ordination at Wat Songpinong in 
July 1906 along with seven others. He was then 22 years old. Sodh was given the monastic 
name, Candasaro Bhikkhu9, a Pali10 name which means “the One with a Bright Radiance like 
the Moon”.

The preceptor who ordained him was Venerable Dee, the abbot of Wat Pratusarn, Suphan-
buri; the senior and junior ordination-teachers were Venerable Vinyanuyok and Venerable 
Noeng Indasuvanno, respectively. 

During his first rains retreat11 at Wat Songpinong, he was able to memorize the Patimokkha12 

by heart. He studied the scriptures and practiced meditation alongside. At one point in his 
scriptural study he came across a Pali word, ‘avijjapaccaya’13, and was curious as to what 

becoming a buddhist monk
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Wat Songpinong

14 Mahasatipatthana Sutta:  The Great Discourse on the Establishing of Mindfulness
15 Sutta (Skt. Sutra):  discourse attributed to the Buddha or one of his close disciples
16 Wat Phra Chetuphon:  also called Wat Pho and the Temple of the Reclining Buddha, one of the largest and oldest temples in 
     Thailand

this word meant. He asked the monks at the temple, and to his surprise, none of them knew 
the meaning. One monk told him, “Brother, we don’t translate the Scriptures here. We just 
recite them. If you want to know more you will have to go to Bangkok to study.”

He was perplexed by the monk’s lack of textual scholarship. After seven months he decided 
to go to the capital to further his scriptural studies. He put away a bundle of the Mahasati-
patthana14 Sutta15 in a safe place at Wat Songpinong, thinking as soon as he had learned 
enough Pali to be able to translate this bundle fluently that he would return to do so. 

Candasaro left Wat Songpinong to further his Dhamma study at Wat Chetuphon16. His 
younger brother, Phook, accompanied him to study there. 

One night, in his fourth year as a bhikkhu, Candasaro had a dream. In his dream, a shadowy 
man appeared and offered him a bowl of sand. He took a pinch of it. When his brother was 
offered some, the boy took two handfuls. A few days later both of them fell ill with smallpox. 
Candasaro recovered, but his brother did not. The boy died later at their home in Songpinong. 
He was only 18. After his brother’s cremation Candasaro returned alone to Wat Chetuphon.
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Life at Wat Phra Chetuphon was not easy. Food was scarce. The first day he went for alms 
round he came back with an empty bowl. The second day was no different. 

It made him wonder:  “Even when a man has sacrificed all worldly pleasures to uphold 
the Precepts and to perpetuate Buddhism, should he deserve to starve for his cause? If I 
starve to death through the mean-heartedness of these city folks, maybe my death would stir 
enough of their pity to not let any more monks die of starvation in the future.”

On the third day he received a scoopful of rice and a banana. Weak and weary from two 
days on an empty stomach, Candasaro scuttled his way back to his room and sat down on 
the doorway to eat his meal just as a mangy dog meandered into view. The poor dog was 
so skinny that its bones seemed to show through its skin, looking like it was ready to die of 
hunger right in front of his eyes. With great pity Candasaro passed the remainder of his food 
to the dog. 

He made this solemn wish:  

“Through the power of this generosity in the face of such adversity, may starvation 
never again cross my path.”

Although the dog had probably eaten nothing for days, it took only the rice and left the        
banana alone. Somewhat dismayed at this, Candasaro thought of retrieving the banana, but 
reminded himself that a bhikkhu does not take back anything which he has already given 
away unless someone were to re-offer it. 

“may starvation never again cross my path” From that day forth, however, maybe due to the power of his virtue of generosity, Candasaro 
never returned from his alms round with an empty bowl again. In fact, he always had more 
than enough food to share with his fellow monks.

Reflecting on the hardship that he himself and his fellow monks had endured through the lack 
of food, Candasaro made a pledge upon himself:  

“One day, when I receive sufficient support from benefactors, I will build a kitchen to 
feed the monastic community so that the monks can put all their energies into scrip-
tural study and meditation and never again have to worry about where their next meal 
will come from.”

It would take a decade before this aspiration of Candasaro’s became a reality.
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mastering scriptual studies

During those days, the education of monks and novices began with memorizing the Buddhist 
texts in their original Pali language and the Pali root forms (mulakaccayana). Only then would 
the monks be allowed to begin the study of the Scriptures. Candasaro pursued his Scriptural 
studies in the same way. He memorized the foundation materials and started studying his 
first scripture, the Dhammapada, a collection of sayings of the Buddha. He went on to study 
two other texts popular among contemporary monks:  the Mangaladipani and Sarasangaha, 
essential texts about the Buddha, the Dhamma, the Precepts, generosity, dhutanga practice, 
etc., until he became so well versed that he was able to teach others.

In those days, the Scriptures were not in book form, but etched on palm leaves using Khom 
script. Because palm-leaf scriptures were in loose-leaf forms, students did not study the 
Scriptures in consecutive order from page one onward but picked chapters at random. 
Some students studying the Dhammapada started with earlier chapters while others with 
later ones. As a result, the more students attending a class, the more bundles of scriptures 
had to be carried to class. If a student studied privately with a teacher, he needed only to 
bring his own bundles of chosen texts. If a student wanted to learn what other students were 
learning as well, he would have to bring not only his own scripture bundles but also those 
chosen by other classmates. Candasaro wanted to gain as much knowledge as he could, so 
he carried not only his own scripture bundles but also those chosen by others as well. It was 
quite a heavy load to carry each day.

Academic life was by no means easy.  Students had to seek out their teacher.  Lessons were 
not held in classrooms but in the teacher’s quarters.  If a teacher happened to reside in a 

17 Chao Phraya River:  a major river in Thailand which flows through Bangkok and into the Gulf of Thailand
18 Wat Arun:  also called the Temple of Dawn, one of Thailand’s best known landmarks. The temple has existed since the seventeenth 
      century.
19 Wat Mahathat:  one of the ten royal temples of the highest class, home of Mahachulalongkorn University, Thailand’s oldest higher 
      education institute for Buddhist monks 
20 Wat Suthat:  one of the ten royal temples of the highest class
21 Years later, when Nuam became sick and had no one to turn to, Luangpu gave her living quarters at Wat Paknam and had the nuns 
     look after her until the day she passed away.

remote temple, it was the duty of the students to tread the weary miles each day to go to 
that temple. After breakfast Candasaro would cross the Chao Phraya River17 from Wat Phra 
Chetuphon to Wat Arun18. At eleven he would return to Wat Phra Chetuphon for the midday 
meal. In the afternoon, he would attend a class at Wat Mahathat19. For his evening class, 
sometimes he would have to travel to Wat Suthat20, sometimes to Wat Sampleum. By night, 
he had to attend the last class of the day at his home temple, Wat Phra Chetuphon. However, 
it was not every day of the week that he had such a busy schedule.

No matter how far away the lessons were, how heavy the bundles of scriptures he had to 
carry, or how tired he felt, Candasaro was never absent from his classes. With heavy bundles 
of scriptures on his shoulder, he was a frequent passenger on the Chao Phraya River ferry 
between Peacock Gate Jetty and Wat Arun. The jetty-keeper became acquainted with him 
and was duly impressed with his industriousness. His perseverance also stirred many of the 
regular passengers to faith. Many invited him to receive their alms each morning. Others      
offered to pay his living expenses. The most faithful of his sponsors was a food peddler 
named “Nuam21” who undertook to provide him with breakfast and lunch daily. 

For years Candasaro travelled to many schools to study the Scriptures. More and more 
people were inspired by his diligence and tried to find ways to help him. So strong was their 
support that he was able to establish a private Pali school at Wat Phra Chetuphon using his 
own quarters as a classroom. He invited Phramahapee Vasuttamo, a talented monk of Pali 
Grade V, to be a permanent lecturer. Candasaro catered for as many as ten students and 
teachers in the school at his own expense. His school taught Pali up to Grade V.
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Times, however, were changing in the world of Thai monastic education.  The Council of      
Elders issued a policy directive to base Pali study on grammar rather than free translation 
from the root meaning.  Wat Phra Chetuphon was left with no choice but to merge its various      
private colleges into one. Accordingly, Candasaro’s Pali school ceased to exist. Candasaro was 
unperturbed however by the curriculum changes. Even though Pali examinations changed 
from oral to written, he persevered to adapt to the change.

From the time Candasaro was ordained as a Buddhist monk, he never ceased to pursue 
meditation study and practice. Regardless of how demanding his study routines were he 
never failed to make time for meditation each day. He followed the techniques taught by his 
ordination chaplain, Venerable Noeng, when he first began his practice. Later, he would travel 
to various temples renowned for their meditation masters and practiced with these masters. 
The following were some of the famous meditation masters he studied with:

      Venerable Master Phrasangavaranuwongse (Eam) of Wat Rajasiddharam, Bangkok
      Venerable Master Nyanavirat (Po) of Wat Chetuphon, Bangkok
      Venerable Master Singh of Wat Lakornthaam, Thonburi
      Venerable Master Phramonkolthepmuni (Muy), Abbot of Wat Chakrawat, Bangkok 
      Venerable Master Pleum of Wat Kao Yai, Kanchanaburi

During the practice with Venerable Master Singh of Wat Lakornthaam, he managed to arrive 
at the state of calmness that his mind became perfectly still. Whereupon a bright sphere the 
size of an egg yolk appeared at the center of his body. His teacher assured him that this was 
an important benchmark in meditation that he had reached.

Candasaro’s meditation skill progressed steadily. He completed training with these masters 
within a remarkably short time. Often, his teachers would tell him he had learned everything 
they knew and there was nothing more they could teach him. Some of them even persuaded 
him to teach alongside them. But Candasaro did not feel that his skill was advanced enough 
to teach others. 

pursuing meditation
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He left his old teachers to travel alone searching for more knowledge, going anywhere in 
Thailand where there was a reputable master. For several years he journeyed through many 
forests and mountains searching for the best meditation masters to apprentice with. 

Eventually his travels took him back to Wat Songpinong, the temple where he was ordained 
in 1906. In those days the elder monks at this temple hardly put any attention to scriptural 
study. Without any help from the elders, the younger monks who were interested in scriptural 
study had nowhere to go. Usually, those interested in studying would be sent to Bangkok. 
When Candasaro went to take residence at Wat Songpinong in his eleventh year of monk-
hood he had already acquired the skill of the Pali language. He became the prime mover 
in establishing a school for scriptural studies at the temple. In spite of many obstacles, the 
school was eventually established. This school still exists today at Wat Songpinong.

Candasaro recalled the bundle of Mahasatipatthana, the Great Discourse on the Establishing 
of Mindfulness, he had tucked away many years ago at Wat Songpinong in hopes of being 
able to interpret it one day. He had made a vow to himself that as soon as he was able to 
translate this Discourse fluently, he would channel all his attention to meditation practice. He 
was now able to translate that bundle fluently, and in accordance with his original intention, 
would discontinue his Pali studies and turn to the task of studying meditation with all his 
might.

It was only in retrospect that Candasaro realized that if he had continued to study and            
attained a high degree of scholarship, the Sangha authorities would surely have recruited 
him to work in an academic capacity to the detriment of his meditation practice.

22 Dhutanga umbrella (klod):  an umbrella doubled as a tent under which a dhutanga monk uses as a shelter to practice meditation 
     and to sleep

From that time onwards Candasaro devoted himself entirely to the study of meditation.     
Leaving the comforts of a fixed abode behind, he became a wandering bhikkhu and un-
dertook ‘dhutanga’, a practice of austerity and self-purification to develop detachment 
with material things and to deepen the practice of meditation. Dhutanga was a practice        
embraced by forest monks who wished to live the holy life. These monks would spend weeks 
or months, or even years, in the forests or remote provinces, with nothing more than an um-
brella doubled as a tent and a few other necessary requisites. 

When his older sister knew of his intention to undertake dhutanga, she had a dhutanga     
umbrella22 (klod) made for him. Candasaro left for the provinces, returned after a short period, 
and gave away the umbrella to another bhikkhu. Later he made a second dhutanga trip, and 
again received an umbrella from his aunt. (Giving a dhutanga umbrella to a dhutanga monk is 
considered a great merit. Candasaro wanted his aunt to have this merit.)  

Candasaro came upon many interesting encounters during his dhutanga adventures. He met 
many monks who had taken dwellings in the forest. Some of them possessed great insight 
and wisdom. Others possessed supernatural powers. While trekking in a forest in Sukhothai, 
he met a forest monk who applied the mantra “samma arahang” in his meditation practice. 
This was the first time Candasaro heard these words. They were to play an important part in 
the meditation technique that he later perfected. 

Once, during his second dhutanga excursion, he arrived at a semi-deserted temple, Wat 
Phrasrirattanamahathat, in Suphanburi. The atmosphere there seemed peaceful and condu-
cive to meditation. He decided to camp there. As he was getting ready to set up his umbrella 
some children drove a herd of oxen into the area. 

dhutanga adventures
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23 Somdej:  a high-ranking monastic title

“Don’t let the cows come any further, or you may incur bad kamma for yourselves,” he           
cautioned them. The children paid no attention to him and made an impolite remark, thinking 
this monk wanted to have the whole area for himself.
  
Pointing to a specific spot on the ground Candasaro said to them, “There are Buddha images 
under the ground here. If you don’t believe me, try digging here and see for yourselves.”

The children were curious. They dug at that spot. After a few strokes of the shovel they found 
several Buddha images buried underneath. The children were awestruck. They paid respect 
to Candasaro and apologized to him for their impolite behavior. News of Candasaro’s psychic 
power traveled.   

The half-deserted temple was in bad shape. There were over a hundred Buddha images, 
large and small, left in ruins. Many were vandalized. Some with heads cut off or arms missing. 
Candasaro felt something should be done to return the temple to a useful state. He orga-
nized a meditation class and invited the locals to participate. Many attended. Candasaro took 
the occasion to explain to the locals the benefits associated with the restoration of a temple. 
He sought their help with the repair work. Many agreed to help. The number of people grad-
ually grew to a large size. 

It was an uncommon occurrence in rural Suphanburi at that time that a large number of 
good-hearted people would join together and extend their helping hands to restore a ruined 
temple. Progress began to take shape. Unfortunately, the large congregation attracted the 
prying eyes of the Suphanburi authorities. They were fearful that the large gathering might 
lead to a civil unrest or an uprising. The authorities went to see Somdej23 Phra Wanarat 
(Pearn Tissadatto) of Wat Phra Chetuphon, who was the monastic governor of the area at 
that time, and urged him to summon Candasaro to leave the area. To show respect for the                        
authorities, Candasaro complied.  

He then moved on to Wat Songpinong. While at Wat Songpinong he established a school for 
Dhamma scholars and also spearheaded the formation of a foundation to provide funds for 
education. Later, he moved back to Wat Phra Chetuphon.

While at Wat Phra Chetuphon he became acquainted with Venerable Nok, Abbot of Wat                     
Bote-bon, Bangkuvieng District, Nonthaburi. He made frequent visits to Wat Bote-bon to see 
Luangpor Nok, who often invited him to deliver sermons on his behalf. 

Wat Bote-bon was situated in a forest environment with many trees on the temple grounds. 
The environment was peaceful and conducive to meditation. During Candasaro’s days of 
scriptural study, its previous abbot, Venerable Choom, had provided him with many Buddhist 
texts. As a way to repay his kindness, Candasaro was desirous of moving to Wat Bote-bon 
to teach the monks, novice monks, and laypeople there. He went to pay respect to Somdej 
Phrabuddhajahn, then the Abbot of Wat Phra Chetuphon, and left to spend his rains retreat 
at Wat Bote-bon, Bangkuvieng. This was in 1917.    

After eleven years of practice with some of the best Thailand had to offer Candasaro still 
felt he had not yet attained the ultimate knowledge realized by the Buddha. He studied               
Visuddhimagga, the Path of Purity, a scriptural text on meditation practice, and proceeded 
to pursue meditation on his own.
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One morning as he was about to enter the rains retreat at Wat Bote-bon, he reflected on 
the fact that he had been ordained for eleven long years but still had yet to taste the ultimate 
Dhamma realized by the Lord Buddha. He determined to put forth all his energy to meditation 
that day until he attained even a small portion of the Truth. After completing his alms round 
and finishing his daily duties that morning he proceeded to the main chapel to meditate. He 
made up his mind to sit unmoved in his meditation until the midday drum sounded. 

It was about eight in the morning on the full moon day of the tenth lunar month of the year 
1917 when he sat down to meditate. Sitting in the half lotus position in front of the Buddha 
statue at the shrine hall, he closed his eyes and recited the mantra ‘samma arahang, samma 
arahang’, quietly in his mind. Before long, pain began to develop throughout his body. Time 
passed awfully slowly.  The pain became so excruciating that he felt as if every bone in his 
body was about to explode. 

He was agitated. 

“I have never felt such pain before. Why, now that I have sworn to sit unmoved in this 
position, is the pain so much more intense than I had ever felt? How much longer must 
I endure this suffering before the eleven o’clock drum sounds?”

He wanted to give up many times, but his fighting-spirit told him to persevere. He knew that 
an agitated mind was a hindrance to meditation, and he did his best to ignore the pain. After 
a couple of hours, right before the midday drum sounded, his mind finally began to settle. 
As his mind became more and more still, a bright sphere the size of an egg yolk appeared at 
the center of his body. It was so beautiful and soothing like nothing he had ever seen before. 

meditative attainment The pain mysteriously disappeared. And his agitation went away. Instead, he experienced a 
wonderful feeling of tranquility and bliss. He knew then that he was reaching the beginning 
state of spiritual attainment. 

Then he heard the eleven o’clock drum, signaling time for the midday meal. 

Even as he was taking his meal the bright sphere continued to appear at the center of his 
body. It gave him a nice feeling of security and satisfaction. That day, even the midday meal 
tasted extraordinarily delicious. The tranquility and bliss that he felt reminded him of the Bud-
dha’s remark, “Natthi santi param sukham” (There is no higher happiness than peace itself). 
He was so overjoyed with the experience that a smile appeared on his face. The smile on 
Candasaro’s face did not escape the notice of his fellow monks. They asked him why he was 
so cheerful. To which he replied, “I’m so touched by the wisdom of our Lord that I couldn’t 
help but smile.”

That afternoon, after finishing the Patimokkha chanting along with other monks, Candasaro 
proceeded to the main chapel to meditate. Sitting in front of the Buddha statue, he declared:  

“Upon this sitting, if I cannot attain even a small part of the ultimate Dhamma realized 
by the Lord Buddha, then I shall sit unmoved in this spot … or die in the attempt.”   

He pleaded to the Buddha: 

“May the Most Exalted One show me compassion and grant me the least and easiest 
of thy Enlightened Knowledge. Should my attainment of thy Enlightened Knowledge 
bring harm to Buddhism, don’t grant it to me; but if it can benefit Buddhism, then, 
O Lord, please grant it to me. I shall be thy champion to uphold the greatness of thy 
Teachings until the last day of my life.”
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Main shrine hall at Wat Bote-bon where Luangpu attained Dhammakaya in 1917

Sitting in a half lotus position he began his deep meditation. It started to rain heavily. The 
atmosphere in the temple became damp. He saw a line of ants escaping from a crack in the 
floor. For a moment he thought that the ants might come and disturb his meditation, so he 
dipped his finger into a kerosene bottle nearby and began to draw a circle around himself to 
prevent the ants from entering. But then he realized that he had just made a vow, willing to 
give up his life in pursuit of the Dhamma. Why then should he be afraid of these little ants? In 
self-disgust, he put the kerosene bottle away and set forth to meditate unprotected.

His mind began to settle as he meditated into the night. The bright, clear sphere that he saw 
earlier that morning reappeared and became even clearer and more radiant. As he medi-
tated, the clarity of the sphere increased until it was as lucid as a flawless sphere of crystal. 
The brightness grew more intense until it outshined the midday sun. He contemplated on 
this sphere for hours, from early in the evening until well after midnight, not knowing how to 
progress to the next level. (In all of his past meditation training there had been no master who 
had reached this level of experience, and therefore none of them would have been able to 
guide their students on how to deal with such a phenomenon.)  

Candasaro focused his attention at the center of the bright sphere. Then, coming from the 
silence at the center of the sphere, there arose the gentle sound of the ancient words, ‘majjhi-
ma-patipada’, a term from the ancient Pali meaning ‘Middle Way’. 

He thought to himself:  “Ah … the ‘Middle Way’! From my Scriptural study, we define this as 
‘a way of life which steers between the two extremes of asceticism and sensual indulgence’.”

But now this sound came directly from the center of his body. The center of the sphere was 
becoming inordinately bright as if it were the source of all the brightness in his body:  bright, 
intense, cool and soothing. The illumination blazed so that the brightness increased enor-
mously and deep in the brightness of the sphere he knew there existed something else. Then 
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he started to realize that there must be a hidden meaning to the term ‘Middle Way’. That tiny 
spot at the center of his body might, in fact, be the doorway to hidden inner dimensions.

He wondered:

“Could this in fact be the Middle Way? The tiny bright spot is right at the middle.”

He then tried an experiment:  contemplating deeper and deeper at the center of the bright 
spot. It started to expand until it reached the size of an egg yolk. Meanwhile, the former 
sphere also gained in size until it became so huge that it reached the horizons and then faded 
away. When he contemplated deeper at the center of the new sphere, another one appeared 
at its center. He continued this experiment, concentrating deeper at the center of each suc-
cessive sphere. More and more spheres appeared—thousands of them, each one replacing 
the last as if shooting from a water fountain. As he meditated deeper, each new sphere was 
brighter and clearer than the last.

Going yet deeper he could see the transcendental nature of himself—the so-called “tran-
scendental body”—a crystal clear inner body that resides within every human being. As his 
mind continued to be perfectly calm and still, several transcendental bodies appeared, one 
after another, each new one bigger, brighter, and more beautiful than the previous one. Until, 
finally, a supremely bright and pure image resembling that of the Buddha appeared. It is of 
the form of the Buddha sitting deep in meditation, the crest of his crown shaped like a lotus 
bud, an image brighter, clearer, more beautiful, and more marvelous than any Buddha image 
in the world.

This was ‘Dhammakaya’—Body of Enlightenment.

Arriving at this stage of experience in meditation is called “attaining Dhammakaya”.

Through this marvelous experience, Candasaro discovered that at the innermost part of      
every human being, there exists the seed of Enlightenment, the Buddha-nature—the potential 
to become a Buddha.  

As he contemplated further, with a mind as bright and clear as a mirror, a voice echoed from 
the center of the Dhammakaya with these words:  “This is right!” 

Feeling elated, Candasaro muttered to himself: 

“Ah, it is so hard like this … how could anybody perceive it? It is beyond perception, 
memory, thought, cognition. One would not attain it through these. Perception, memo-
ry, thought, cognition … all these things must come to a standstill and be united at one 
single point. Once the mind “stops”, these things cease to be. Once they cease to be, 
attainment can be realized. This is the real thing. This is where the link is.  Everything 
must come to the right point of balance before attainment can happen.”

(Explanation:  Once the mind stops wandering and comes to a standstill state, the 
hindrances which obstruct attainment will disappear. Once that happens attainment is 
possible. Later on, he came up with the maxim “‘Stop’ is the key to success”.)

As Candasaro continued to refine his inner experience for the next thirty minutes, an image 
of a familiar-looking temple appeared in his vision. He recognized it to be Wat Bang-pla, the 
temple he went to study at when he was eleven. He felt as if he was actually inside that temple. 
It appeared to him this could be a revelation that Wat Bang-pla was the first place his new-
found Dhammakaya Knowledge was to be propagated, and there would be individuals there 
to attain Dhammakaya following his footsteps.

From that day forward, Candasaro took the opportunity to go to Wat Bang-pla, accepting 
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From that day forward, Candasaro took the opportunity to go to Wat Bang-pla, accepting 
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teaching engagements and supporting the ceremonies there until the end of the rains retreat. 
In the meantime he dedicated himself to refining and improving his newfound method of 
meditation—the Dhammakaya Meditation Method. 

After the end of the rains retreat, he bade farewell to the abbot of Wat Bote-bon and moved 
to Wat Bang-pla permanently to teach meditation and the Dhamma. After four months, 
three monks (Venerable Sangvarn, Venerable Baen and Venerable Oam) and four laypeople          
attained Dhammakaya.

In his thirteenth rains retreat, Candasaro took with him all the monks who had attained 
Dhammakaya to Wat Songpinong, where they were to stay during the rains retreat, and 
teach Dhamma and meditation to monks and laypeople. By the end of the rains retreat, one 
more monk attained Dhammakaya. 

Soon after, Candasaro travelled to Wat Pratusarn, Suphanburi, where his preceptor, the 
(now) late Venerable Dee had once resided. He stayed there for four months to teach medi-
tation and the Dhamma before returning to Wat Phra Chetuphon.

Classified as a royal temple of the third tier, Wat Paknam is an older temple commissioned 
for construction by the monarch during the middle Ayutthaya period (1488–1629). Historic 
chronicles and artifacts found at the temple, especially the architectural style and arts like 
the Tipitaka Hall and the pavilion-shaped cabinet housing the Tipitaka, are works of royal 
craftsmen from the era of King Narai; even the main chapel is representative of the style from 
that period. 

Wat Paknam is located on flat delta plains of Bangkok, surrounded by Chao Phraya River 
and Bangkok-Yai Canal. It lies at the mouth of the main Bang-Luang Canal and is named 
“Wat Paknam Bhasicharoen” for the district it is in. The name Wat Paknam appeared in many 
ancient annals, but in early maps of Bangkok from 1910 and 1931 the temple was known as 
“Wat Samuttaram”. However, this name was not preferred by the people and the name Wat 
Paknam (which means “Temple at the Mouth of the Water”) stood to this day. 

During the reign of King Rama IV, the Bhasicharoen Canal was dug on the west side of the 
temple, giving it three bodies of water. The smaller canal on the southern end demarcates the 
temple’s boundary during that period. 

In 1918, the position of abbot at Wat Paknam was vacant. Somdej Phra Wanarat, Abbot of 
Wat Phra Chetuphon, who was then the monastic governor for Bhasicharoen District, offered 
Candasaro the position of Acting Abbot. Candasaro initially declined to accept the position 
because his primary goal was meditation not temple management. But after a great deal of 
persuasion from the Somdej he finally accepted. Eventually his position was made perma-
nent. 

abbot of wat paknam
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Candasaro Bhikkhu

24 Kuti:  monk’s living quarters, usually a cottage or a small shelter

On the day of his appointment the Department of Religious Affairs provided a motorboat for 
his passage to Wat Paknam. Somdej Phra Wanarat, together with several senior monks, 
came along to send him off to his new temple. Four monks from Wat Phra Chetuphon        
accompanied him to live at Wat Paknam. On the other side of the river, monks, laymen and 
laywomen came out to greet the party in large numbers. 

During that time Wat Paknam was almost half-deserted. Because the temple was built cen-
turies ago, most of its buildings were old and worn out. The temple hall was in bad shape, 
the kitchen too small, and the monks’ cottages (kutis24) were so tiny that each could only 
accommodate one monk. Also, these cottages were placed far apart from one another, mak-
ing each cottage seem isolated. Due to lack of supervision, the resident monks, numbering 
thirteen, were lax in monastic discipline as well as meditation practice.

Candasaro did not expect to run into this kind of situation when he accepted the position of 
abbot. But he was not about to give in. He was determined to restore the temple back to a 
respectable condition. 

He said, “Renovating a place is not difficult, all it takes is money. But reforming a human being 
is. The key to restoring this place is to fix the people first.”   

His first job was to clamp down on the misbehavior of monks and novices under his supervi-
sion as well as those affecting the state of his temple. He called a general meeting of monks 
and novices and gave them the following sermon:

“I have been sent by the monastic governor of this district to take charge of this temple 
and to manage its residents using the Monastic Discipline as my guide. If the temple 
is to prosper we must depend on your unity, understanding and cooperation. All of us 
are strangers to this place. To be sent here is like being cast away to a deserted island 
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with no one to turn to for guidance. But I feel certain, by virtue of the Dhamma that we 
practice righteously, that peace and prosperity can be ours. Good will overcome evil. 

Many of you have been ordained for many years. Each one of you knows for yourself 
how well you have kept up with the Monastic Discipline, and what level of meditation 
you have achieved. If you have followed the Monastic Discipline well, you are to be 
praised; but if you have not, then it is a sad thing, and you have only yourself to blame.

I have met monks who have been ordained for tens of years, yet they possess no     
ability to teach others. They came to lean on the religion and have done nothing of use 
for themselves and for others. These monks have sullied our religion. Being ordained 
like this is like being a hermit crab (relying on the shell of others for shelter). In such a 
case what is the use of being ordained or coming to live in the temple?

As Abbot of your temple, I intend to perform my duties according to the Monastic    
Discipline. It is up to you old-timers whether to join me or not to join me. I will not inter-
fere with your action, for I am sure all of you know by your own conscience what is right 
and what is wrong. If you choose not to join me, then do not stand in my way. I will not 
stand in your way either. Each will live his own separate way. But being a bhikkhu of 
this temple you must abide by our monastic rules. What was done in the past belongs 
in the past, for it was not yet my responsibility. But now, I have a duty to fulfill.”

After Candasaro Bhikkhu made his position known to everyone he instituted temple rules in 
accordance with Monastic Discipline for everyone to abide by and he enforced these rules 
strictly. He began teaching Dhamma and meditation to the residents of the temple as well as 
the general public on a regular basis. Soon, the condition of the temple began to improve. 
More monks and novices joined his temple. Many more people came to his meditation classes 
and Dhamma training. As the temple gained popularity and followers, donations and funding 
for its activities began to flow.

Wat Paknam today
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Candasaro’s leadership and hard work paid off. Not only was he able to restore the temple 
to a fully functional Buddhist institution, but he also raised its status to one of the most 
sought after teaching institutes for scriptural studies and meditation training in the country.           
Candasaro himself earned a reputation as a capable abbot and a spiritual leader who pos-
sessed extraordinary mental powers and healing ability. His name became synonymous with 
Wat Paknam, and the name “Luangpor Wat Paknam”, as he was later called, became a 
household name. 

Note:  Henceforth in this book we will refer to Luangpor Wat Paknam as 
“Luangpu”, a Thai word which means “Venerable Grandfather”.

25 Right Meditation (samma-samadhi):  Also called “Right Concentration”, the eighth element of the Noble Eightfold Path, the 
     practice of which enables one to attain the Dhammakaya
26 The Great Man (mahapuruṣa):  A Buddha or a universal monarch (cakravartin king); Buddhas and universal monarchs are 
     traditionally regarded as having the Thirty-two Characteristics of a Great Man

Not long after the Buddha passed away the number of enlightened beings gradually                 
decreased. Those who were able to reach the Dhammakaya level of attainment also dwin-
dled. Eventually, the Dhammakaya Knowledge disappeared from the world altogether. Any 
remnants of information related to Dhammakaya that remained in the Buddhist scriptures 
were too scant to shed enough light to people of future generations. This led to the general 
misconception that “Dhammakaya” was nothing more than another name to call the Buddha.  

Through a lifetime of meditation study and practice, Luangpu had reached a supramundane 
level of meditative attainment. This gave rise to his ability to penetrate the “inner” Truth that 
led to the rediscovery of the Dhammakaya Knowledge. Thereafter, Luangpu dedicated his     
entire life to perfect this Knowledge, using the “divine eye” of the Dhammakaya as his guide. 
He compared his meditative experience with various scriptural texts and the Tipitaka to con-
firm the validity of his discovery. He found that his discovery was consistent with what was 
mentioned in the Buddhist scriptures. 

He explained:

“Dhammakaya is the eternal Buddha, the seed of enlightenment that exists within     
every human being. It is not something that was newly created. It has been there since 
the beginning of time. Everyone can attain the Dhammakaya if he or she practices the 
Right Meditation25. The form of the Dhammakaya resembles that of the Buddha, com-
plete with thirty-two attributes of the Great Man26. The top of his crown is shaped like 
a lotus bud. His body is luminous and clear as a crystal.”   

 

discovering dhammakaya
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27 Jhana:  meditative absorption; bliss state; a state of serene contemplation attained by meditation; state of trance; a state of 
     meditation where the mind is free from the Five Hindrances (craving, aversion, sloth, agitation and doubt)
28 Tissapamoke:  a famous academic institution in ancient India

The name “Dhammakaya” was not invented by Luangpu. This name appeared in the Tipitaka 
and Buddhist texts of Theravada, Mahayana and Vajrayana traditions.

In the Theravada Buddhist Scripts the word “Dhammakaya” can be found in many places:  
four times in the primary scriptures, twenty eight times in the secondary scriptures, and seven 
times in the tertiary scriptures. The word is found in two places in the Buddhist manual of 
meditation, the Path of Purity (Visuddhimagga), three times in the commentary on the Path of 
Purity, once in the ancient version of the Path of Purity, once in the Pathamasambodhigatha, 
once in the ancient book Samatha-Vipassana, and three times in the Buddhist engravings. 

There are four mentions of the word “Dhammakaya” in Agganna Sutta, Dighanikaya;            
Paccekabuddhapadana, Khuddakanikaya; Atthasandasakatherapadana, Khuddakanikaya; 
and Mahapachabodigotamitheri, Khuddhakanikaya, in the Thai script of Pali Scriptures of 
1982 (Mahamongut edition).

In the Mahayana Buddhist tradition, there are countless mentions of the word “Dham-
makaya”—many more times than in the Theravada. 

The Dhammakaya method of meditation had been practiced since the ancient times. This 
method was mentioned in the book Buddharangsi-tissadeeyan (“Buddharangsi-Theory of 
Jhana27”) which spoke about Samatha-Vipassana meditation methods practiced during four 
historical periods of the past, namely, Vientiane Period of Laos, Ayutthaya Period of Siam, 
Thonburi Period of King Taksin the Great, and Rattanakosin Period of Bangkok. 

A manuscript from Wat Pradurongdhamma, Ayutthaya, spoke of a meditation method called 
“Meditation Through the Virtues of the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Sangha (translation)”. 
This method was recorded in AD 29 by fifty-six Tissapamoke28 masters. These writings 
substantiate the fact that Dhammakaya meditation method was not something invented by     

Luangpu but has been in existence for many centuries.

The Dhammakaya Knowledge disappeared from the world around 43 B.C. For more than two 
thousand years no one knew of its existence. The Dhammakaya Knowledge rediscovered by 
Luangpu is the testament to the Enlightenment of the Lord Buddha. Luangpu brought forth 
to the world the practical side of the knowledge taught by the Buddha. 

The meditation method taught by Luangpu had enabled tens of thousands of people to      
attain Dhammakaya during his lifetime. Many more people continue to attain Dhammakaya 
to this day.
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29 Vijja:  Clear knowledge; genuine awareness; science (specifically, the cognitive powers developed through the practice of concentra-
      tion and discernment); knowledge gained from the “eye of Dhamma”; it is the Knowledge that enables one to rid oneself of ignorance
30 Five Niyamas:  According to Buddhism, there are five orders or processes (niyamas) which operate in the physical and mental
      realms: Utu Niyama, physical inorganic order; Bija Niyama, order of germs and seeds (physical organic order); Kamma Niyama, 
     order of action and result; Dhamma Niyama, order of the norm; and Citta Niyama, order of mind or psychic law

The Dhammakaya Knowledge (Vijja29 Dhammakaya) is a profound knowledge that deals with 
the ‘Five Aspects of Natural Law’, the Law that governs all things (Five Niyamas30). They 
include Biological Law (Bija Niyama), which governs all living things; Chemical and Physical 
Law (Utu Niyama), which governs all chemical and physical matters; Psychic Law (Citta 
Niyama), which governs the functions of the mind; Karmic Law (Kamma Niyama), which 
governs the law of action; and Nature of Existence Law (Dhamma Niyama), which governs 
the manifestation of existence or reality. Knowing how the Five Aspects of Natural Law came 
into existence reveals the knowledge of how to abolish samsara, the cycle of rebirth. This 
knowledge leads us to the right practice and eventually helps us overcome defilements and 
attain Nibbana, thus freeing ourselves from the cycle of rebirth.

The Dhammakaya Knowledge is equipped with the ‘Threefold Knowledge’ (Te-Vijja), ‘Eight-
fold Supra-normal Knowledge’ (Attha-Vijja), and ‘Sixfold Super Knowledge’ (Chalabhinna)—
the higher knowledge known to the Buddha.

Threefold Knowledge comprises of the knowledge of one’s previous existences, the knowl-
edge of the passing away and arising of beings, and the knowledge of the destruction of all 
mental intoxicants.   

Eightfold Supra-normal Knowledge consists of insight-knowledge, mental powers, miracu-
lous powers, supra-normal hearing (divine ear), knowing the minds of others, ability to recall 
former existences, seeing the arising and passing away of other beings according to their 
kamma (divine eye), and knowledge of an end of defilements. 

Sixfold Super Knowledge consists of the ability to perform magical powers, having supra- 

the dhammakaya knowledge normal hearing (divine ear), ability to penetrate the minds of others, ability to remember former 
existences, having divine eye, and knowledge of the exhaustion of all mental intoxicants. 

Luangpu dedicated his entire life to the study of the Dhammakaya Knowledge by means of 
the profound Dhammakaya meditation method he had rediscovered. He assigned a team of 
highly accomplished meditators to conduct meditation research for the subject. The outcome 
of their collective research revealed the facts that samsara had originated from the three-
fold division of consciousness:  wholesome states (Kusala Dhamma), unwholesome states 
(Akusala Dhamma), and neither-wholesome-nor-unwholesome states (Avyakata Dhamma).      

Wholesome states represent the faction of virtue (the “white force”) responsible for giving rise 
to the creation of the “physical form” of humans. Unwholesome states represent the negative 
element, or the faction of Evil (the “black force”) responsible for contaminating humans with 
defilements, illnesses, and negative kamma, causing them to end up in unhappy realms. 
Neither-wholesome-nor-unwholesome states represent the karmically neutral element (the 
“grey force”). 

The Dhammakaya Knowledge constitutes the transcendental, blissful, eternal, and pure Self 
of the Buddha. Dhammakaya doctrines can be found in the scriptures of all major Buddhist 
schools including Theravada, Mahayana and Vajrayana (Tibetan Buddhism).

The word “Dhammakaya” means “Truth Body”, “Body of Reality”, or “Body of Enlighten-
ment”. Dhammakaya Knowledge teaches that all sentient beings possess the Buddha-Nature, 
the inner potential for attaining Buddhahood, common to all people. It also teaches that the 
nature of mind is luminous, blissful, perfect, complete, and full of wonderful qualities, but due 
to temporarily being obscured by defilements we do not recognize it. It is only through Right 
Meditation practice and spiritual attainment that this true nature is revealed. This is known as 
“attainment of Dhammakaya.”
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Once we attain Dhammakaya, we will have the clear-seeing ability to perceive the ultimate 
Truth—the knowledge of who we are, why we were born, what our true purpose in life is, and 
how we can free ourselves from the realm of suffering. Thus, attainment of Dhammakaya is 
something that everyone should aspire to achieve. 

dhammakaya meditation

The goal of Dhammakaya Meditation is to eradicate the roots of all evil and achieve spiritual 
attainment leading to Nibbana.

Luangpu explained the process of meditation as bringing “seeing, remembering, thinking, 
and knowing” into a single-point, at the center of the body. 

The identifying feature of Dhammakaya Meditation is the meditator’s attention towards the 
center of the body, the natural home of the mind. The center of the body is the central point 
of our stream of consciousness, and also the inner source of happiness and wisdom. It is 
located two finger-widths above the navel in the middle of the abdomen. This is known as 
the “Seventh Base” of the mind (see page 224).

Every object in nature has its center of gravity, the point where it keeps its balance. For         
example, the center of gravity for a cup is at the center point of the cup; the center of gravity 
for a stick is at the middle point of the stick, etc. If we place a cup or a stick sideways or off 
the center of gravity, it will fall because it is out of balance. The center of gravity of all material 
objects is always located at the center location.

The goal of a meditator is to “tune” or adjust the mind through a single-point of concentration 
and to arrive at the point of balance at the center of the body. When the mind reaches its 
perfect point of balance, it will have a clear-seeing quality that enables it to penetrate into a 
higher form of knowledge, insight, and wisdom. Think of the mind as the lens of a camera 
or the dial of a radio receiver. You can adjust the focus of the lens of the camera to capture 
the clearest picture; you can tune the dial of the radio to find the right wave-length in order to 
reach a desired station. The same principle applies to the mind:  when the “focus” or “wave-
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31 Samatha:  tranquility meditation; perfect concentration; the ability to maintain the focus of attention one-pointedly
32 Vipassana:  insight meditation aims to discipline the mind while fostering a profound clarity about the nature of reality. 
      Enlightenment can only be attained through vipassana.
33 Samadhi:  one-pointedness of mind; meditative practice leading to one-pointed concentration; a state of complete concentration

length” of the mind is adjusted to the right point, it becomes the most powerful. 

Luangpu first taught the Dhammakaya meditation technique to the monks and laypeople at 
Wat Bang-pla, Nakorn Pathom, in 1915. From 1916 onwards, after Luangpu became Abbot 
of Wat Paknam, he taught Dhammakaya Meditation consistently at Wat Paknam throughout 
his life. Dhammakaya Meditation became closely associated with Wat Paknam Bhasicharoen. 

Luangpu devoted the rest of his life teaching Dhammakaya Meditation to anyone who 
was interested. From 1935 to1959, he ran a meditation workshop reserved for super-                            
advanced meditators—those who had reached the supramundane level of absorptions. 
These gifted meditators meditated as a team in shifts, twenty four hours a day, seven days 
a week. Since 1959, Luangpu’s disciples had been teaching the Dhammakaya method of 
meditation to several temples in Thailand, including Wat Paknam, Wat Phra Dhammakaya, 
Wat Rajorasaram, and Wat Luangpor Sod Dhammakayarama (Ratchaburi). Today Dhammakaya 
Meditation is being taught throughout the world by Wat Phra Dhammakaya, thanks to                      
Luangpu’s top disciple, Khun Yai Chand Khonnokyoong, founder of Wat Phra Dhammakaya, 
and her leading students, Luangpor Dhammajayo and Luangpor Dattajeevo, Abbot and Vice 
Abbot of Wat Phra Dhammakaya respectively.
 
Samatha Level

Dhammakaya Meditation has both samatha31 and vipassana32 stages. The goal of Dham-
makaya Meditation at the samatha level is to overcome the Five Hindrances (consisting of 
sensual desire, ill will, inertia, doubt, agitation). When the mind becomes peaceful and stable 
as the result of successful practice for tranquility, the mind will overcome the Five Hindrances 
and reach a state of one-pointedness (samadhi33), known as the ‘standstill of the mind’—a 
state where it is free of thought. The indication of reaching this stage is that a bright clear 
sphere will arise spontaneously at the center of the body. The mind should then be directed 

34 samma-arahang:  See page 72

continuously at the center of this sphere, helping to transport the mind towards the inner path 
that leads to eventual attainment. 

There are several ways of focusing the attention at the center of the body, namely:

Following down through the seven bases of the mind:  the nostril, the inner corner of 
the eye, the center of the head, the roof of the mouth, the center of the throat, the 
middle of the stomach, and a point two finger breadths above the navel.

Visualizing a mental image at the center of the body:  characteristically, a crystal ball or 
a crystal-clear Buddha image and repetition of the mantra ‘samma-arahang’34 (a Pali 
word which means ‘the Buddha who has properly attained Enlightenment’).

Those who have difficulty visualizing can also do it without visualization, by simply  
placing their attention at the center of the body, calmly and relaxingly.

When one visualizes the mental object continuously, the mental object will gradually change 
in nature in accordance with the increasing subtlety of the mind in the following sequence:

Preparatory Image:  the meditator perceives a vague, partial or undetailed version of 
the image they have imagined. Such a mental object indicates that the mind is in a 
state of preparatory concentration where it is still only momentarily.

Acquired Image:  this is where the meditator is able to perceive the image they have 
imagined with 100% of the clarity and vividness of the external image it is based on.

Counter Image:  once the mind comes even closer to a standstill, so that it is no longer 
distracted by external things or thoughts but is captivated by the image at the center of 
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35 Five Aggregates:  consisting of form, sensation, perception, mental formations, and consciousness. Luangpu simplifies these as    
    “perception, memory, thought, and cognition”, which are the four functional faculties of minds.
36 Twelve Sense Spheres:  consisting of six internal-external (organ-object) pairs of sense bases, i.e., eye and visible objects, ear and
     sound, nose and odor, tongue and taste, body and touch, mind and mental objects
37 Eighteen Elements:  consisting of six sense organs (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind), six sense objects (visible forms, sound, 
     smell, taste, touch, mental object), and six sense consciousness
38 Twenty-Two Faculties:  multiple intra-psychic processes known as “faculties”, “spiritual faculties”, or “phenomenological faculties”
39 Four Noble Truths:  consisting of the truth of suffering, the truth of the origin of suffering, the truth of the cessation of suffering, the
     truth of the path leading to the cessation of suffering

the body, the image will change to be one which the meditator can expand or contract 
at will. The image will change from an image that is colored to one which is transpar-
ent. The Acquired Image and the Counter Image, both indicate a state of mind on the 
threshold of the first absorption (jhana). This threshold state indicates that the mind has 
become unified or one-pointed.

Although the meditator may start out with as many as forty different paths of practice, once 
the hindrances are overcome, all methods converge into a single path of mental progress, 
which leads into meditation at the Vipassana level.

Vipassana Level

Dhammakaya Meditation embarks on the Vipassana level at a higher stage than some       
other meditation schools. In Dhammakaya Meditation, insight relies on purity of ‘seeing and  
knowing’—penetrative insight into the reality of life and the world. Such insight will allow the 
meditator to have a deep, penetrative knowledge of the Five Aggregates35 (khanda), the 
Twelve Sense Spheres36 (ayatana), the Eighteen Elements37 (dhatu), the Twenty-Two Facul-
ties38 (indriya), the Four Noble Truths39, and Dependent Origination40.

Through insight knowledge gained from deep meditation, the meditator sees and knows 
clearly that all things exhibit the Three Marks of Existence41,  and for the meditator, there 
arises dispassion and detachment and accomplishes sequential shedding of the defilements 
until an end to defilements can be reached. The meditator sees and knows with the divine 
eyes that the Buddha himself attained. 
The process of purification corresponds with that described in the Dhammacakkapavattana 

Sutta42 where the arising of brightness is accompanied by the divine eye, the knowing, the 
wisdom and the knowledge. The meditator will see the nature of the Dhamma in the forms of 
inner mental phenomena. Thus, in Dhammakaya Meditation, the Buddha’s words are taken 
literally as seeing one’s inner body of enlightenment which is in the form of a Buddha sitting 
in meditation. The level of attainment is usually explained in terms of equivalent inner bodies 
which start with the physical human body and the transcendental body, and which go in suc-
cessively deeper layers until reaching the Body of Enlightenment known as Dhammakaya—
the number of bodies totaling eighteen. 

Inner Bodies
 
It is interesting to note that Luangpu’s discovery of “inner bodies” was not out of the scope of 
the Buddha’s discovery, known as “the Dhamma”, in his Enlightenment. In a research paper 
compiled by Dr. James Santucci43, Chair and Professor of Comparative Religion at California 
State University, Fullerton, he mentioned the transformation of Buddhist meditation practice, 
producing inner body—“mind-made body or psychic body”. Through his understanding, it is 
possible that all supernatural abilities, such as the ‘Threefold Knowledge’, ‘Eightfold Supra-normal 
Knowledge’, and ‘Sixfold Super Knowledge’ are developed from this mind-made body.    
 
In ‘Samannaphala Sutta’, ‘Discourse on The Fruits of Homeless Life’, the Buddha described 
the steps of transformation leading to liberation. Here the Buddha spoke of the “mind-made 
body or psychic body” as the product of the concentrated mind. See excerpt below:

“Having forsaken covetousness in the world, the monk dwells with a mind free of 
covetousness, and so he abandons all the five hindrances:  worldly desires, ill-will and 

40 Dependent Origination:  one of the central concepts in the Buddhist tradition that all things arise in dependence upon multiple 
     causes and conditions
41 Three Marks of Existence:  consisting of impermanence, suffering, and non-self
42 Dhammacakkapavattana Sutta:  Discourse on the Setting in Motion of the Wheel of Dhamma, the first teaching given by the       
      Buddha after he attained enlightenment
43 “Educational Concepts and Practices in Early Southern Buddhism”, Hsi Lai Journal of Humanistic Buddhism, CA, Hsi Lai 
      University. Dr. James Santucci taught Sanskrit at Hsi Lai University, which is now University of the West, in Rosemead, California.     
      He is also familiar with the Pali language.
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hatred, sloth and torpor, worry and anxiety, and doubt. Once achieved, delight arises, 
followed by joy, which brings tranquility of the body. From tranquility of the body comes 
an ease that leads to focused thought. The mind, once focused or concentrated and 
detached from sensuality, unwholesome mental states, he enters the first Jhana or 
meditative state. He then progresses to the second, third, and fourth meditative states, 
the latter a state beyond mental ease and dejectedness.
 
The mind concentrated, purified, free of impurities is then directed to knowing and  
seeing, understands the body as material and consciousness, bound to it. With             
concentrated mind, he produces a mind-made or psychic body (mano-mayam kayam) 
and draws that body out of this body. Just as one were to remove a reed from the 
grass sheath, so too from the mind-made body is extracted a perfected mind-made 
body.

With concentrated mind (and perhaps due to the perfected mind-made or psychic 
body) comes the ability to demonstrate the various psychic powers (iddhi) such as be-
coming many, walking on water, and flying cross-legged. Other powers are developed, 
such as clairaudience (dibba-sota), mindreading (cetopariyanana), knowledge of one’s 
previous existences (pubbenivasanussati-nana), the knowledge of the passing away 
and arising of beings with the “divine eye” (dibba-cakkhu), and most importantly, the 
gaining of the knowledge of the destruction of the intoxicants (asava-kkhaya-nana) of 
sense-desire (kama), of becoming (bhava), and of ignorance (avijja), which is another 
way of stating that the monk has gained liberation (vimutta).” 

 

Although the process explained in this chapter may seem highly technical and complex, the 
actual meditation practice itself is easy and simple. 

Anyone practicing the right way of meditation following the Noble Eightfold Path can attain 
the supramundane level of absorption—the meditative experience of the Dhammakaya—and 
gain the higher knowledge described above, regardless of gender, nationality or religion.
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body.
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In the Dhammakaya meditation tradition the mantra ‘samma arahang’ is used to help          
meditators calm their mind and bring it to a stand-still state. This is one form of mindfulness 
meditation known as ‘Buddhanussati’—contemplation on the virtues of the Buddha. 

The term ‘samma arahang’ are made up of two Pali words, each with its own meanings. 
‘Samma’ means right, virtuous, righteous, noble, good, blameless. ‘Arahang’ means                 
noble, holy, worthy, free from defilements, enlightened. Together, ‘samma arahang’ means 
‘the Buddha who is properly enlightened’.

Understanding the meaning of each individual Pali syllable (sam - ma - a - ra - hang) which 
makes up these two words enables one to perceive a deeper and more profound meaning 
of these words. These separate syllables, when combined with other Pali words as appeared 
in various Buddhist verses, give a broad spectrum of meanings. The following are examples 
of meanings derived from various Buddhist verses:    

‘sam’:  Dhamma that benefits all beings, that defeats the cycle of rebirth; the Buddha who is 
self-enlightened. The stanza where this word appears, when recited, is said to have power 
to protect one from enemy. 

‘ma’:  Power to weaken the tenacious, the stubborn; power to overcome ego; the Buddha 
who is revered by all heavenly beings. The stanza where this word appears, when recited, is 
said to have power to subdue hardheaded people.   

‘a’:  Power to turn an idle person into an industrious one; to be endowed with virtues; the 
Buddha who has reached the end of suffering. The stanza where this word appears, when 

samma arahAng recited, is said to have power to protect one from dangerous animals. 

‘ra’:  To be joyous in Dhamma; to relieve beings from suffering; the Buddha who brings      
Nibbana to mankind. The stanza where this word appears, when recited, is said to have 
power to protect one from black magic or evil spirits.

‘hang’:  To defeat evil; to delight in the means to defeat evil; the Buddha who has defeated 
all evil. The stanza where this word appears, when recited, is said to have power to protect 
one from weapons (as in war).

‘Samma arahang’ are sacred words believed to have power to protect the person who 
recites them. It was a common practice by people of the past to tell their dying relatives to 
recite these words before they passed away. This was a means to steer their minds towards 
a virtuous path. It is believed that the dying person whose mind is immersed with good 
thoughts has a better chance of reaching a happy destination after his or her death. Adverse-
ly, it is believed that a person whose mind at the dying moment is preoccupied with negative 
thoughts is bound to be heading for an unhappy realm. 

In meditation practice, the mantra ‘samma arahang’ is an effective tool to help calm the mind. 
Visualization along with recitation of a mantra is an important component in the Dhammakaya 
method of meditation. Luangpu Wat Paknam encouraged his students to recite the mantra 
‘samma arahang’ on a regular basis, not only during meditation. The goal is to cultivate 
mindfulness through using ‘Buddhanussati’ method to help the practitioner steer away from 
defilements and any form of wrongdoings.  
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Luangpu showing the seven bases of the mind 

On Sundays, quarter-moon days and Thursday afternoons Luangpu would teach meditation 
at the main hall at Wat Paknam. His students consisted of monks, novices, nuns, temple 
residents, and the public at large. A cumulative total of forty-thousand people have come to 
study meditation with him over the course of the first fifteen years. Only during the Second 
World War did he shift the venue for meditation teaching to the house of a student, close to 
the temple. But teaching returned to the main hall at Wat Paknam again after the War.

Luangpu would commence his teaching by enquiring whether those in the congregation 
considered themselves upholders of the Buddhist faith or not. If so, they had the twofold duty 
of scriptural learning and meditation. Of the two, meditation was the most important.

After preaching thus to the gathering, Luangpu would order the candles and incense in front 
of the shrine to be lit. He would then lead the congregation together in worship, reciting 
‘Namo-tassa...’ three times in homage to the Buddhas of the past, present, and future. The 
chanting continued with a request for forgiveness of transgressions committed by body, 
speech and mind against the Triple Gem. Finally, there would be the request to all the Bud-
dhas, Dhamma, and Sangha, to establish themselves within the mind of each of the congre-
gation. 

He would then tell everyone to adopt a comfortable posture for meditation. Pointing to a     
figure drawn on a blackboard, he would explain where and how to concentrate the mind. 
There were two aids involved in concentration:  visualizing the object of meditation (a crystal 
ball or a sphere), and reciting the mantra, “samma-arahang”.

(For full instruction on basic meditation, refer to page 222)

teaching meditation
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After teaching the meditation technique at length, Luangpu would tell the gathering to pro-
ceed on their own, and he would continue to speak in low tones, aiding them, until eventually 
his voice faded away into silence. 

The meditation would last for about half an hour.

Then Luangpu’s voice would rise anew, ending the session, and palms together, he intoned 
aloud in Pali calling on the Grace of the Triple Gem to protect and bless the congregation.

Luangpu said that the depth of insight in the Dhammakaya technique was so vast that     
meditating for twelve hours a day for a lifetime would still be insufficient to exhaust its extent, 
and the bliss of meditation was so great that one could meditate for seven days and seven 
nights straight without getting up from his seat. 

He said:

“The happiness of meditation is like tasting delicacies in the different levels of a tiffin 
set. You taste the food in the topmost caddy and it is delicious; the next dish down 
is more delicious than the first; the third is tastier still. Each successive dish becomes 
progressively more delicious.”

To perfect the skill and experience of his most accomplished meditators Luangpu felt the 
need to create a special environment and training ground for these meditators. This led to 
the creation of the so-called ‘meditation workshop’ in 1935.

The first meditation workshop was built in a special enclosure halfway between the main 
chapel and the monastery. It was a small, two-story, wooden building. The upper and lower 
stories were connected by a duct only large enough to allow Luangpu’s voice from the upper 
level to be audible to those below. On the lower floor there were two rows of six platforms 
with an aisle to walk in between. The floor was bare earth. 

By day the nuns would sit in meditation on the platforms. By night, mosquito nets would be 
draped over them to allow the nuns to continue with their meditation unbitten. The same     
arrangements were also made on the upper floor, but only Luangpu, monks and novic-
es were allowed there. There were no stairs between the upper and lower floors and the 
entrances to the two floors were separate so that the male and female meditators had no 
chance of seeing each other, let alone come into contact.
 
The second workshop was a single-story square building composed of two twin rooms laid 
side-by-side and separated by a thin partition. Each room was large enough to hold forty 
meditators. The room on the right side contained laymen (upasaka) and monks. The room 
on the left side contained nuns and laywomen (upasika). Luangpu had a place at the front 
of the building on the right-hand side next to the partition. Luangpu gave instructions for the 
meditation group through a small opening in the wall, allowing the nuns and upasika to hear 
his words without being able to see his face. Again, the entrances to the two sides of the 
room were separate.

meditation workshop
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Luangpu designated that this hall be used by meditators twenty-four hours a day, seven days 
a week, non-stop. The abbot selected only the most gifted of the meditators. Their mission 
was to carry out the investigation of the spiritual world that lies beyond the path to Dham-
makaya. The workshop meditators gave up everything, even their own free time. They had 
almost no time to sleep. 

During the War, Luangpu divided his gifted meditators into two shifts. They would take alter-
nate turns sitting for twelve hours of meditation each day, six hours at a time, from midnight 
to 6.00 a.m., 6.00 a.m. to noon, noon to 6.00 p.m. and 6.00 p.m. to midnight. After the 
War, Luangpu began to use three teams in six shifts, each one  in four hours duration. Each 
shift had its own highly accomplished leader chosen by Luangpu. When changing shifts, 
the incoming one would arrive a half hour early to “warm up” their minds and benefit from 
the spiritual energy generated by the outgoing shift. The perpetual meditation schedule was 
unprecedented in that it allowed the wisdom of Dhammakaya to be verified again and again.

In the meditation workshop, the Dhammakaya Knowledge was the main focus. This meant 
an understanding of the super knowledge known to Lord Buddha, i.e., the Threefold Knowl-
edge, Eightfold Supra-normal Knowledge and the Sixfold Superknowledge. Once adept in 
these forms of knowledge they would apply that knowledge to overcome the dark forces that 
control the fate of all beings and free them from Samsara, the cycle of rebirth.

44Chand Khonnokyoong (1909-2000):  founder of Wat Phra Dhammakaya, one of the largest Buddhist temples in the world

In 1937, a highly accomplished female meditator named Chand Khonnokyoong44 was            
introduced to Luangpu by his adept disciple, Tongsuk Samdangpun. Luangpu recognized in 
Chand an innate aptitude for meditation and greeted her with these words, “What kept you 
so long?”, as if he had been waiting for her all this time. Without having to pass the usual      
examinations of prowess in meditation practice, Luangpu sent her straight into the medita-
tion workshop. Once she had familiarized herself with the unfamiliar language and protocol 
inside the workshop, Luangpu elected her as head of the night shift.

Chand turned out to be the most adept of all the meditators. Whenever Luangpu asked her a 
difficult question on meditation, or requested her to do something extraordinary that required 
superior mental power, she could fulfil his request without fail. If she were asked to look for 
the afterlife destinations of the deceased, she could do so. If she were asked to look into 
the future or into the past, she could do it. Nothing Luangpu told her to do was beyond her 
ability to accomplish.

One day when Luangpu was returning from lunch, he spotted two pigeons on the temple 
roof cooing at each other. Luangpu challenged Chand to find out the conversation which had 
taken place between them. He said that the two pigeons had been perched together on the 
temple roof. One pigeon had turned its head to face away from the other, and then the two 
pigeons had flown off together in the same direction.

Chand went away to meditate upon the Dhammakaya. Through her meditative insight she 
was able to understand the communication between the two pigeons. She returned to        
Luangpu with the answer. The pair of pigeons had been husband and wife, she told Luang-
pu. The male had asked the female about the route to their destination so that they would not 

luangpu’s top disciple
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get lost on the way. The female had turned her head away to recollect the route before they 
both set off together in the agreed direction. Luangpu was pleased with her answer.

Chand Khonnokyoong carried on Luangpu’s legacy after he passed away in 1959. She be-
gan teaching Dhammakaya method of meditation to her students at her residence located 
inside Wat Paknam. Years later she moved on to build Wat Phra Dhammakaya (The Dham-
makaya Temple), which later evolved to become one of the biggest Buddhist temples in the 
world, where thousands of Buddhist monks live a virtuous life and preach goodness to all of 
mankind.

Khun Yai Chand Khonnokyoong
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Luangpu faced many obstacles during his early tenure as Abbot of Wat Paknam. The              
resident monks and laypeople there were so accustomed to their unruly ways that they      
resisted all attempts to establish order. Monks and novice monks did not live by the monastic 
rules of discipline. Many of them had developed undesirable behaviors. The new rules and 
changes that Luangpu put in effect not only upset the monks and novices under his charge 
but also the locals who were long used to illicit dealings through the temple. They turned 
against him and spread mud-slinging gossip to discredit him. Some even tried to harm him 
physically. 

One night eight men came along with the intention of disposing of Luangpu. One of the 
monks on watch tried to stop them. Hearing the commotion, Luangpu went out to see what 
was going on. Upon seeing what happened he said to the monk, “We bhikkhus must not 
fight nor run away. Only in this way will we prevail.” The compelling presence of Luangpu 
must have caught the men off guard. They backed off into the darkness. 

On another night, at about 8 p.m., as Luangpu was leaving the sermon hall to return to his 
living quarter, an assassin fired two shots at him. The bullets ripped through Luangpu’s robe 
and hit the face of a lay supporter by the name of Prom who was walking behind Luangpu 
and fatally wounded him.  

Luangpu’s robe had two large bullet holes in it, but Luangpu himself was unscathed.                
Usually, monks’ robes are worn tightly against the body. The fact that two bullets went through 
Luangpu’s robe but did not even touch his skin was nothing short of a miracle. Did Luangpu 
possess supernatural power? Was it due to the virtue of the Dhammakaya that gave him this 
power? Or was it because of merit power from the good deeds that he practiced which pro-

obstacles at wat paknam tected him from harm? Regardless of what it was, the incident made Luangpu famous. The 
police soon arrived on the scene. They took away the tatters of Luangpu’s robe as evidence 
and later caught the culprit, a local villain named “Rod”. Later Luangpu was called to testify 
in court. He attended the trial without carrying any animosity toward his attacker. He even ap-
pealed to the magistrate to lighten the sentence of the accused. His kindness was felt by all.

Luangpu’s problems were not only confined within the temple grounds. When Luangpu 
newly accepted the position of Abbot at Wat Paknam, the monastic head of Bhasicharoen 
sub-district prohibited him to display extraordinary mental powers for fear of offending ab-
bots of other temples in the area. Luangpu took no notice of this directive. He expressed his 
view:  “Asking one to sit idle, not doing something useful for oneself and others, is asking one 
to let his life be barren.” 

Luangpu’s vocation was not without hindrances. The impact of the Dhammakaya meditation 
was widespread, causing a stir among those used to other Buddhist practices. References 
to Dhammakaya in the Theravada Buddhist Canon were scant, not enough to give light to 
unfamiliar people. Luangpu found himself confronted by many people who believed that his 
meditation method was alien to Buddhism. Some monks thought that he had meditated too 
much and as a result was teaching something that was not in keeping with Buddhism. 

At first sight Luangpu’s teachings didn’t seem to correspond with those recorded in the Pali 
Canon. But, in truth, the depth of insight that he had gained through inner wisdom made his 
Buddhist teachings very precise. Ironically, he received a continuous stream of complaints 
from a public long used to vague generalizations on Buddhism. Luangpu, like any pioneer, 
had to treat these prejudices as just another obstacle to overcome. It was only much later 
that his teachings would be embraced by the public. 

As for the Dhammakaya Knowledge that he propagated, early on, people accused him of 
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45 Somdej Phra Wanarat of Wat Phra Chetuphon later became the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand

inventing the name “Dhammakaya”. Some accused him of self-proclaiming supernatural 
powers. Some even went so far as saying, “Those who want to become demons go to Wat 
Paknam to practice Dhammakaya.”

Luangpu responded with these words:  

“It is pitiful. These people speak out of ignorance. How could one dream up a name 
like this without the knowledge of its origin? Pay no attention to this kind of shallow 
thinking. Dhammakaya is the real thing. This real thing will propel Wat Paknam to great 
heights. Just wait and see.”      

On one occasion Luangpu discussed with Somdej Phra Wanarat of Wat Phra Chetuphon45 
the allegations which so many people had levelled against him. He said:  

“A person like me is not one who lacks wisdom, knowing not what is right, what is 
wrong. Why should I destroy myself by indecent aspiration? They accuse me because 
they have no knowledge about Dhammakaya. They know neither the place where 
Dhammakaya exists, nor the meaning of the word itself. This ignorance caused them 
to jump into wrong conclusion and blame someone who is forthright. No ignorance 
can wipe away Truth. Good will always overcome evil. The Dhammakaya of Buddhism 
is the real thing. It is not fake or artificial. Eventually, the light from the jewel of Buddhism 
will brighten their eyes, enabling them to see the Truth for themselves. The results of 
the truth are derived from the meditator’s own experience, not from doctrinal study. I 
am not upset by all this controversy because Dhammakaya is the truth of Buddhism. It 
is real. Dhammakaya will appear to all those who attain to that level of consciousness. 
My conviction in the veracity of Buddhism is unshakeable.”

46 Vakkali:  one of the arahants who had obtained enlightenment through faith and love for the Buddha
47 Tathagata:  the Accomplished One, the supreme man, the superlative man, referring to the Buddha. The exact meaning of this Pali
     word is “He who has reached or become what is really so, the True”, the term the Buddha used to refer to himself after the 
     Awakening.

“At Wat Paknam, the monks in my care, even when eating and sleeping, do nothing 
in their lives but practice meditation. We talk together about what we have achieved 
and we are tireless in encouraging others to do good. We do not advertise ourselves 
in newspapers. Our fame relies solely on our good reputation. But even in spite of the 
virtue of our temple, people still come to slander.” 

He quoted the Buddha’s Teaching to his disciple Vakkali46:

“Yo kho Vakkali Dhammam passati so mam passati” 
“Vakkali, whoever sees Dhamma, sees me”.

And another one to the novice Vasettha:

“Tathagatassa h’etam Vasetthadhi-vacanam Dhammakayo iti pi ...”
“O Vasetthas! The word of Dhammakaya is indeed the name of the Tathagata47”.

Like many great men and pioneers of the world whose wisdoms and visions were beyond the 
grasps of other fellowmen, Luangpu had to swim upstream in order to overcome the lack of 
understanding and awareness of his fellowmen. But in the long run he prevailed. Wat Pak-
nam under his guidance evolved to become the most accomplished and venerated Buddhist 
temple in Thailand. Today, Dhammakaya Meditation is one of the most popular meditation 
techniques in Thailand.
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Under the leadership of Luangpu, Wat Paknam grew from a desolate, disheveled, disorderly 
temple to becoming one of the most well-organized, well-disciplined, well-respected temples 
in Thailand. The number of monks and novices in the temple grew from the original thirteen 
to one thousand—then the largest number in Thailand. It also produced the greatest number 
of Buddhist scholars and meditation masters in the country. 

Luangpu always valued the importance of education. He said:  

“Education can change the life of a person for the better. One who is well-educated 
has access to better things in life than one who is not. One who possesses knowledge 
possesses the king’s treasure, never to run out.” 

Training for monks, novices, laymen and laywomen were conducted by Luangpu every eve-
ning. He trained monks to deliver sermons and teach meditation. Proper monastic conduct 
in the temple started to become the norm. The radiance of goodness was everywhere.

But all was not well at the temple.

There were no schools near Wat Paknam during those days. Children of families who lived 
around the temple had no place to go for their education unless they were willing to travel far 
away. Because formal education was not yet made mandatory in Thailand, coupled with the 
lack of practical means of transportation, parents of these children did not send their children 
to school. As a result, these children spent most of their time doing nothing or simply making 
trouble. 

growing the temple Rowdy children ran wild in the temple compound and were disturbing the life of the monks. 
Gangs of children congregated in the temple and loitered its surrounding. They shot birds 
and fished in the water around the temple—an outrage in a Buddhist temple. The children 
would not listen to reason and would refuse even forcible means to remove them from the 
compound. Dealing with these children left the monks with almost no spare time to attend 
to their regular duties. The monks had to be wary of escalating the conflict because the chil-
dren’s parents were those same neighbors who were unwilling to cooperate with Luangpu’s 
reforms. 

Luangpu was concerned for the future of these children. He said, “These uneducated          
children are littering up the country and wrecking this temple in their spare time. If I don’t 
help them they will grow up to become hooligans.”

The way to help them was to give them education, Luangpu decided. He set up a private 
school free of charge to the public and garnered enough financial support to hire teachers. 
Initially ten families signed up for their children. Later on, as the families began to see the ben-
efit, more and more families signed on. The number soon grew to three hundred. With some 
education the behaviors of the children started to change. Their parents were pleased with 
the progress of their children. Many of the conspiring neighbors realized what Luangpu was 
doing for them and started to accept him. The scruffiness of Wat Paknam gradually receded.
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Academy for Scriptural Studies at Wat Paknam

Becoming Centers for Education

During that time, Siam underwent country-wide modernization programs initiated by King 
Chulalongkorn (Rama V). Immense government and social reforms were instituted. Educa-
tion up to primary level was made mandatory. Government-sponsored primary educational 
programs throughout the kingdom were implemented. Because the policy of the Ministry of 
Public Instruction was underfinanced and slow to implement, the government utilized the 
monasteries throughout the kingdom as places to jumpstart the school program and for the 
introduction of new texts and teaching techniques. 

When the abbot of neighboring Wat Koonjan passed away, Luangpu was designated acting 
abbot. That temple also had a school and Luangpu gradually moved his teaching activities 
there. Later, when the government was able to organize more schools to handle the load, 
Luangpu handed over this operation to the government. 

In Wat Paknam he developed the old primary school to be used for teaching Pali and Dham-
ma for the temple’s monks and novices. Previously, the monks of Wat Paknam who studied 
Pali had to travel to other temples such as Wat Anong, Wat Kalyanamitr, Wat Phrayurawong, 
Wat Mahathat and Wat Chetuphon to receive their education. In those days the only way to 
travel was by canal boat. Thonburi, for instance, had no roads. The main bridge that crossed 
between Bangkok and Thonburi had not yet been built. Those studying had to face the same 
sort of hardships that Luangpu himself had faced in his early years. 

Luangpu made sure every monk and novice studied the Scriptures so they could conduct 
their monastic lifestyle the right way and to have the knowledge to teach others. Scriptural 
study and meditational study went hand-in-hand. Luangpu said “Scriptural study is a balm; 
meditation is a pill.”
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Whoever had special aptitude for the study of Pali emphasized academic studies. Whoever 
had special aptitude for the study of meditation emphasized Dhamma practice. If anyone 
lacked either the aptitude to study or meditate, there was always the choice of helping with 
the administration of the temple. Everyone had to be active. No one was allowed to sit idle.

The temple was soon established as a seat of learning. It occupied a newly built, three-sto-
ried edifice, 59 meters long and 11 meters wide, and cost about 2.6 million baht (a great sum 
of money at that time). The Pali Institute was on the lower two floors. The top floor was for 
meditation teaching to the public. The building was eventually used by one thousand monks 
and novices—not only the resident monks and novices of Wat Paknam, but also those from 
other temples. It became the nation’s biggest school for scriptural studies. Monks from other 
temples in the Bhasicharoen area changed their place of examination to Wat Paknam and 
were able to take their midday meals in the temple’s refectory, which was able to cater up to 
six hundred monks and novices. 

The school for scriptural studies that Luangpu established developed into a first-class                
educational institute which has consistently produced the highest number of Level-Nine Pali 
graduates (the highest degree in Buddhist academy) in the educational history of Thailand. 

To this day, Wat Paknam is one of the most recognized Buddhist institutions in the nation. 

Housing for Monks, Novices and Nuns

During those days, accommodation for monks was very limited. Newly arrived monks had 
to take responsibility for building their own kutis. As the number of monks increased, a sort 
of shanty town grew up in every available empty space in the temple. The monks knew that 
without accommodations Luangpu would not allow them to stay. So they took whatever 
building material, including scraps of wood from broken coffins discarded by the neighboring 

undertakers, and built macabre kutis looking more like rabbit hutches or bird-houses than 
accommodation fit for a monk! The huts were built on stilts over stagnant, putrid water. None 
of the huts had even so much as a bench or a chair. Most monks had nothing more than a 
thermos container of drinking water.

Luangpu proceeded to construct several permanent buildings to accommodate the increas-
ing number of monks, novices and nuns, using modern facilities available at that time. The 
housing facilities that he built were able to accommodate as many as six hundred monks, 
novices and nuns.  

Luangpu created a segregated, fenced area in the temple for nuns. Each dormitory was 
occupied by many nuns. No nun was allowed to sleep alone. Luangpu prohibited contact 
between monks and nuns without his permission. If a visit between the opposite parties was 
necessary a third person must be present. Although the number of nuns in the temple grew 
steadily over the years, there were never any scandals caused by the mixing of monks and 
nuns. Luangpu took close responsibility for everything that took place in the temple, both in 
public and behind closed doors.

Feeding a Thousand Mouths

Luangpu had more immediate worries on his mind. The lack of food for monks and novices 
was a regular occurrence. He himself had personally encountered hunger during his early 
days at Wat Phra Chetuphon. He had made a pledge to himself that as soon as he was in 
a position to do so he would build a kitchen big enough to cater to all the monks, novices 
and nuns so they could concentrate their energy on monastic training and meditation and 
not have to worry about having enough food to survive. Through the growing support of his 
benefactors, over time, he finally was able to fulfill this aspiration. 
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A refectory large enough to cater to one-thousand strong community of monks, novices, 
nuns and laypeople was finally built—the first of its kind in Thailand. In addition, with the 
help of a capable monk, he devised a water delivery system to deliver clean drinking water 
from artesian wells to the temple. With this in place, the temple always had plenty of drinking 
water. 

The nuns were assigned to run the kitchen. In the beginning rice had to be shipped from his 
family farm in Songpinong. Later, help came from local lay folk and this tradition continues 
down to the present day. Luangpu took upon himself the responsibility to provide for all the 
monks and novices in the temple. He began this effort in 1916 and continued to do so for 
another forty-three years. By the time of his death, the number of monks, novices, nuns 
and laypeople that he managed to feed daily grew to twelve hundred.  Many called him the    
“Miracle Monk” for what he was able to achieve.

Although Luangpu had never undergone any training in management, his management skills 
were second to none. He used the Dhamma of the Buddha as his guide in managing people. 
And he practiced what he preached. 

Luangpu’s management style was one of a father to his children. He applied Brahmavihara—
the “Four Divine States of Mind”—consisting of loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic 
joy, and equanimity in managing his temple residents. He gave everyone genuine love and 
equal treatment as if they were his own sons and daughters. He worked hard for their wel-
fare, making sure all of them were well provided for. He shared everything he had with them 
so that they could live happily just like they were still living at home with their parents. He gave 
them plenty of love and care, but when it came to discipline and behavior he was quite strict. 

One of the most challenging aspects in temple management is to make sure that every     
temple resident follows his or her appropriate Precepts. Precepts are codes of moral conduct 
practiced by all Buddhists. Buddhist Precepts are divided into two groups:  one for house-
holders and one for monastics.   

The aim for monastic practice is to overcome the weaknesses in one’s character and to 
eradicate defilements. The lifestyle of an ordained monk is one that requires intense disci-
pline, will-power, and perseverance in order to achieve the ultimate goal of deliverance. The 
purposes of monastic discipline are to establish good moral foundation for ordained monks, 
provide harmony and happiness for the monastic community, gain faith and confidence of 
the public, and preserve the longevity of Buddhism.

management style
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Monks and novices trained by Luangpu at Wat Paknam

The core practice for all Buddhist householders’ moral conduct is the Five Precepts48.  For 
some Buddhists who wish to intensify self-purification, they practice the Eight Precepts49, the 
expansion of the Five Precepts. The goal is for cleansing the defiled mind resulting in inner 
calm and joy. Nuns and resident laypeople follow the Eight Precepts. A novice monk prac-
tices the Ten Precepts50. A fully ordained Buddhist monk follows an intensive set of discipline 
known as the 227 Precepts, which are to be kept on a daily basis. 

Buddhist monks are expected to lead a life of perfect purity, setting good examples for all 
Buddhists. A monk’s behavior is a reflection of his temple and the religion. Luangpu made 
sure that all the monks at his temple follow the monastic disciplines rigorously and all temple 
residents live by the temple rules. This was no easy task as the number of temple residents 
grew bigger by the day.   

He divided management responsibilities into three areas:  one for academic studies; one for 
the welfare of monks, novice monks, temple attendants; and one for the welfare of nuns.

He saw that the most important virtue needed in the monastic community was unity and     
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     from accepting and dealing with money
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Even though Luangpu devoted the majority of his time to teaching and spreading the Dham-
makaya Knowledge, he still took his responsibilities for governing the monastic community 
very seriously. He would walk around the temple every night, checking on the behavior and 
wellbeing of the community. Intruders were often found on the temple grounds, especially 
during rainy nights. He said there were only two sorts of people who like this kind of weather 
at night:  thieves and adulterers. He would go out to check on the behavior of the monks, 
novices, nuns and others in his care to see if anyone had gone out on midnight escapades, 
or, conversely, if anyone had been particularly diligent in their Pali studies. Luangpu would 
check all the dormitories where the monks and novices stayed.

If he saw light coming from a room and heard the sound of scripture repeated aloud, he 
would be immensely pleased. He would call that monk to meet him and would inquire about 
his wellbeing and give him special support in his studies. Some years when an especially 
large number of students succeeded in their studies, he would organize a ceremony of con-
gratulations, present the monks with new robes and announce the names of the successful 
monks in front of the congregation so that the temple supporters could share in the congrat-
ulations.

If he saw light coming from a room accompanied by the sound of conversation, he would 
knock on the door and warn the monk to turn off his light. Everyone knew that Luangpu 
was meticulous about the saving of electricity and water in the temple. He would turn off the  
master switch during daylight hours so that no one wasted electricity unnecessarily.

Luangpu continually found new ways of checking the temple at night so that no one could 
predict his routine. Some nights Luangpu would go for his rounds wearing nothing more 
than his angsa (inner-robe) and would stand on watch in the shadows with a lighted stick of 
incense, the glowing end of which looked like a cigarette. No one would pay this monk any 
attention, for they knew that Luangpu would be fully robed whenever outside his kuti and he 

never smoked. 

At one point there was a group of novices who regularly left the temple at night to go watch 
a movie. The leader of this group also smoked cigarettes. One night he forgot his lighter as 
he and his group were leaving the temple. He saw a glowing light in the dark and thought 
a monk was there to sneak a cigarette. So he went toward the glow to light his cigarette. 
There, he came face to face with Luangpu who was carrying a cane in one hand. The novice 
turned white. Luangpu told him to fetch all his friends to confront him. He told the novices 
he would not punish them if they would confess their misbehaviors and promise not to do it 
again and to study hard. They all promised. From that night on the leader of the group was 
a transformed youth. He practiced meditation so diligently that he was finally able to attain 
Dhammakaya.

Once he caught a novice smearing himself with white powder and asked him why he did so. 
The novice monk answered that he applied the powder in order to treat his acne. Luangpu 
told the novice never to use cosmetics in the manner of a householder again as this was in 
violation of the monastic rules for novice monks—the Ten Precepts.

For other slackers, the distant scent of incense from upwind at night was enough to tell them 
that their laxity had been discovered by Luangpu on his rounds.

Another night Luangpu passed the nuns’ dormitory. One of the nuns had invited a friend to 
stay overnight in her room to study the Precepts. Luangpu saw that it was already late, but 
the light in the nun’s room was still on. Luangpu looked through the window and saw the nun 
trying on her friend’s blouse in front of the mirror and laughing. Luangpu picked up a rock 
and threw it through the window, followed by two more. The nun trying on the blouse came 
running out of the building but could not see anyone, so she shouted, “You can’t get away 
with throwing things at me when I’ve done nothing wrong! Just you wait till I tell Luangpu!”
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The next morning the nun went to tell Luangpu. Luangpu asked casually what the nun was 
doing at the time and why she hadn’t put off the light and gone to bed. The nun beat around 
the bush. Luangpu continued with his questioning and eventually disclosed that he had 
thrown the rocks himself! He taught her that she should never behave like a householder   
because sensuality would cause the mind to wander and her meditation would suffer. He 
taught all his disciples who had renounced the home life to be careful of slipping back into 
their old habits or their vows would have been in vain. 

He said:  

“The world is full of undesirable things. If Dhamma is traded for worldly concern,     
nothing will be left but eating, sleeping and partying.”

If any quarrels arose in the community, he would find out which monks were at the heart of 
the quarrel and would summon them. He would never ask what the quarrel was about, but 
simply the question: “Can both of you forgive each other?” If both of them could get over the 
quarrel and forgive one another, they would be allowed to stay. If not, they would be asked 
to leave. 

He taught his disciples to be content with whatever they owned, to avoid attachment to food, 
clothing, shelter and medicine donated for their use. 

Luangpu was widely admired for his strictness about the handling of money, even those 
funds that had been donated to him for personal use. Every last money was turned over to 
his trusted attendant. Although he had elegant and expansive buildings constructed for the 
Pali Institute and for meditation, he never built anything extravagant for his personal use. His 
own kuti was a simple wooden construction. Even this, he shared with another monk. Some-
one once asked him why he never built anything for himself. He replied:  “I am already happy 
with what I have, why not give happiness to others as well?” 

Luangpu was compassionate but would not tolerate a person’s lies. He said that a person 
who lies is one devoid of goodness. In spite of his strictness, Luangpu was loved and revered 
by everyone around him. 

Under the leadership of Luangpu, Wat Paknam grew from a desolate, 
disheveled, disorderly temple to becoming one of the most well-organized, 
well-disciplined, well-respected temples in Thailand. It also produced the 

greatest number of Buddhist scholars and meditation masters in the country. 

Today, Wat Paknam remains one of the most venerated temples in Thailand.
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Luangpu was famous for his meditative power and the miracles associated with the          
Dhammakaya Knowledge. Anybody who has had the chance to study the nature of miracles 
will realize that they are just an ordinary byproduct of high-level meditation practice. Luang-
pu never intended that his disciples give much importance to miracles. His aim was to use 
the Dhammakaya Knowledge to reach an end of all defilements and to bring all beings to 
the sanctuary of Nibbana. He did, however, allow his disciples to apply their Dhammakaya 
Knowledge to help relieve human suffering. 

There were many accounts of miracles related to Luangpu. If we were to mention all of      
Luangpu’s supernormal activities and miracles it would fill up several large volumes. For the 
purpose of this book we will mention only a few examples.

Miracle of a Mango Seed 

On one occasion, Luangpu brought a mango seed into the meditation workshop for an      
experiment on the mental power of meditation. Since the workshop floor was bare earth, he 
planted and watered the seed there. Without any warning the seed sprouted and grew to be 
a mango tree of full height within half an hour. It bore fruit which was golden in hue, exactly 
like the magical fruits of the Himavanta Forest described in Buddhist scriptures. Luangpu 
divided the mangoes so that everyone in the workshop had some. The taste of the mangoes 
was so delicious that it was “out of this world”!

Wrestling with an Otherworldly Crystal Ball

On three occasions Luangpu employed the spiritual power of those in the meditation team to 

miracles and supernatural phenomena secure a huge, supernatural crystal ball from the bowels of the earth. 

The first occasion was during the period between 1935 and1936 when Luangpu detected 
through meditation the presence of a crystal ball the size of a large durian fruit (larger than 
a coconut) deep beneath the ‘white’ building in the temple. Luangpu knew that this was 
the sort of crystal ball that was one of the treasures of such rulers as the universal monarch 
(cakkavatti).

He said:  “If we could secure this crystal ball and if it would stay with us permanently, we 
would not need to bother with this bad old world any more. We could start out on a whole 
new world and turn everything around. We would all be able to live in comfort, sustained by 
the power of this crystal ball and would not have to work hard for a living.”

He ordered half of his meditation team to dig a hole deep into the earth to capture this        
otherworldly crystal ball and the other half to meditate and use their meditation power to pull 
the crystal ball up from beneath the earth. Luangpu placed a clean white mosquito net over 
the mouth of the hole they had dug and then sat in meditation in the seclusion of his own 
kuti. At night, the crystal ball would come close to the mouth of the hole. Its green radiance 
illuminated the whole mosquito net. Each night a mysterious cat with a diamond eye would 
come and play in the aura of the green light illuminated by the crystal ball. 

Among the diggers at that time was a temple boy of twelve who later on in life became the 
Abbot of Wat Lamphaya. Each time the nuns dug closer to the crystal ball it would sink 
deeper out of their reach. It moved freely through the rock with a groaning sound so loud 
that the young temple boy had fainted with fear. At that time the number of meditators in the 
team adept in the Dhammakaya Knowledge was only a few. They had insufficient power to 
overcome the crystal ball, and it escaped through the earth.
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51 Perfections:  perfected virtues; virtues cultivated as a way of purification in order to reach the goal of enlightenment

The second time the ball appeared was in the 1940’s when Luangpu ordered his super- 
advanced meditation team to dig for it again. This time they sent a nun who had already 
attained the Dhammakaya down into the hole alone while the rest of the team meditated 
above. Again the crystal ball’s green radiance gleamed from inside the hole. She managed 
to capture it in a white cloth. Luangpu picked up the crystal ball and enshrined it in the main 
chapel. The crystal ball, the size of a large durian fruit, was incredibly clear but gnarled. The 
crystal ball remained within the chapel for six days and then on the seventh night an unsea-
sonal storm whipped up around the temple. A tremendous flash of lightning struck the chapel 
and the crystal ball was gone leaving behind only the white cloth. 

Luangpu mused:  “Our Perfections51 are still weak. We have still not conquered the dark side. 
Our hardship must continue because we are still riddled with defilements. Our wisdom is still 
imprecise. For this reason the crystal ball has slipped from our grasp.”

There was a third time Luangpu detected a crystal ball beneath the temple. Again the team 
dug as close as it could. Every time they came close it would sink deeper into the bowels of 
the earth with a tremendous groan as it moved unstoppably through the bedrock. As they 
came closer, the crystal ball disappeared and all that was left was a nest of cobras which 
attacked the nuns, biting them mercilessly. The crystal ball was gone for good. Luangpu used 
his meditation power to cure the nuns from their cobra bites. 

A Nun’s Psychic Power 

Among the workshop meditators was a thin and clever nun called “Naag the Nun”. Naag 
was one of the most gifted meditators. She had purified her mind to a high degree, so much 
so that she had the power to cause tremors. Her knowledge of the future was impeccable. 
Whenever she made a prophecy, it was bound to come true. Thus, on the day when Naag 
said that she herself would be bitten simultaneously by three cobras before 7.00 p.m., the 

temple attendant Plaeng was so concerned that he immediately prepared an antidote for 
cobra bites. 

Between the dormitories at Wat Paknam there was an expanse of long grass on both sides 
of the path to the meditation workshop. Naag the Nun ordered that no one should leave his 
or her dormitory before 7.00 p.m. She herself retired to her dormitory and performed her 
evening chanting of ‘itipiso’ verse for 108 times. She finished her chanting and looked up at 
the clock. The clock said 7.00 p.m. She put on her shawl and went down the stairs to the 
path. She had walked only a few steps when she was bitten on the arm by three cobras. Her 
call of distress roused the others to her rescue. Everyone was surprised to find that Naag the 
Nun was the only one to disobey her own orders. When they took her back into her dormitory, 
they noticed that the clock did not yet read 7.00 p.m. Apparently, in spite of Naag’s super 
insight, bad kamma had undermined her vigilance, causing her to read the time incorrectly 
so that she fell prey to the very misfortune she was predicting!

Healing the Sick 

Luangpu was well-known for his ability to heal the terminally ill. In one occasion two severely 
sick patients were brought to Luangpu for his help:  one a leper and the other had tubercu-
losis. Leprosy and tuberculosis are infectious diseases that were almost impossible to cure 
in those days. People who came down with these diseases were despised by society. Both 
patients had gone through many doctors who could do nothing for them. 

Luangpu accepted them without prejudice. He used his meditative power to cure them, at 
the same time advised them to practice meditation to purify their minds. He taught them how 
to meditate the Dhammakaya way. Both patients practiced meditation earnestly. Soon they 
were able to reach the Dhammakaya level of attainment. Shortly afterwards, with Luangpu’s 
meditative power and the power of their own meditation, both of them completely recovered. 
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News of Luangpu’s ability to cure the incurable went far and wide. People from all over the 
country came to seek his help. Each day, particularly on Thursdays, hundreds of the faithful 
came to Luangpu for spiritual help. Those whose conditions seemed hopeless would be 
brought to Luangpu by their relatives. Luangpu’s most advanced meditators would ascertain 
through meditation the cause of their illness. If the patient was approaching the end of his or 
her life, his disciples would tell them so. If the reason for the illness was the ripening of the 
effects of past evil deeds, they would heal the illness by having the patient perform an act of 
major merit to escape the clutches of his or her past evil kamma. If the reason for the illness 
was physical, they would use the power of meditation to adjust the patient’s internal function-
ing along with the administration of herbal medicine. 

Luangpu always maintained that he did not heal the patients from their illness through med-
itation but simply removed the illness from their bodies. Luangpu advised that the people 
most amenable to recovery were those already well-versed in meditation. In such cases, the 
mental energies of the healer and the patient would be in synchrony and the results would 
manifest themselves more quickly. 

Luangpu had the reputation for being able to cure hopeless cases, irrespective of race or 
creed. On one occasion a Muslim family brought in a daughter whose neck erupted in septic 
boils, resistant to medical treatment, whether conventional, homeopathic, herbal, or black 
magic. The boils continued to spread uncontrollably, causing her extreme distress. The pa-
tient, a strict adherent of the Islam religion, was taken by her mother to several doctors, until 
finally she was advised to visit Luangpu Wat Paknam. The mother took her to pay respect 
to Luangpu and asked him for help. Luangpu observed the patient and, after a while, said 
to the family:  “These are the sort of boils they call ‘boils of mercy’. There is no need to visit 
a doctor.” He told the patient, “All you need to do is meditate and recite the mantra ‘sam-
ma-arahang’ and imagine a crystal ball inside your body. In seven or eight days, you’ll reach 
‘mercy’. Just carry on with this meditation exercise.” He gave the family quick instructions on 

meditation and then told them to return to their home.

The daughter practiced meditation in earnest and found that the pain had abated. Whenever 
the pain returned, she would again meditate and it would disappear. Although the pain could 
be controlled, the feverish symptoms remained rampant and worsened day by day. The  
doctors were frightened by the hopelessness of her condition but the patient herself showed 
no sign of discomfort.

On the fifth and sixth days the daughter continued to meditate and recite the mantra       
‘samma-arahang’. The fever died down but the boils continued to spread. She refused the       
medicine others brought her telling them it would do her no good. She informed her mother 
that in two or three days she would be leaving.

On hearing these words, everyone in the house broke down in tears and tried to comfort her 
with soothing words. The daughter told them to save their words of consolation because she 
knew her time had come. She requested that everyone in the household should meditate on 
the words ‘samma-arahang’—but no one was interested.

On the last day of her life, the doctor came to call and after an examination pronounced her 
case hopeless. The mother and the patient’s younger sister came to her and told her to recite 
the word ‘Allah’. The patient said, “No, no! It should be ‘samma-arahang’!” She requested 
that after her demise her mother and sister visit Luangpu Wat Paknam and tell him that 
‘samma-arahang’ really helped because now she could see the Buddha inside her body. She 
finished speaking, and a few moments later, passed away peacefully.

After the funeral, the mother and the younger daughter visited Luangpu and passed on the 
message of farewell and relayed that her daughter had seen ‘the Buddha inside’, whatever 
that meant. Luangpu advised them this would be the final lifetime in which the daughter 
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would be plagued with this illness; from now on she would make her way towards Nibbana 
because she had already attained Dhammakaya.

The younger sister was inspired by Buddhism. She practiced meditation regularly from that 
day on and within a month was also able to attain Dhammakaya. Her mother followed suit 
and changed her religion to Buddhism, while culturally remaining within the Islamic commu-
nity.

Luangpu was called upon to heal lay folk so often that in later years he made it known that 
the sick no longer had to come for audience in person. All they had to do was to send him a 
letter or leave a note in a request box located in the front of his kuti, stating their name, time 
and date of birth, and the nature of the illness. That was all that was needed. Long distance 
healing by the power of the mind continued to yield miraculous results in the case of the 
terminally ill. Even when Luangpu was advanced in age, he would still give great importance 
to providing for the guests to his temple, saying, “If I don’t help them, then who will? They 
expect me to be their refuge.”

While inundated by guests, Luangpu still had the compassion to ask after the health and 
prosperity of members of his congregation in their absence, taking responsibility for all of his 
disciples however lowly, like a shepherd tending to his flock. Luangpu always advised those 
meditators who helped heal others that they should always make sure that they themselves 
stay virtuous and pure.

A Lucky Number

It was a popular practice for laypeople in need of money to consult monks of repute before 
choosing their lucky numbers for the national lottery. When coming to Wat Paknam such 
people would be disappointed because they would be told:  “Wat Paknam has no holy water, 

no lucky numbers, no spells, no fortune telling. All we have is the halting of the mind! What 
do you want from the Buddha’s Teachings, the bark or the heartwood?”

Around 1955, black market lotteries were rife in Thai society. Normally anyone asking for 
luck on the lottery would be chased out of the temple at Wat Paknam. One day a regular in 
the congregation, who practiced meditation sporadically, came to Luangpu asking for lucky 
numbers so he could win the lottery. Luangpu did not say anything but turned to one of his 
novices for a paper and pencil. Luangpu scribbled briefly on the paper and sealed it in an 
envelope. The man put out his hand to receive the envelope but Luangpu withdrew it from 
reach, saying:  “Don’t you forget, this lottery is going to be the most important part of your 
life. It will help you and bring you riches in this lifetime and the next.”

The man was ecstatic, smiling broadly and dreaming of his riches. Luangpu made him      
commit to this rule:  “Don’t forget ... don’t rush to open this envelope. Wait until you get 
home. Take a wash and freshen up. Have a good meal. Do your evening chanting. Sit for 
meditation until your mind is as clear as a diamond. Don’t you dare open the envelope if your 
mind is not clear. Otherwise you’ll miss out on your good fortune. As soon as your mind is 
clear, only then, should you open the envelope.”

As soon as the man stepped down from the pavilion a crowd gathered around him. They 
fought with one another bidding to buy the envelope from him. He refused to sell it. There 
was no way he was going to give up his lifetime’s riches! He went home and without telling 
anybody bathed and had a meal, and kneeled down to do his chanting. His wife and children 
noticed he was meditating with much more earnestness than usual. As soon as he thought 
that his mind was clear, he whipped out the envelope and prepared to receive his lucky 
number. He carefully opened the envelope and took out the slip of paper. On the paper were 
these words:  “The more you gamble, the more you rob yourself.”
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The man nearly had a heart attack! He was upset and angry at Luangpu. If Luangpu was not 
going to help with the lottery, why not just say so? Why did he have to insult me too? Next 
he felt regret that he had not sold the envelope when all those people had offered to buy it. 
However, the peace of mind from having just completed his meditation still pervaded his be-
ing and he started to think, “If Luangpu has gone to such lengths just to teach me a lesson, 
it means I must be better off to do away with this lottery habit.”

From that day on he lost all interest in the lottery. One by one, all his old lottery friends who 
used to be wealthier than he gradually went into financial ruin. Some never won the lottery. 
Others won but the lottery operators refused to pay. Some died in the ensuing violence. The 
man continued with the task of earning an honest living and saving his money. Having put his 
life in order, he eventually became well off. At last, he realized that Luangpu had not tricked 
him with promises of fortune but wanted him to gain wealth intelligently and in the rightful 
way. 

Prophecies

Luangpu was famed for the accuracy of his prophecies. Unlike many others, he had the 
courage to make his prophecies public, whether they were matters concerning himself, his 
disciples, the temple, the nation, or even the world. He knew that his prophecies were reliable 
and would make them known so that those around him could prepare themselves. Some 
criticized him for risking his credibility by making prophecies in public but he maintained:  “We 
know that what the Buddha taught is the truth. The Dhammakaya of the Buddha would never 
mislead anyone.”

Luangpu knew what was going on in the minds of others. Audiences in his lecture hall often 
felt like his teachings were catered directly to them. He also knew how mature or seasoned 
his disciples were in the perfection of good deeds, or when they were due for attaining 

Dhammakaya. 

Luangpu predicted that Phradhammadilok (Pun Punnasiri) of Wat Phra Chetuphon was to 
become the highest ranking monk in the monastic community. Thirteen years after Luang-
pu’s death his prediction came true:  Phradhammadilok was indeed elected to become the 
Supreme Patriarch of Thailand.

Luangpu predicted that Phramaharatchamangkhlachan (Chuang Worapunyo), a novice at 
Wat Paknam at that time, would one day become the abbot of Wat Paknam. This prediction 
also came true. 

During those days, Wat Paknam was not accessible by car. There were no roads leading to 
the temple. The only means to get to the temple was by boat or by foot. Luangpu ordered 
a road to be constructed big enough for automobiles to pass. Many doubted his wisdom 
for building such an unusually big road. Some voiced their opposition: “People coming to 
the temple by car? There is no way this will ever happen—not in a hundred years!” But his 
prediction did come true:  two years after he passed away people indeed drove their cars to 
get to the temple.

Once, Luangpu said to a congregation member by the name of Somjit:  “My dear fellow, in 
the future you will no longer have to cook rice with an earthen pot. There will be magic pots 
that all you have to do is push a button and the rice is cooked perfectly.” The man thought 
Luangpu was pulling his leg. But what happened afterwards, as we know it now, everybody 
is using an electric rice cooker to cook rice, and it comes out perfect every time—indeed, a 
“magic pot”!

Then he said:  “… and we will also have magic ears and magic eyes.” These “magic ears” 
and “magic eyes” are what we call telephones and televisions today.
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He continued: “In the future, in your own lifetime, there will be mansions for all seasons 
(air-conditioned condominiums), canals will turn into roads (almost all canals in Bangkok 
were later replaced by roads), roads will intertwine like noodles (spaghetti junctions on                    
expressways), and roads will pass through rice paddies and forests linking one city to the 
next across the country (cross-country highways).”

Somjit must have thought Luangpu was going crazy. But these things that he predicted, 
which sounded farfetched and incredible at the time, have all come true!

Right before World War II came to an end, he predicted that the war would finish in seven 
days. Indeed, seven days later the war ended.

In 1954, Luangpu called a meeting of all his disciples—both within the temple and outside—
and declared to them that in five years’ time he would pass away. He urged them to carry 
on his missions:  to propagate the Dhammakaya Knowledge and to teach Dhammakaya 
Meditation to the world.

Man from India

One afternoon, a dark-skinned man from India called “Bung” came to visit Luangpu after 
having heard of Luangpu’s reputation. He bowed down to Luangpu and asked him if some-
one like him were to try meditation would he have any chance of attaining Dhammakaya. 
Luangpu said that he had a good chance because he had performed enough virtues in his 
past to have met up with Luangpu. Bung asked, “So how many days will it take me to attain 
Dhammakaya?”

Luangpu sat in meditation for a moment and answered, “If you sit in meditation for an hour 
a day it will take only a few months.” Bung was disappointed, “Does it have to take months? 

I’m returning to India tomorrow. Can’t I attain Dhammakaya today?”

Luangpu sat in meditation for another instant then opened his eyes and said, “It’s possible. 
But there are certain conditions:  you must sit for meditation with me here; for as long as I 
don’t leave off from the meditation, you must not move.” Bung agreed to the conditions.

Luangpu sent Bung to wash his face and freshen up, then taught him how to meditate. He 
re-emphasized, “So long as I don’t get up, you must not move.”

Determined to attain Dhammakaya, Bung did as he was told. After half an hour Bung peeked 
at Luangpu and saw him unmoved. After an hour his body was aching and he was bathed 
in sweat. He began to shake. He took another peak at Luangpu and saw him still unmoved. 
He thought to himself, “I’m a young man, Luangpu is old, yet he sits there unmoved like a 
rock while I’m struggling. I must endure and persevere.” After a couple more hours Bung 
overcame his mind. A bright sphere emerged at the center of his body. All his physical                            
discomforts disappeared. Luangpu told him to rest his attention at the center of the sphere. 
A little later he could see a transcendental image of himself sitting inside the center of his 
body. Luangpu told him to continue to keep his mind serene and still.  

Finally, Bung exclaimed, “I can see the Lord Buddha inside my stomach!” 

“That is it,” said Luangpu, “you have attained the Dhammakaya.”

It had taken Bung from 1.00 p.m. until 4.00 p.m. to attain Dhammakaya. He bowed down 
before Luangpu with utmost reverence. Luangpu asked Bung what time his flight was            
leaving because he wanted to see Bung off himself. The rest of the people in the meditation 
hall   wondered what Luangpu was planning since he had never seen anyone off at the airport 
before. 
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Three to four months later, Bung came back to visit Luangpu again bearing a neatly wrapped 
gift. He paid obeisance to Luangpu and announced, “I’ve been to India and brought a       
present for you. Why not guess what it is?”

Luangpu laughed and said, “An apple; just what I wanted.” Indeed it was an apple. A wave 
of excitement passed through the onlookers.

Bung asked, “How come the day I left Don Muang International Airport you were standing at 
the foot of the stairs at the airplane, but when I raised my hands in respect you disappeared 
from sight? And when I arrived in India, you were there to meet me!”

Luangpu responded, “Only my astral body went to send you off. The real me was here in the 
temple all the time.”

Some people wondered why Bung attained Dhammakaya after only a single session of   
meditation. Bung shared his secret:  “I saw how much older than I Luangpu was, yet he had 
the power to endure. And so I thought:  soldiers know they may have to die in battle, yet they 
are willing to go to war; all I had to do was fight against physical discomfort, and if in such 
workaday conditions if I wasn’t prepared to put up a fight, then it’s better that I die!”

Someone once asked Luangpu what he should do if he wanted to attain Dhammakaya within 
three days. Luangpu told him:  “All you have to do is to keep your mind still no matter what 
happens, even if you feel like you’re dying. As long as you’re not ill, you cannot die.”

Amulet Powers 

Although Luangpu Wat Paknam was famous for his meditation skill and healing power, to the 
people of Thailand he was most well-known for the miracles associated with the amulets that 

he produced. There have been countless accounts from holders of Luangpu’s amulets that 
the magical powers of these amulets had saved them from various disasters, such as acci-
dents, fire, floods, illnesses and misfortunes. A man fell down from a tall palm tree unscathed 
while collecting palm nuts when he should have died, all because he wore Luangpu’s amulet. 
Some spoke of their homes escaping fire because of the amulets. Others spoke of finding 
lost valuables, winning lotteries, getting promotions, running into good fortunes—all due to 
the power of Luangpu’s amulets that they possessed. Newspapers wrote detailed accounts 
of Thai soldiers in the Korean War who had miraculously escaped death—some from a heli-
copter crash, some from bomb attacks, some from gun fire and bullets—because all of them 
had Luangpu’s amulets with them, while the other soldiers around them who did not have 
Luangpu’s amulets had been killed. 

Luangpu created the amulets to be worn by the faithful as tokens of worship to the Buddha, 
and also as a souvenir for donating money to the temple. The first group of amulets, number-
ing 84,000, was distributed in 1950 (Luangpu was then 66 years old) as souvenirs for those 
who came to make donations for the building of his Pali Institute. He mixed powder with 
various dried fragrant flowers along with his own hair. The mixture was then sunbaked and 
mixed with more powder before being stamped into amulets with the image of the Buddha 
on the front and Khom inscriptions on the back. Luangpu had consecrated these amulets 
himself over the course of three months through his meditation together with selected disci-
ples who had already attained Dhammakaya. He told his congregation that he had invoked 
the presence of the Dhammakaya of the countless Buddhas from Nibbana to give “life” to his 
amulets and that the potency of the amulets was unimaginable.  

The amulets turned out to be extremely popular with the temple-goers. Originally, the              
amulets were distributed only to the donors of the temple. The distribution was not publi-
cized. It was only later when the word of the miracles associated with his amulets spread 
across the country that hundreds of people came to the temple daily to acquire the amulets. 
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Luangpu distributed each of the amulets himself. Only those who made donations at the 
temple were allowed to receive an amulet. As the word spread, even those from distant 
provinces came in huge groups to visit the temple. Some chartered passenger barges. If 
people came at the wrong time, they would have to wait until the next day before receiving 
their amulets. The temple started to receive an average of 1,500 people per day coming to 
collect Luangpu’s amulets. 

Whether a person made a donation of 25 baht (about $1) or of 10,000 baht, they would      
receive only one amulet. When Luangpu was asked why, he said it was not about the money; 
he wanted to treat everyone equally by their faith not by the amount of money they donated. 
He said the holiness of the amulet was beyond monetary value; a thousand baht or ten- 
thousand baht were nothing compared to the transcendental value of these amulets. 

The first set of 84,000 amulets was exhausted in less than a year. Luangpu produced a      
second set to satisfy the supporters coming to the temple. Even when Luangpu was serious-
ly ill, he still ordered more amulets to be produced. It was believed that the amulet was not 
so sacred unless collected in person from the hands of Luangpu himself. In spite of his old 
age and faltering health, he distributed the amulets in person. This was an exhaustive task, 
as it took a great deal of energy and time to give personal attention to each recipient. Only 
when his health was at its weakest did he delegate the task of distributing the amulets to his 
principle disciple monk, Venerable Samanathamm-samathan (Luangpu Lek, Thira Dham-
madharo), who had attained Dhammakaya since the time he was a novice, who could heal 
others through meditation and could teach meditation to Luangpu’s satisfaction. The amulets 
continued to enjoy popularity even when Luangpu could no longer distribute them himself. 

Luangpu did not like people to be inspired simply by miracles or sacred objects. He saw 
his own amulets as something higher, made special by the purity of those in the temple. He 
would never fail to remind those who received these amulets that the Buddha could do noth-

ing to protect them if they themselves did not practice generosity, uphold the precepts and 
cultivate their mind through meditation.

To this day, Luangpu’s amulets have continued to gain reputation for potency and are             
treasured by the faithful. The values of Luangpu’s amulets have increased several thou-
sand-fold since the time they were first issued. Today collectors would pay tens of thousands 
of dollars to own one. The holiness of Luangpu’s amulets is still felt by all who possess them 
today, sixty years after his passing.
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During World War II, Bangkok was occupied by soldiers of the Axis—more than a million in 
all. The Allies bombed Bangkok ceaselessly. In spite of the city being under attack, Luangpu 
did not evacuate the temple. On the contrary, he intensified his activities owing it to the in-
creased number of people who came to take refuge at the temple.

At the outbreak of World War II, Luangpu showed a keen interest in the news. Even though he 
knew through his insight which side would win the war, he told Chand, his number one dis-
ciple, to check through meditation what the outcome of the war would be. Chand meditated 
and returned to report to Luangpu that the Germans had no chance of winning because of 
the atrocities they had committed and the bad kamma they had brought upon themselves. 

During the war there was a shortage of food throughout the country. But Luangpu felt that it 
was not safe for the monks of Wat Paknam to go on alms rounds. In addition, wartime martial 
law prohibited the transport of strategic materials—including rice. Luangpu would instruct 
Chand to have the meditators in the temple invoke the virtues of the Dhammakaya to provide 
sufficient food for the temple community each day.  

Once, the rice in the temple storeroom was nearly depleted and there was no prospect of a 
fresh supply for the next day. Even if one were to buy a cargo of rice, there was no guarantee 
that one would receive it. The nun in charge of the storeroom was at her wit’s end and went 
to inform Luangpu. Luangpu told her, “Do not fear. The rice is on its way.”

It turned out that martial law did not deter the generosity of temple goers who were                    
determined to support the monks. They used a motorboat to tow a barge from faraway 
provinces and plied from one side of the canal to the other collecting donations of food from 

temple in wartime well-wishers until the barge was full. The cargo of alms food was then hidden beneath a layer 
of banana leaves and sugar cane before towing the boat downstream to Wat Paknam right 
under the oblivious noses of the authorities to moor in front of the temple. Rice was unloaded 
and carried to the storeroom, filling it up, to the amazement of all who bore witness.

Luangpu had long been renowned for the special compassion he displayed towards              
foreigners. If any foreigner were to attain Dhammakaya in meditation, he would express his 
happiness for days on end. Luangpu extended this same compassion to the warring nations 
of the War. In spite of the hostilities and the obvious temptation for nationalist feeling, Luang-
pu and his meditators regarded a world at war with impartiality. Neither nationality nor the 
occupation of Thailand caused them to view one side or the other as their enemies. They 
saw all humans as equal and prayed for harmony and a quick end to the hostilities without 
bloodshed. Indeed, his standard blessing given to all who attended the temple was that all be 
prosperous, that the rice be plentiful in the fields, that the rain fall according to season, and 
men everywhere give up fighting amongst themselves.

Wat Paknam was located very close to the river lock between the mouth of Bhasicharoen 
Canal and Bangkok-Yai Canal. This was a place of strategic significance and a target for     
Allied bombing. Luangpu had an unshakeable faith that the omnipotence of the Dham-
makaya would protect Wat Paknam and its congregation from the bombs. Temple atten-
dance increased because Wat Paknam gained a reputation for safety in the time of air raids. 
The public believed that Luangpu had some sort of magical power. Whenever air-raid sirens 
were sounded, the people of Bhasicharoen would hasten to the temple precincts rather than 
shelter in the air-raid bunkers.

Luangpu heard the explosions of bombs falling on Bangkok almost on a daily basis but      
remained unmoved. He ordered Chand and his nuns to use the power of the Dhammakaya 
to avert those bombs and have them fall in the ocean or in uninhabited areas. Indeed, in 
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1941, many of the Bangkok newspapers gave the front-page coverage to the manifestation 
of miracles at Wat Paknam, seeing bombs being intercepted by miraculous hands to fall 
in the water or in uninhabited areas of the forest. Apart from bombs missing their targets                
because of interception, another reason why bombs fell harmlessly in unpopulated areas was 
because bomb-aimers could not find targets located in the city. Interviewed later in a docu-
mentary, one bomb-aimer reported:  “When close to the target, Bangkok from the air would 
miraculously appear looking like a forest or farmland,” and the mirage would persist until the 
bombers gave up their mission and turned homeward. 

In 1945, Luangpu envisioned through meditative insight a horrendously devastating new 
weapon of mass destruction—a horrific bomb. The weapon had been built by the Allies to 
bring the war in Asia to an end. They were planning to test this new weapon by dropping it 
on Bangkok. Bangkok was the most obvious target because so many soldiers from the Axis 
occupied the city. “What would happen to us if we were hit by this weapon?” Luangpu asked 
the meditators. Chand informed him that the whole city would be razed to the ground; the 
land would be “flattened like the surface of a drum”, and the whole population annihilated.

Upon hearing this Luangpu ordered Prayoon, a senior member of his congregation, to take 
all of the temple assets and leave the city, going as far away as he could. Luangpu told 
him, if his efforts were to be successful Prayoon should know within seven days whether 
he would be able to return to the temple in safety. Luangpu locked the doors of the medita-
tion workshop from the inside, allowing no one to enter or leave. Food and drink would be 
sent in via the supply box. The workshop group sat in perpetual meditation behind closed 
doors for seven days and nights, invoking their meditative powers to save the country. For a               
reason known only to Luangpu and his meditators, the bomber and the bomb never arrived 
in Bangkok. The Allies had for some reason changed their minds.

Luangpu earned the monastic rank of Phramongkolthepmuni in 1957
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52 Bodhisatta:  a Buddha-to-be; one destined to become a Buddha

“Who am I? Why was I born? What is the purpose of my life?” 

These were the questions Luangpu wanted everyone to ask of themselves. He said:

“This earth is not our permanent abode. It is only a temporary place that we stop by to 
accumulate merits and perfect our virtues.”

Luangpu inspired his followers to cultivate transcendental virtues consisting of generosi-
ty, self-discipline, renunciation, wisdom, patience, perseverance, truthfulness, resolution,       
loving-kindness, and equanimity. These are known as the ‘Ten Perfections’ (‘Parami’ in Pali). 
They are the virtues that every Bodhisatta52 has to cultivate to perfection before he can         
become a Buddha.   

An informed Buddhist knows that the principle teachings of Buddhism can be summarized 
into three main practices:  to do good, to avoid bad, and to cultivate the mind. Luangpu 
taught his disciples to practice generosity as a way to do good, to uphold moral precepts as 
a way to avoid bad, and to meditate as a way to cultivate the mind.

teachings TEACHING MONKS, NOVICES, AND NUNS

Luangpu usually gave the same teachings to monks, novices, nuns and lay residents at the 
temple. He emphasized the importance of generosity, morality, mental cultivation, and the 
purity of body, speech and mind. There are some topics, however, that he directed especially 
to monks, novices, and nuns, such as the following:

Protect the integrity of our religion

“A monk’s behavior is a reflection of his temple and the religion. Buddhism will either 
prosper or decline because of monks’ conduct.” 

Novice monks and fully ordained monks look identical. They both shave their heads and wear 
the same robes. The public can’t tell one from another. Buddhist monks are expected to set 
good examples for all Buddhists. Although novices observe only ten precepts as compared 
to two hundred and twenty-seven precepts observed by monks, Luangpu taught them to 
have the restraint of the body and mind like a fully ordained monk. 

Live up to the Teachings of the Buddha

Lead a life of purity. Reflect on the Teachings of the Buddha at all times. Excel in your 
study and practice of Dhamma. Follow the Monastic Disciplines rigorously. It is a waste 
of time to be ordained and not benefit from the Teachings of the Buddha.

Don’t be reckless in Dhamma    

Be aware of your own impermanence. Everything that exists must expire. You, too, will 
one day expire. Every moment your body is undergoing a process of decay and de-
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cline. You don’t know when your last day may come. So, stop being reckless and strive 
to do good deeds. Free yourselves from worldly attachments. Don’t be susceptible to 
sense pleasure. Practice meditation until you are able to attain Dhammakaya. 

Cultivate wisdom
 

Buddhism values wisdom more than anything else. Wisdom is the force behind every 
success. Study Dhamma to gain wisdom. Practice it. Surround yourself with wise 
companions. If you are a monk, seek monks who are wise to be your companions. 
If you are a novice, seek novices who are wise to be your companions; if you are a 
nun, seek nuns who are wise to be your companions; and if you are a layperson, seek 
laypeople who are wise to be your companions. The more wise people you surround 
yourself with, the more wisdom you will acquire.

Keep up with Dhamma practice

Dhamma brings happiness to those who practice it. Listen to Dhamma regularly. 
Dhamma gives you protection and prevents you from falling into unfortunate realms. 
Give up bad habits and anything that hinders you from your practice. Strive to attain 
Dhammakaya. 

Observe your precepts strictly

Those who live a holy life must observe the precepts according to their status. Monks 
must adhere to the Two Hundred and Twenty-Seven Precepts; novices to the Ten    
Precepts; and nuns to the Eight Precepts. Laypeople who give up a householder      
lifestyle must observe the Eight Precepts. Keep your precepts pure, never deviating 
from them.

Embrace loving-kindness        

Cultivate the Sublime States of Mind (Brahmavihara). Love all people equally like a 
mother loves her children. Treat everyone with loving-kindness, compassion, sympa-
thetic joy, and equanimity. One who embraces universal love and compassion is free 
of enemies.  

Be content

Contentment implies acceptance of conditions and situations with equanimity and 
without complaint. Contentment is the same as satisfaction. One who is content is 
one who stops wanting more. Learn to live with what you have. Live in accordance 
with your means. Make the best of your situation, not to be a burden to others.

Stay on course

A monk must be pure in body, speech and mind, never to be devious or cunning.   
Practice Dhamma earnestly. Follow the Path (of liberation) sincerely and with determi-
nation. Stay on course. Never allow anything to distract you or cause you to diverge 
from your Path. 

Don’t engage in irrelevant activities

The main occupation of a monk is to study the Scriptures, practice the Disciplines, 
and to meditate. Don’t occupy yourself with affairs that take you away from your main 
occupation. Involving in too many outside activities is not the reason why you become 
a monk.
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Cultivate patience

Patience is a vehicle that takes you to Nibbana. Without the virtue of patience you  
cannot reach your goal of liberation. Greed, anger, hatred, vengefulness, ignorance, 
wrong views, temptations, and other destructive emotions, can all be overcome by 
patience. A true monk must be peaceful and be of no danger to anyone. Peace is not 
possible without patience.       

Respect unity

Unity is the virtue that brings harmony and happiness to the community. Perform tasks 
in unison, whether it is daily chanting, listening to sermons, sitting in meditation, or 
shaving of heads. Unity fosters orderliness and prevents conflict. A community that is 
not united will never prosper.

Be gentle and courteous

Be easy to get along with. Unlike a hard-nosed, arrogant person, a nice and gentle 
person is easy to teach and easy to develop. People feel at ease around him and want 
to give help. Cooperation and support will come to him in abundance. Teachers and 
trainers favor this kind of person. 

Be peaceful in composure

Be mindful of your bodily movements. A monk must be elegant and peaceful in the 
way he carries himself, not to appear restless, jittery, nervous, or inquisitive. Avoid be-
ing a chatter-box, talking non-stop. Some people can’t control their fidgety personality. 
The way to overcome this is to be constantly conscious of the monastic disciplines 
and practice them. 

Be courageous in doing good deeds

Have the courage to do good deeds without fear. Speak with kindness. Think with 
wisdom. Act in a way that does not cause distress to others and yourself. Fulfill your 
monastic disciplines without compromise.  

Don’t be arrogant or big-headed

Monks must not have egos. No one wants to be near egotistical people. Pompous 
and arrogant people are despised by their teachers. They don’t accept advice and 
guidance from others and are stubborn to change. They take things personally and are 
easily upset. This type of person will never do well in life.  

Be easy to teach

Respect the Teachings. Follow the rules. Stay within the framework of monastic          
disciplines. Don’t be hardheaded or stubborn. Those who are disobedient or resist 
advice from others are burdens to their community. They will not make it in monkhood. 
Those who are easy to teach are the intelligent ones. They will flourish in whatever they 
pursue. 

Be easy to maintain

Don’t be picky about food. Eat to live, not live to eat. Be like a horse or an elephant, 
not to be fussy about their food. If given straw they eat straw; given fresh grass they 
eat fresh grass; given oats they eat oats. Eat whatever you are given. Eat with respect 
and appreciation. Make yourself easy to feed, easy to maintain, easy to live. Lighten 
the burden of your benefactors.
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Avoid extravagance  

Monks and novices should be easy to support. Laypeople should have a standard of 
living befitting their status. Make the best use of what you have. Anyone who fails to 
realize the benefit of thrift will never manage to set himself up in life. 

Practice restraint of the senses

A monk is one who is peaceful in body, speech and mind, not vulnerable to                            
unwholesome emotions. Practice restraint of the senses. Learn how to overcome 
temptations brought about by the six sense doors:  sight, sound, smell, taste, touch, 
and thought. Develop self-discipline to overcome laziness. Monks who lack restraint of 
the senses will not survive monkhood.

  
Don’t get attached to benefactors

A monk should treat all benefactors impartially, not to be overly intimate or attached to 
specific laypeople, or it may bring about gossip, jealousy, and conflict. 

Avoid going to inappropriate places

Any place or situation that brings a bad name to monks should be avoided.                       
Examples of such places or situations are bars, clubs, entertainment places, places 
that sell liquor, political gatherings, visiting with the opposite sex (unless invited for                         
religious activities), or engaging in buddy-to-buddy conversation with laypeople. 

Don’t behave like parasites

Don’t be like parasites that live off a tree, sucking up all the nutrients and not contrib-
uting anything to the tree. The parasites keep growing, but the tree dies. Or don’t be 
like a boat calling on port, picking up all the food and supplies, and departing without     
giving something back. Show gratitude to the place that gives you shelter or food. 
Make yourself deserving. Perform useful tasks. Give something back in return. Be 
helpful in any way you can. 

Help others full-heartedly 

Having attained the Dhammakaya is like having woken up from a deep slumber. But if 
you become lax in your practice you will be going back to your pitiful sleep. Keep up 
with your practice. Give up everything that is not relevant to your practice. For the nuns 
who have attained the Dhammakaya, use your gift of Dhammakaya to help relieve the 
suffering of others. Help others without expecting anything in return.
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TEACHING LAYPEOPLE

The following are some of Luangpu’s teachings addressed to laypeople:

Acquire Dhamma

“To be born human is very difficult indeed. To be born human and come upon               
Buddhism is even more difficult. This is great blessing! Don’t let this blessing go to 
waste. Acquire the knowledge of Dhamma. Practice it. Use it to benefit yourself and 
others. This will make you wise and complete.”

Don’t be reckless in life

“Impermanent are all created things. Strive on with awareness.” 
These are the final words of the Lord Buddha. 

Be mindful of the impermanent nature of being. Where there is growth there is decline. 
Everything that exists must expire. Our bodies are in a constant state of deterioration. 
No one can escape aging, sickness and death. Death can come upon us any time, 
without warning. Remind yourself of this truth so you won’t be reckless with your life. 
Time and tide wait for no one. Make every minute count. Strive to study hard. Work 
hard. Do good deeds. Establish yourself in the proper way. Accomplish meaningful 
things for your life. 

Embrace ‘Virtues of a Civilized Man’ (Kusalakammapatha)

Preserve the qualities that make you human. Observe the ‘Tenfold Wholesome Course 
of Action’, otherwise known as ‘Virtues of a Civilized Man’. They are the Dhamma of 

53sympathetic joy:  joy in the accomplishments of others
54equanimity:  learning to accept loss and gain, praise and censure, sorrow and happiness with detachment

the householders comprising of ten righteous conducts, namely:

Wholesome Bodily actions (3):  Abstain from killing, stealing, and sexual 
misconduct. 

Wholesome Verbal actions (4):   Abstain from lying, malicious speech, 
harsh language, and frivolous talk.

Wholesome Mental actions (3):  Abstain from covetousness, ill will, and 
wrong view.   

Embrace these virtues wholeheartedly. Put them into practice. Set good examples for 
your children. Teach your children to understand them and to observe them. Avoid any 
actions that are contrary to these righteous conducts. 
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Memorial Hall of Phramongkolthepmuni 
Lotus Land, Suphanburi
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Luangpu’s Birth Place
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Lotus Land
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 Wat Songpinong, Suphanburi
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Place of Ordination
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Wat Songpinong
Wat SongpinongFloating sky lanterns at Wat Songpinong
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Wat Bote-bon, Bangkuvieng, Nonthaburi
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Dhammakaya Attainment Site
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Main shrine hall where Luangpu attained Dhammakaya  
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First Dhammakaya Propagation Site
4
Wat Bang-pla, Nakorn Pathom
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Wat Bang-pla  
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Luangpu’s Home Base 
Wat Paknam Bhasicharoen, Bangkok
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Luangpu’s embalmed body in golden coffin at Wat Paknam 
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World Center for Dhammakaya Propagation
6

Wat Phra Dhammakaya, Pathumthani
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Candle light ceremony at the Dhammakaya Cetiya in honor of Luangpu 
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Dhutanga Walk  
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Luangpu’s gold statue leading the procession
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Lotus Land Crossing the bridge to Wat Songpinong
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1. Songpinong Bridge
2. Rice fields near Wat Bang-pla 
3. Arriving at Wat  Bote-bon 
4. Resting point at Wat Amphawan, Suphanburi
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Resting point at Wat Klongkuang, Nonthaburi
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The sight of true monks uplifting the spirit
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An auspicious event for the working class
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Spreading flower petals 
for the monks to walk on
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Floating sky lanterns in honor of Luangpu
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Sky lanterns at Wat Songpinong
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Candle light ceremony at Buddhamonthol, Nakorn Pathom



What a beautiful day to make merit
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Dhutanga tents
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Fireworks at Wat Bang-pla
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Arriving at Wat Paknam
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The Dhammakaya meditation method was initiated in Thailand almost 100 years ago by the 
Great Master Phramongkolthepmuni, famously known as Luangpor Wat Paknam. It is one of 
the most popular meditation techniques practiced by Buddhists and non-Buddhists around 
the world. The method is simple, easy, and effective. Everyone can learn how to do it and can 
achieve inner peace and happiness that you may never know existed.   

“Dhammakaya” is a Pali word which means “Body of Enlightenment”. The term appears in 
many places in the Buddhist scriptures of Theravada, Mahayana and Vajrayana (Tibetan) 
schools. The uniqueness of the Dhammakaya meditation is that it teaches about the center 
of the body as the natural home of the human mind as well as the inner gateway to enlighten-
ment. The stiller the mind is at its natural home, the deeper the happiness one experiences.

Dhammakaya meditation also has a moral impact on the mind. A person who meditates 
regularly will become gentler, kinder, and more peaceful.  
 

DHAMMAKAYA MEDITATION STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTION

1. The sitting posture, which has been found to be the most conducive for meditation, is 
the half-lotus position. Sit upright with your back straight, cross-legged with your right 
leg over the left one. You can sit on a cushion or pillow to make your position more 
comfortable. Nothing should impede your breathing or circulation. Your hands should 
rest palms-up on your lap, and the tip of your right index finger should touch your left 
thumb. Feel as if you were one with the ground on which you sit. Feel that you could 
sit happily for as long as you like.

2. Softly close your eyes as if you were falling asleep. Relax every part of your body, 
beginning with the muscles in your face, then relax your face, neck, shoulders, arms, 
chest, trunk and legs. Make sure there are no signs of tension on your forehead or 
across your shoulders.

3. Close your eyes gently but not completely. Stop thinking about any worldly things. 
Feel as if you were sitting alone; around you is nothing and no one. Create a feeling of 
happiness and spaciousness in your mind. 
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Before starting, it is necessary to acquaint yourself with the various resting points or bases 
of the mind inside the body.  

• The first base is at the rim of the nostril, on the right side for men and on the left side 
for women.

• The second base is at the inner corner of the eye, on the right side for men and on the 
left side for women.

• The third base is at the center of the head.

• The fourth base is at the roof of the mouth.

• The fifth base is at the upper center of the throat.

• The sixth base is at a point in the middle of your abdomen, the meeting point of an 
imaginary line between the navel through the back and the line between the two sides.

• The seventh base of the mind is two finger breadths above the navel. This base is the 
most important point in the body. It is the very center of the body and the point where 
the mind can come to a standstill.
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4. Feel that your body is an empty space, without organs, muscles or tissues. Gently 
and contentedly rest your attention at a point near the seventh base of the mind at the 
center of the body. Whatever experience arises in the mind, simply observe without 
attempting to interfere with it. This way, your mind will become gradually purer and 
inner experience will unfold.

5. If you find that you cannot dissuade the mind from wandering, then your mind needs an 
inner object as a focus of attention. Gently imagine that a bright, clear, crystal sphere, 
about the size of the tip of your little finger, is located inside at the center of the body. 
Maybe, you cannot imagine anything, but later, you’ll be able to see a crystal ball with 
increasing clarity. Allow your mind to come to rest at the center of the crystal ball. Use 
the subtlest of effort and you’ll find that the crystal ball becomes brighter and clearer. 

6. If you find that your mind still wanders from the crystal ball, you can bring the mind 
back to a standstill by repeating the mantra, “Samma-arahang” silently, as if the sound 
of the mantra is coming from the center of the crystal ball. Repeat the mantra over and 
over again without counting.

7. Don’t entertain thoughts in your mind. Don’t analyze what’s going on in the meditation. 
Allow the mind to come to a standstill. That is all that you need to do. If you find that 
you cannot imagine anything, repeat the mantra “Samma-arahang”, silently and con-
tinuously in the mind. If you are not sure about the location of the center of the body, 
just know that anywhere in the area of your abdomen will do. Don’t be disappointed if 
you find your mind wandering. It is only natural for beginners. Make effort continuously, 
keep your mind bright, clear and pure, and in the end, you will achieve success.

8. Keep repeating the mantra. Eventually the sound of the mantra will fade away. At that 
point a new bright, clear, crystal sphere will arise of its own accord. This stage is called 
“pathama magga” (primary path). At this stage the shining crystal sphere is connected 
firmly to the mind and is seated at the center of the body. You will experience a great 
happiness that you have never known before. With a perfectly still mind focused at 
the center of the crystal sphere, it will give way to a succession of increasingly purer 
transcendental inner bodies, until it reaches the “Body of Enlightenment” known as 
“Dhammakaya”. This is the highest meditative attainment which enables the practi-
tioner to achieve super knowledge and supreme happiness.
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Arahant:  one who has purified himself of all defilements, and who, on the death of the phys-
ical body, will attain Nibbana. He has escaped samsara and will not be reborn.

Attaining Dhamma:  a state of absorption in meditation where the mind achieves super 
insight and knowledge, knowing and seeing according to the truths.

Attainment of Dhammakaya:  a state of absorption in meditation where the mind achieves 
super insight and knowledge, having penetrative insight into the reality of life and the world; 
seeing and becoming one with one’s own inner Body of Enlightenment.

Avijjapaccaya:  Ignorance as a Requisite Condition. The word is explained in Paticcasamup-
pada Sutta (Discourse of Dependent Origination) as “avijja paccaya sankhara” meaning “With 
Ignorance as a requisite condition, arise Mental Formations.”   

Bhikkhu:  Buddhist monk.

Bodhisatta:  a Buddha-to-be; one destined to become a Buddha.

Buddha:  ‘Awakened One’, one who is fully enlightened and who has realized Nibbana 
without the benefit of a Buddha’s teaching in the lifetime in which he attains it. Those who 
attained enlightenment by following the Buddha’s teachings are called Arahants or Arahats. 
The name Buddha is a title, not a proper name, meaning ‘awakened’, thus ‘enlightened’. 
Buddhas appear at vast intervals of time. There are countless numbers of past, present and 
future Buddhas. 

Cetiya:  Pali word for pagoda.

Chand Khonnokyoong:  (1909-2000), founder of Wat Phra Dhammakaya, one of the 
world’s largest Buddhist temples.  

Chao Phraya River:  a major river in Thailand which flows through Bangkok and into the 
Gulf of Thailand.

Defilements (kilesa):  mental impurities consisting of greed, hatred, and ignorance;               
hindrances or contaminants that cause beings to perform undesirable deeds.

Dependent Origination:  one of the central concepts in the Buddhist tradition that all things 
arise in dependence upon multiple causes and conditions, in reliance upon causes and con-
ditions, through the force of causes and conditions.

Dhamma (Skt. Dharma):  the truth; the natural condition of things or beings; the law of 
their existence; the ethical code of righteousness; the whole body of religious doctrines as a 
system; the Teachings of the Buddha; the eternal truth that the Buddha realized, his verbal 
expression of that truth, and the phenomena or elements that comprise reality.  

Dhamma Sphere:  A bright clear sphere, the size of an egg yolk, that exists within every 
human being. It appears at the center of one’s body during an advanced stage of meditative 
absorption.

Dhammacakkapavattana Sutta:  Discourse on the Setting in Motion of the Wheel of Dham-
ma, a Buddhist text considered to be a record of the first teaching given by the Buddha after 
he attained enlightenment. 

Dhammakaya:  Buddha Nature, Body of Enlightenment; Body of Truth. 
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Dhammakaya meditation:  a profound meditation technique taught by the Great Master 
Luangpu Wat Paknam. 

Dhammakaya Tradition (vijja Dhammakaya):  also referred to as Dhammakaya Knowledge, 
is a method of meditation taught by the Great Master Phramongkolthepmuni, former Abbot of 
Wat Paknam. According to Dhammakaya Tradition, it has been established that each individual 
person possesses eighteen transcendental inner bodies, which can be reached through 
advanced stages of meditative absorption. Once a person reaches the Dhammakaya, the 
purest of all transcendental bodies, the person achieves the outset of the insight, the knowl-
edge not available through ordinary means, but only through the Dhammakaya. 
   
Dhutanga:  Austerity practice to overcome attachment to comfort and luxury. It is aimed at 
training oneself to live a simple life, free from attachments. 

Dhutanga umbrella (klod):  an umbrella doubled as a tent under which a dhutanga monk 
uses as a shelter to practice meditation and to sleep.

Eightfold Supranormal Knowledge:  the mental power of one pure of defilements comprising 
1) insight-knowledge; 2) mind-made magical power; 3) supernormal powers; 4) divine ear;  
5) reading the minds of others; 6) recollection of past lives; 7) divine eye; 8) the knowledge of 
an end of defilements.

Eighteen Elements:  consisting of six sense organs (eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind), 
six sense objects (visible forms, sound, smell, taste, touch, mental object), and six sense 
consciousness.

Eight Precepts:  codes of moral conduct practiced by Buddhist nuns and devout lay        
Buddhists, consisting of:  not killing living beings; not stealing; not engaging in any sexual ac-

tivities; not lying; not consuming alcohol and any intoxicating substances; not taking meals    
between midday and dawn; not indulging in entertainment or shows that impede the quality 
of mind and not to be immodest in the way of dress or behavior; not indulging in indolent 
sleeping habits that may lead to sensuality or laziness (such as sleeping on high, soft, luxuri-
ous beds). The purposes of the last three rules are to deter any sexual inclination which may 
impede one’s ability to purify the mind. 

Equanimity (upekkha):  neutral state of mind; learning to accept loss and gain, praise and 
censure, sorrow and happiness with detachment.

Five Aggregates:  consisting of form, sensation, perception, mental formations, and         
consciousness.  Luangpu simplifies these as “perception, memory, thought, and cognition”, 
which are the four functional faculties of minds.

Five Precepts:  basic codes of moral conduct practiced by lay Buddhists, consisting of:  not 
killing living beings, not stealing, not committing sexual misconduct, not lying, not consum-
ing alcohol and any intoxicating substances.

Five Aspects of Natural Law:  the Law that governs all things (Five Niyamas). They                 
include Biological Law (Bija Niyama), which governs all living things; Chemical and Physical 
Law (Utu Niyama), which governs all chemical and physical matters; Psychic Law (Citta 
Niyama), which governs the functions of the mind; Karmic Law (Kamma Niyama), which 
governs the law of action; and Nature of Existence Law (Dhamma Niyama), which governs 
the manifestation of existence or reality. Knowing how the Five Aspects of Natural Law came 
into existence reveals the knowledge of how to abolish samsara, the cycle of rebirths. This 
knowledge leads us to the right practice and eventually helps us overcome defilements and 
attain Nibbana, thus freeing ourselves from the cycle of rebirths.
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Five Hindrances:  negative mental states that impede success with meditation and lead 
away from enlightenment. They consist of sensual desire, ill-will, sloth and torpor, restless-
ness, and doubt.

Five Niyamas:  According to Buddhism, there are five orders or processes (niyamas) which 
operate in the physical and mental realms:  Utu Niyama, physical inorganic order; Bija             
Niyama, order of germs and seeds (physical organic order); Kamma Niyama, order of act and 
result; Dhamma Niyama, order of the norm; and Citta Niyama, order of mind or psychic law.

Four Noble Truths:  the Buddha’s first and most important teaching. It explains the reality 
and nature of suffering, the origin of suffering, the cause of suffering, the cessation of suffer-
ing, and the path to freedom from suffering.   

Great Man, the (mahapuruta):  A Buddha or a universal monarch (cakkavatti king); Buddhas 
and universal monarchs are traditionally regarded as having the Thirty-two Characteristics of 
the Great Man. 

Jhana:  meditative absorption; bliss state; a state of serene contemplation attained by      
meditation; state of trance; a state of meditation where the mind is free from the Five Hin-
drances (craving, aversion, sloth, agitation and doubt).

Kamma (Skt, Karma):  action or deed of body, speech and mind. Every willed action brings 
future consequences, including future rebirths; the consequences of past deeds largely      
determine one’s general life situation. Under the Law of Kamma, by which all creatures must 
live, a person bears the consequences of his own actions. Bad actions cause bad conse-
quences and good actions bear good consequences.

Khom:  language of the Khmer people (present day Cambodia), highly influenced by           
Sanskrit and Pali.

Khun Yai:  a Thai word for grandmother.

Klong:  also spelled “Khlong”, a Thai word for canal.

Kuti:  the hut or cottage a monk uses for his accommodation.

Luangpor:  a Thai word which means Venerable Father, an informal way of addressing a 
senior monk.

Luangpu:  a Thai word which means Venerable Grandfather, an informal way of address-
ing an elderly senior monk; referring to the Great Master Phramongkolthepmuni (Sodh              
Candasaro), founder of Dhammakaya Meditation.

Luangpu Wat Paknam:  Phramongkolthepmuni (Sodh Candasaro), founder of Dham-
makaya Meditation.

Mahasatipatthana Sutta:  The Great Discourse on the Establishing of Mindfulness.

Mahayana Buddhism:  a school of Buddhism practiced in China, Taiwan, Japan, S. Korea, 
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Mara:  evil, both as a concept and as a personification. In Buddhist cosmology, Mara is a su-
pra-natural being responsible for hindering people from performing meritorious deeds. Mara 
can also mean obstacles for doing good deeds.

Merit:  result of good deeds; a positive energy, or good kamma that is created whenever a 
good deed is performed. Merit is generated in three major ways:  charitable giving, obser-
vance of moral precepts, and meditation.

Merit Sphere:  a transcendental sphere representing merit, that lies within each person; the 
more merit accumulated, the larger the merit sphere.  

Monastic Discipline (Vinaya):  the 227 rules of conduct that govern the daily life of a monk 
as described in the Buddhist book of Discipline.

Mundane merit:  merit gained through performance of ordinary good deeds, such as sweep-
ing the temple, helping the poor, making charitable contributions.  

Nibbana (Skt, Nirvana): the state of ultimate happiness, the happy condition of enlighten-
ment, the highest spiritual attainment. This is not the sense-based happiness of everyday 
life; nor is it the concept of happiness as interpreted by Western culture. It is an enduring, 
transcendental happiness integral to the calmness attained through enlightenment. Once a 
person has attained Nibbana, he has reached the end of the cycle of rebirths—the final and 
total release from cyclic existence—never again to be subject to rebirth. Nibbana is a supra-
mundane state that cannot be expressed by words and is beyond space and time. This is the 
state of perfect enlightenment realized by Buddhas and Arahants. Those who have gained 
this realization no longer accumulate karmic consequences and will no longer be reborn into 
samsara, the cycle of existence, when they die.
  

Noble Eightfold Path:  the Path to end suffering, consisting of Right View, Right Speech, 
Right Action, Right Livelihood, Right Effort, Right Mindfulness, and Right Concentration.

Pacceka Buddha:  a Buddha who has attained Enlightenment by himself but does not 
teach others or lead others to Enlightenment; a private Buddha.

Pali:  an ancient language used in India, now no longer an active language. The original                                                       
Buddhist scriptures were written in Pali. Pali texts are used by the Theravada school of Bud-
dhism.

Parami:  a Pali word meaning transcendental virtues, perfected virtues, or Perfections. Para-
mi is a spiritual perfection achieved by a Bodhisatta (Buddha-to-be) on his path to Bud-
dhahood, or by those who are determined to attain enlightenment. Virtues are practices 
which must be fulfilled by all aspirants who wish to free themselves from suffering. What 
distinguishes the Bodhisatta from other aspirants are the degree to which virtues must be 
cultivated and the length of time they must be pursued.

Patimokkha:  the summary of the Monastic Precepts and rules in the Vinaya, recited twice 
a month in every Buddhist monastery.

Perfections (Parami):  perfected virtues; transcendental virtues; spiritual perfection. Tran-
scendental virtues cultivated as a way of purification, purifying kamma and helping the aspi-
rant to live an unobstructed life, while reaching the goal of enlightenment. 

Precepts (sila):  codes of moral conduct observed by Buddhists; moral principles that form 
the framework of Buddhist ethical conduct and the baseline of one’s virtue. 
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Primary Path:  beginning stage of meditative attainment leading to more advanced stages 
of absorption.

Rains retreat (Vassa):  the period of three months during the monsoon season when monks 
traditionally limit travel outside the temple and focus instead on meditation and scriptural 
studies.

Requisites, monastic:  a monk’s eight basic possessions:  three robes, a belt, a bowl, a 
razor, a needle and a water filter.

Right Meditation:  The eighth element of the Noble Eightfold Path, the practice of which 
enables one to attain the Dhammakaya.

Right View:  view and wisdom in accordance with the Truths, consisting of the following 
beliefs:  generosity is virtuous; it is necessary to honor those worthy of honor; it is good to be 
hospitable; actions produce consequences (Law of Kamma); a child has debt of gratitude to 
his parents; this world and the next exist; there will be afterlife and rebirths; there are heav-
enly and hell beings; monastics are able to purify themselves of all defilements (to become 
enlightened).

Samadhi:  one-pointedness of mind; meditative practice leading to one-pointed concentra-
tion; a state of complete concentration.

Samanera:  a Buddhist novice, usually under the age of twenty, who holds Ten Precepts.

Samatha:  tranquility meditation; the ability to maintain the focus of attention one-pointedly; 
the initial practice of meditation that leads the mind to come to a standstill.

Samma arahang:  Pali words which mean “The Noble One who has properly attained en-
lightenment”, or “Pure state of mind achieved in a proper way”.

Samsara:  the cycle of constant rebirth in which all beings are trapped as a result of their 
intentional deeds (kamma); ocean of birth and death; eternal wandering; the wheel of cyclic 
existence. 

Sangha:  the Buddhist monastic community or Order.

Sanskrit:  another ancient language used in India; Buddhist scriptures in Sanskrit are trans-
lated from the Pali language; Sanskrit texts are used by the Mahayana school of Buddhism.
 
Seventh Base of the mind:  natural home of the mind, located two finger-widths above the 
navel in the middle of the abdomen.  

Siam:  former name of Thailand.

Sixfold Superknowledge:  the mental powers of one pure of defilements, comprising:         
1) supernormal powers; 2) divine ear 3) reading the minds of others 4) recollection of past 
lives; 5) divine eye: 6) the knowledge of an end of defilements.

Somdej:  a high-ranking monastic title.

Sphere of Primary Path:  the beginning path to liberation which emerged in the form of a 
sphere as experienced during meditation.  
‘Stop’:  stop in this sense means stopping the mind from wandering, or stop doing bad 
deeds. The key to success in meditation is to still the mind and stop it from wandering. 
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Sutta (Skt. Sutra): discourse attributed to the Buddha or one of his close disciples.

Sympathetic joy:  joy in the accomplishments of others.

Tathagata:  the Accomplished One, the supreme man, the superlative man, referring to the 
Buddha. The exact meaning of this Pali word is “He who has reached or become what is 
really so, the True”, the term the Buddha used to refer to himself after the Awakening.

Ten Precepts:  codes of moral conduct practiced by novice monks, consisting of:  not killing 
living beings; not stealing; not engaging in unchaste activities; not lying; not consuming alco-
hol and any intoxicating substances; not taking meals between midday and dawn; refraining 
from singing, dancing, playing music, or attending entertainment performances; refraining 
from wearing perfume, cosmetics and decorative accessories; refraining from indolent sitting 
and sleeping habits (i.e., sitting on highly cushioned chairs, or sleeping on luxurious, soft 
beds); and refraining from accepting and dealing with money.

Ten Recollections:  ten different ways of relaxing one’s minds using the recollection method, 
namely, the Recollection of the Buddha, Recollection of the Dhamma, Recollection of the 
Sangha, Recollection of Morality, Recollection of Liberality, Recollection of Deities, Contem-
plation on Death, Contemplation on Body, Contemplation on Breathing, Contemplation on 
the Virtue of Nibbana.

Theravada:  the oldest form of Buddhism; orthodox school of Buddhism found in Southeast 
Asia and Sri Lanka which is based on Scriptures written in Pali.

Three Marks of Existence:  consisting of impermanence, suffering, and non-self.

Threefold Knowledge:  the mental powers of one pure of defilements comprising:                        
1) recollection of past lives; 2) knowledge of the decease and rebirth of beings; 3) the knowl-
edge of an end of defilements. 

Vajrayana:  also known as Tibetan Buddhism, the body of Buddhist religious doctrine and 
institutions characteristic of Tibet, Mongolia, Tuva, Bhutan, Kalmykia and certain regions of 
the Himalayas, including northern Nepal, and India.

Tipitaka (Skt, Tripitaka):  Buddhist scripture. Tipitaka means the “Three Baskets”. They 
consist of the Basket of Discipline (Vinaya Pitaka) – rules and regulations of the Order of 
monks and nuns; the Basket of Discourses (Sutta Pitaka) – discourses concerning social, 
moral, philosophical and spiritual significance; and the Basket of Ultimate Things (Abhidham-
ma Pitaka) – dealing with psychological and philosophical aspects of the Doctrine, the four 
ultimate things, i.e., mind (citta), mental properties (cetasika), matter (rupa) and Nibbana. 

Transcendental merit:  merit acquired through mental cultivation and the practice of        
meditation, considered to be more potent than mundane merit.

Triple Gem:  the highest refuge of Buddhists consisting of the Buddha, the Dhamma, and 
the Sangha.

Twelve Sense Spheres:  consisting of six internal-external (organ-object) pairs of sense 
bases, i.e., eye and visible objects, ear and sound, nose and odor, tongue and taste, body 
and touch, mind and mental objects.

Twenty-Two Faculties:  multiple intra-psychic processes known as ‘faculties’, ‘spiritual 
faculties’, or ‘phenomenological faculties’.
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Vakkali:  one of the arahants who had obtained enlightenment through faith and love for the 
Buddha. 

Vijja:  Knowledge gained from the “Eye of Dhamma”; it is the Knowledge that enables one 
to rid oneself of ignorance. 

Vijja Dhammakaya:  the Dhammakaya Knowledge; can be equated with Threefold Knowl-
edge, Sixfold Superknowledge and Eightfold Supranormal Knowledge. 

Vipassana:  insight meditation aimed to discipline the mind while fostering a profound clarity 
about the nature of reality; the practice of meditation beyond attainment of the still mind that 
leads the mind to insight. Enlightenment can only be attained through vipassana.

Visuttimagga:  Path of Purification.

Wat:  a Thai word for Buddhist temple. 

Wat Arun:  also called the Temple of Dawn, one of Thailand’s best known landmarks. The 
temple has existed since the seventeenth century.

Wat Phra Chetuphon:  also called Wat Pho and the Temple of the Reclining Buddha, one of 
the largest and oldest temples in Thailand.

Wat Mahathat:  one of the ten royal temples of the highest class, home of Mahachulalong-
korn University, Thailand’s oldest higher education institute for Buddhist monks.

Wat Paknam:  one of the most famous Buddhist temples in Thailand where the Great Master 
Phramongkolthepmuni used to be the Abbot.

Wat Suthat:  one of the ten royal temples of the highest class.

Wise (pundita):  A wise is someone who has wisdom. Being wise is not the same as being 
educated. A wise can be a person who is highly educated or one with no formal education at 
all. He or she is righteous and ethical by nature. A wise is someone who possesses the Right 
View and the ability to separate right from wrong, good from bad. A wise is the complete 
opposite of a fool.

Wrong View:  view that is in contrast with the Truths, for example, having the notion that gen-
erosity is not good, parents are not worthy of gratitude, the Law of Kamma does not exist, 
there is no afterlife and rebirth, heavens and hells do not exist, etc. 
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E-mail:  dmchk@netvigator.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.org.hk

Wat Bhavana Kowloon
Unit 1901-1902, 19/F, Max Trade Centre, 23, 
Luk Hop Street, San Po Kong, Kowloon
Tel:  + (852) 2573-2842          
Website:  www.dhammakaya.org.hk

INDONESIA

Dhammakaya Meditation Center of 
  Indonesia
J1. Pulau Dewa 5 Blok P.6 No.21
Kota Modern, Tangerang 
Prop. Banten 15117, Indonesia
Tel:  + (62) 2-1522-8908
       + (62) 2-1522-1819
E-mail:  dimcindonesia@hotmail.com
Website:  www.middle072.net/indonesia

JAPAN

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Tokyo
3-78-5 Arakawa, Arakawa-ku
Tokyo, 116-0002, Japan  
Tel:   + (81) 3-5604-3021 
Fax:  + (81) 3-5604-3022
E-mail:  dhammakaya.tokyo@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/tokyo

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Osaka
4-6-27 Omiya, Asahi-ku
Osaka, 535-0002, Japan 
Tel:   + (81) 6-6956-1400 
Fax:  + (81) 6-6956-1401    
E-mail:  dimcosaka@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/osaka

Shanghai Dhammakaya Meditation
  Center 
Yangpu District, Wu Dong Road, Lane 28 
No. 13,10th Floor, Room 1002
Shanghai 200433 China 
Tel:  + (86)137-6470-8236
E-mail:  xinping1000@hotmail.com  

Beijing Meditation Center
Room 202 Building 9, Da He Village 
Su Zhou Street No. 3, Haidian District
Beijing, China 100080
Tel:  + (86) 108-282-7015         
E-mail:  2473904077@qq.com
 hopes_072@hotmail.com

Kunming Dhammakaya Coordination 
  Center
International Students Apartment
  (East Campus) 
Yunnan Normal University
No. 1 Yuhua Area, Chenggong New District, 
Kunming, Yunnan Province
P.R. China 650500 
Tel:  + (86) 159-6954-5764         
E-mail:  surantan072@gmail.com 
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Wat Phra Dhammakaya Kanagawa
3-39-9 Kokubukita, Ebina-shi
Kanagawa-ken, 243-0406, Japan 
Tel:   + (81) 46-205-6713
Fax:  + (81) 46-205-6714
E-mail:  watkanagawa@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/kanagawa

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Gumma
3154 Kaminoda,Yoshioka-Machi
KitaGunma-gun, Gumma-ken, 
370-3606, Japan 
Tel:   + (81) 279-26-3607
Fax:  + (81) 279-26-3608  
E-mail:  dhammakaya.gunma@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp/gumma

Wat Bhavana Yamanashi
1828-39 Yagoshima, Minami-Alps-shi
Yamanashi-ken, 400-0205, Japan  
Tel:  + (81) 55-287-7892
E-mail:  yamanashidimc@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/yamanashi

Wat Bhavana Saitama
82-7 Asahigaoka-ku, Hidaka-shi
Saitama-ken, 350-1203, Japan    
Tel:   + (81) 4-2985-6044
Fax:  + (81) 4-2895-6044
E-mail:  watbhavanasaitama@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/saitama

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Nagano
733-3 Mihari, Tomi-shi
Nagano-ken, 389-0501, Japan 
Tel:   + (81) 268-64-7516
        + (81) 268-64-7720
Fax:  + (81) 268-62-2505
E-mail:  watnagano@hotmail.com; 
             yanakuno@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/nagano

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Tochigi
1068 Oya-Machi, Utsunomiya-shi
Tochigi-ken, 321-0345, Japan
Tel:   + (81) 2-8652-8701 to 2
Fax:  + (81) 2-8652-8703
E-mail:  dimctochigijapan@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/tochigi

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Ibaraki
1055-226, Shimohiro-oka ,Tsukuba-shi
Ibaraki-ken, 305-0042 Japan   
Tel:   + (81) 29-855-9757
Fax:  + (81) 29-875-9422
E-mail:  dimcibaraki@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp.org/ibaraki

Dhammakaya Meditation Association of  
  Selangor
2A-2,Janlan Puteri 5/1, Bandar Puteri
47100 Puchong, Selangor D.E., Malaysia   
Tel:   + (60) 3-8063-1882
Fax:  + (60)-38-060-4882
E-mail:  dimckl@gmail.com
Website:  www.dimckl.com

MONGOLIA

Dhammakaya Meditation Center of 
  Mongolia
Tanan Center 202, Student Ave.
8th Khoroo, Sukhbaatar District
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia 97611
Tel:  + (976) 5011-3000
E-mail: Dhammakaya.mongolia@yahoo.com

PHILIPPINES 

The Middle Way Meditation Institute (Iloilo)
Black 35, lot 16, Phase1, Puerto Real Subd.
Mandave Street, La Paz
Iloilo City, Philippines
E-mail:  mmiph@mdwmeditation.org
Website:  www.mdwmeditation.org/ph 

Wat Bhavana Nagoya
3802-1 Totsubo, Sennonji
Tomida-cho, Nakagawa-ku
Nagoya-shi, Aichi-ken
454-0971, Japan               
Tel:   + (81) 52- 462-1170
Fax:  + (81) 52-462-1171
E-mail:  dimc_nagoya@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dimcjp/nagoya

Thai Bukkyo Meisou Center
2-29-6, Nishi-Nippori, Arakawa-ku
Tokyo, 116-0013, Japan    
Tel:  + (81) 3-5604-5727
E-mail:  middlewayjp@live.com
Website:  www.facebook.com/thaimeisou

MALAYSIA

Dhammakaya Meditation Center of 
  Penang
1-3-1, 1-3-2, Tingkat Kenari 5, Kenari 
  Avenue
11900 Banyan Lepas, Penang, Malaysia               
Tel:  + (60) 4-644-1854
       + (60) 19-457-4270
E-mail:  dmctpn@hotmail.com
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TAIWAN

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Taipei
3F No.9 Lane 16, Sec. 2 Sihchuan Rd.
Banqiao District, Taipei City 220,  
R.O.C.
Tel:  + (886) 2-8966-1000    
E-mail:  info@dhammakaya.tc
Website:  www.dmc.org.tw

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Taoyuan
2F No.20 Fuxing Rd., Taoyuan City
Taoyuan County 330, R.O.C.
Tel:  + (886) 3-335-4000
E-mail: ampdiu@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dmc.org.tw

Dhammakaya International Meditation    
  Center of Taichung
4-5F No.15, Minzu Rd., Central District
Taichong City 400, R.O.C.
Tel:  + (886) 4-2223-7663
E-mail:  name072@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dmc.org.tw

NEPAL

Dhammakaya Meditation Center of Nepal
Godawari Kitni3, Manokranti Chok
Lalitpur, Nepal
Tel:  + (97)-71-556-0511 

SINGAPORE

Kalyanamitta Centre (Singapore)
146B Paya Lebar Road
ACE Building #06-01
Singapore (409017)
Tel:  + (65)-6383-5183
E-mail:  info@dhammakaya.org.sg
Website:  www.dhammakaya.org.sg

SOUTH KOREA

Wat Bhavana Yangju
350-66, Deokjeong-dong
Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
South Korea
Tel:  + (82) 10-9597-0072
E-mail:  dimk.yangju@gmail.com

AFRICA

The Johannesburg Meditation Center
P.O. Box 6471, 535 Nupen Crescent
Halfway House 1685, South Africa
Tel:  + (27)-11-312-1382
E-mail:  info@peaceforafrica.org
Website:  www.jmc.org.za

The Buddhist Temple of Cape Town
49 Balers Way, Sunset Beach
Milnerton 7441, Malmesbury
Western Cape, South Africa
Tel:  + (27)21-552-9333
E-mail:  capetownmeditation@hotmail.com

MIDDLE EAST

BAHRAIN

Bahrain Buddhist Meditation Center
Khalil Kanoo Garden, Villa No. 1309, 
Road 5641, Salihiya 356
Manama City, Kingdom of Bahrain                   
Tel:  + (973) 1724-3274
E-mail:  dimc.bahrain@gmail.com

OMAN

Oman Meditation Center
1847 Way 2526, Al Khuwair 
Muscat, Sutanate of Oman
Tel:  + (968) 9791-5883
E-mail:  ven.surat@yahoo.com

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Dubai Meditation Center
Beach Villa No. 1, Al Maareedh St. 
Ras Al Khaimah, UAE. 
Tel:  + (971) 7226-7065
E-mail:  watdubai@gmail.com
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DENMARK

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Denmark
Gl.Landevej 12 Gramrode
7130 Juelsminde, Denmark               
Tel:  + (45) 46 59 00 72
E-mail:  dimcdk@gmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.dk

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Korsør Lystskov
Skovvej 120, 4220 Korsør, Denmark
Tel:  + (45) 43-44-00-72
E-mail:  dimckldk@gmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.dk

FRANCE

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Paris   
Dhammakaya International Paris (DIP)
77, Avenue du President Francois Mitterrand
77200 Torcy, France
Tel:  + (33) 01 64683833
E-mail:  dmc_paris072@yahoo.com

Wat Buddha Bordeaux
47, Cours du General de Gaulle
33170 Gradignan, France 
Tel:  + (33) 0540212690
E-mail:  wat_bdx@hotmail.com

EUROPE

AUSTRIA

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Austria
Buddhistisches Meditationszentrum Linz
Weissdornweg 22
4030 Linz, Austria
Tel:  + (43) 073-220-7211
       + (43) 0699-1720-6002
E-mail:  wat_at@hotmail.com
Website:  www.wataustria.com

Wat Buddha Vienna
Bitterlichstrasse 11, 1100 Vienna, Austria
Tel:  + (43) 1688-1837
 E-mail:  prasit2236@hotmail.com

BELGIUM

Wat Phra Dhammakaya 
  Ronkenburgstraat
Ronkenburg straat 25, B-9340 Lede
Aalst, Belgium
Tel:  +(32) 5 33 94 909
       +(32) 4 88 56 99 03
E-mail:  watbelgium@gmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.be  

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Frankfurt
Odenwald Str.22, D-65479, Raunheim
Deutschland
Tel:   + (49)614-2833-0888
        + (49) 614-2833-0889
E-mail:  wff072@gmail.com
Website:  www.watfrankfurt.com

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Berlin
Dahlewitzer Dorf Str. 40 A, 15827
Blankenfelde-Mahlow, Deutschland
Tel:  + (49) 030-708-909888
E-mail:  watberlin072@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watberlin.net 

Wat Buddha Heilbron
Raiffeisen Str. 58
D-74182 Obersulm-Willsbach
Deutschland
Tel:   + (49) 713-4516-5651
        + (49) 713-4516-5652
Fax:  + (49) 713-4516-5650
E-mail:  wbs072@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watheilbronn.com

Wat Buddha Nordrhein-Westfalen
Roemer Str. 586, D-47443
Moers, Deutschland  
Tel:   + (49) 284-1881-3581
Fax:  + (49) 284-1881-3457
E-mail:  wbnrw@hotmail.de

Wat Bouddha Toulouse
5, Rue de la GimoneL’union
31240 Midi-Pyrénées, France
Tel:  + (33) 0567085472
E-mail:  wat_bdt@hotmail.com

GERMANY

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Bavaria
Heinkel Str. 1, D-86343 Koenigsbrunn
Deutschland
Tel:   + (49) 823-1957-4530
        + (49) 823-1957-4531
Fax:  + (49) 823-1957-4532
E-mail:  info@watbavaria.net
Website:  www.watbavaria.net

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Schwarzwald
Wilhelm-Franz Str. 1, D-77971, Kippenheim
Deutschland
Tel:   + (49) 078-2520-9864
        + (49) 078-2520-9865
E-mail:   wat.schwarzwald@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watschwarzwald.com
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SWEDEN

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Borås
Kvibergsgatan 79, 50467 Borås
Sweden 
Tel:   +(46) 33-418-724
        + (46) 739-130-332
E-mail:  watboras@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watboras.se

Wat Buddha Stockholm
Hogvagen 19, 13142 Nacka
Sweden
Tel:  + (46) 831-2210
E-mail:  watstockholm@live.com

SWITZERLAND

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Switzerland
Gumm 11, 3508 Biglen, Switzerland
Tel:  + (41) 031-7011-121
E-mail:  dima_geneva@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.ch

Wat Buddha Hamburg
Wilhelm Str. 34, D-21640
Horneburg, Deutschland
Tel:  + (49) 041-6382-6924
E-mail:  wathamburg@hotmail.com

ITALY

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Italy
Via Dello Scoiattolo 7
21052 Busto Arsizio (VA), Italy
Tel:  + (39) 033-138-6721
E-mail:  wat_buddha_milano@hotmail.com

MALTA

Wat Buddha Malta
135 LA Pedrera Triq Indri Grima Swatar 
  MSD 13
Tel:  + (356) 213-18-613
E-mail:  malta072@gmail.com

NORWAY

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Norway
Hvittingfossveien 343
3080 Holmestrand, Norway 
Tel:   + (47) 33 61 01 43
Fax:  + (47) 33 09 66 09
E-mail:  dhammakaya-norway@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.no

NORTH AMERICA

UNITED STATES

California

Dhammakaya International Meditation 
  Center 
P.O. Box 1036
865 E. Monrovia Pl.
Azusa, CA 91702, USA
Tel:   + (1) 626-334-2160
Fax:  + (1) 626-334-0702
E-mail:  dimcus_ca@dhammakaya.or.th

Dhammakaya Meditation Center 
Silicon Valley
280 Llagas Rd.
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-3010, USA
Tel:  + (1) 408-779-4270
E-mail:  dmc_sv@outlook.com

Colorado

Dhammakaya International Meditation   
  Center Denver
11052 East Ohio Place
Aurora, Colorado 80012, USA 
Tel:  + (1) 303-357-1481
E-mail:  dmcdenver072@gmail.com

UNITED KINGDOM

Wat Phra Dhammakaya London
2 Brushfield Way, Knaphill
Woking, Surrey, GU21 2TG
United Kingdom 
Tel:   + (44)1483-489633
        + (44)1483-475757
E-mail:  info@watlondon.org
Website:  www.dhammakaya.org.uk

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Newcastle
Church St., Hebburn
Tyne and Wear, NE31 1DR
Tel:  + (44) 075-9530-1731
E-mail:  watnewcastle@hotmail.co.uk
Website:  www.watnewcastle.tripod.com

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Manchester
233A, Edgeley Road
Edgeley, Stockport, SK3 0TL
Tel:  + (44) 161-477-4947
E-mail:  watmanchester@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watmanchester.org
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SWEDEN

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Borås
Kvibergsgatan 79, 50467 Borås
Sweden 
Tel:   +(46) 33-418-724
        + (46) 739-130-332
E-mail:  watboras@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watboras.se

Wat Buddha Stockholm
Hogvagen 19, 13142 Nacka
Sweden
Tel:  + (46) 831-2210
E-mail:  watstockholm@live.com

SWITZERLAND

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Switzerland
Gumm 11, 3508 Biglen, Switzerland
Tel:  + (41) 031-7011-121
E-mail:  dima_geneva@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.ch

Wat Buddha Hamburg
Wilhelm Str. 34, D-21640
Horneburg, Deutschland
Tel:  + (49) 041-6382-6924
E-mail:  wathamburg@hotmail.com

ITALY

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Italy
Via Dello Scoiattolo 7
21052 Busto Arsizio (VA), Italy
Tel:  + (39) 033-138-6721
E-mail:  wat_buddha_milano@hotmail.com

MALTA

Wat Buddha Malta
135 LA Pedrera Triq Indri Grima Swatar 
  MSD 13
Tel:  + (356) 213-18-613
E-mail:  malta072@gmail.com

NORWAY

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Norway
Hvittingfossveien 343
3080 Holmestrand, Norway 
Tel:   + (47) 33 61 01 43
Fax:  + (47) 33 09 66 09
E-mail:  dhammakaya-norway@hotmail.com
Website:  www.dhammakaya.no

NORTH AMERICA

UNITED STATES

California

Dhammakaya International Meditation 
  Center 
P.O. Box 1036
865 E. Monrovia Pl.
Azusa, CA 91702, USA
Tel:   + (1) 626-334-2160
Fax:  + (1) 626-334-0702
E-mail:  dimcus_ca@dhammakaya.or.th

Dhammakaya Meditation Center 
Silicon Valley
280 Llagas Rd.
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-3010, USA
Tel:  + (1) 408-779-4270
E-mail:  dmc_sv@outlook.com

Colorado

Dhammakaya International Meditation   
  Center Denver
11052 East Ohio Place
Aurora, Colorado 80012, USA 
Tel:  + (1) 303-357-1481
E-mail:  dmcdenver072@gmail.com

UNITED KINGDOM

Wat Phra Dhammakaya London
2 Brushfield Way, Knaphill
Woking, Surrey, GU21 2TG
United Kingdom 
Tel:   + (44)1483-489633
        + (44)1483-475757
E-mail:  info@watlondon.org
Website:  www.dhammakaya.org.uk

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Newcastle
Church St., Hebburn
Tyne and Wear, NE31 1DR
Tel:  + (44) 075-9530-1731
E-mail:  watnewcastle@hotmail.co.uk
Website:  www.watnewcastle.tripod.com

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Manchester
233A, Edgeley Road
Edgeley, Stockport, SK3 0TL
Tel:  + (44) 161-477-4947
E-mail:  watmanchester@hotmail.com
Website:  www.watmanchester.org
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lIlinois 

Meditation Center of Chicago
6224 W. Gunnison St.
Chicago, IL 60630, USA                                         
Tel:   + (1) 773-763-8763
Fax:  + (1) 773-763-7897
E-mail:  mcc_072@yahoo.com

Kansas

Dhammakaya International Meditation   
  Center Kansas
1650 S. Water St.
Wichita, Kansas 67213, USA 
E-mail:  kittigo@gmail.com 

Massachusetts 

Dhammakaya Meditation Center  Boston
65 Roberts Street
Quincy, MA 02169, USA
Tel:   + (1) 617-479-0674
Fax:  + (1) 617-479-0674
E-mail:  bostonmeditation@gmail.com

Florida

Florida Meditation Center
1303 N. Gordon St.
Plant City, FL 33563, USA 
Tel:   + (1) 813-756-3796
Fax:  + (1) 813-283-0050
E-mail:  floridameditation@hotmail.com
             floridameditation@gmail.com 

Dhammakaya Meditation Center 
  Palm Beach 
6080 Pine Drive
Lake worth, FL 33462, USA
Tel:   + (1) 626-253-9509
        + (1) 561-674-3256
Fax:  + (1) 813-283-0050
E-mail:  floridameditation@gmail.com

Georgia

Georgia Meditation Center
4522 Tilly Mill Road
Atlanta, GA 30360, USA 
Tel:   + (1) 770-452-1111
Fax:  + (1) 770-452-1111
E-mail:  gmc072@yahoo.com

Tennessee

Dhammakaya Meditation Center 
  Tennessee 
2033 Ghee Rd.
Murfreesboro, TN 37127, USA
Tel:   + (1) 615-624-6816
        + (1) 615-939-7743
E-mail:  dimctn@hotmail.com
Facebook:  dmctn072

Texas

Meditation Center of Texas
1011 Thannisch Dr.
Arlington, TX 76011, USA                                            
Tel:   + (1) 817-275-7700
Fax:  + (1) 817-275-7700
E-mail:  meditationtexas@gmail.com

Virginia

Meditation Center of D.C.
3325 Franconia Rd.
Alexandria, VA 22310, USA
Tel:   + (1) 703-329-0350
Fax:  + (1) 703-329-0062
E-mail:  mdc072@yahoo.com 
             mdc072@meditationdc.org

Minnesota

Minnesota Meditation Center
242 Northdale Blvd NW
Coon Rapids, MN 55448, USA
Tel:  + (1) 763-862-6122
E-mail:  mmc_072@yahoo.com

New Jersey

Dhammakaya International Meditation  
  Center of New Jersey
257 Midway Ave.
Fanwood, NJ 07023, USA 
Tel:   + (1) 908-322-4187
Fax:  + (1) 908-322-1397
E-mail:  dimc_nj@yahoo.com

Oregon

Oregon Meditation Center
1244 NE. Cesar E. Chavez Blvd.
Portland, OR  97232, USA
Tel:  + (1) 503-252-3637
E-mail:  omc072@yahoo.com 
Website: www.dimcor.org
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OCEANIA

AUSTRALIA

Sydney 

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Sydney
Lot 3 Inspiration Place
Berrilee, NSW 2159   
Tel:   + (61) 2-9655-1128
        + (61) 2-9742-3031
E-mail:  pst113@gmail.com 
Website:  www.dhammakaya.org.au

Brisbane

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Brisbane
73 Lodge Road, Wooloowin
Brisbane, Queensland
Australia 
Tel:  + (61) 7-3857-3431
E-mail:  pipatpon_kitti@hotmail.com

Melbourne

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Melbourne
18 Centenary Drive
Mill Park Vic, Australia         
Tel:  + (61) 3-9437-6255
E-mail:  ronrawee@yahoo.com.au

Washington

Seattle Meditation Center
21910 44th Ave. W.
Mountlake Terrace
WA 98043, USA                 
Tel:   +(1) 425-608-0096
Fax:  + (1) 425-608-0096
E-mail:  seattle072@yahoo.com

CANADA

Centre Meditation Dhammakaya de 
  Montreal
4030 Boulevard Lévesque Ouest Laval
QC H7W 2N9, Canada
Tel:  + (1) 514-800-8637
E-mail:  dimcofmontreal@gmail.com
Facebook:  Watbhavana Montreal

Dhammakaya International Meditation 
  Society of B.C
3331 Capella Pl.
Richmond
BC V6X 3N3, Canada 
Tel:  + (1) 604-304-3031
E-mail:  072dimc@gmail.com
Website:  www.dims-bc.com

SOLOMON ISLANDS

Solomon Islands Meditation Center
P.O. Box 865 Bakoi
East Kola’Ridge, Honiara
Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands
Tel:  + (67) 7-2025
E-mail:  pst113@gmail.com

 

Wat Phra Dhammakaya WA
(Lot 3)110 Caponi Rd.
Barragup, WA 6209/6210
Tel:  + (61) 8-9535-1023 
E-mail:  phratawee_072@hotmail.com

Dhammakaya Meditation Centre Albury
88 Finlay Road
Thagoona, NSW 2640
Tel  + (61) 2-69361146  

NEW ZEALAND

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Dunedin
33 Barnes Drive, Caversham
Dunedin, New Zealand 9011                                                               
Tel:  + (64) 3487-6772

Wat Phra Dhammakaya Auckland
41A Seaview Road
Castor Bay, Auckland
New Zealand
Tel:  + (64) 21-938592 
E-mail:  pst113@gmail.com

Wellington Meditation Centre  
298 Main Road
Tawa, Wellington, 
5028 New Zealand
Tel:  + (64) 4232-5923
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financial contributors
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Primary Contributors
พระมงคลเทพมุนี บูชาธรรมโดย พระซันเดอร์ เขมธมฺโม
บูชาธรรมหลวงปู่วัดปากน้ำา พระผู้ปราบมาร
พระมหาวุฑฒ์ สุวุฑฺฒิโก และกลุ่มมหาเศรษฐีผู้ใจบุญรวยตราบนิจนิรันดร์
พระเจต อธิมุตฺโต, พระทนุ ชยารกฺโข, จันทราทิพย์ มานะไชยรักษ์ และครอบครัว   
คุณชญานิศ-สิรินดา ทิสยากร ยัง  
Phra Payungsak Sattindharo & Stern Family, Gorjy Family 
Amornvej-Ladarat-Tuangrat-Luda Chandrakamol

  

Sponsoring Contributors
พระวิเทศภาวนาจารย์ (สมบุญ สมฺมาปุญฺโญ)
พระวิเทศภาวนาธรรม
พระวิเทศธรรมาภรณ์ (บัณฑิต วรปญฺโญ)
พระครูภาวนาคุณวิเทศ และคณะสงฆ์วัดพระธรรมกายโจฮันเนสเบิร์ก
พระสมหวัง เมธำกุโร และทีมธัมมาสำาเร็จ
ครอบครัวชาญ-บงกช-ชิวปอ-วงษา สรณาคมน์, ประดิษฐ-มโนรี มากรุ่งแจ้ง
คุณกัญยาณี หยิบกลาง
คุณดา-ประเสริฐ พีชะพัฒน์
คุณมงคล-ลาวัลย์-มัลลิกา-วิชากร-วิโรจน์ จิรพัฒนกุล
คุณมารีน ซิมเมอร์มันน์
คุณศักดิ์ชัย-วนิสุรีย์พร คองประเสริฐ และครอบครัว                                                                    
คุณสิทธิโชค พนายางกูร
ทพญ. วชิราภรณ์ นาคผสม
Lee Han Tee & Family                                                                             
Lim Kim Swee & Family   
Switzerland Merit Team                                                                          
Tan Chin Choo & Family                                                                            
Toh Chai Leng & Family  

Supporting Contributors
พระมงคลเทพมุนี บูชาธรรมโดย คุณธีราพร พาทยโกศล บิดามารดา และญาติมิตร
พระเทพญาณมหามุนี บูชาธรรมโดย คุณณิชาภา-บุญณภา-พูลศรี กาญจนเสถียร
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย คุณวรัธยา ประพรรดิจักกิจ, บริษัท รีฟีล เบเวอร์เรจ จำากัด
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย คุณสุพัตรา เสนาจ และครอบครัว
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย พระมหาธีระชัย ธีชชโย และครอบครัวอัศวชัยโสภณ
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย พระมหาอรรถพล กุลสิทฺโธ และคณะญาติมิตร
พระครูภาวนาวิเทศ พม.วิรัตน์ มณิกนฺโต
พระครูภาวนาสุธรรมวิเทศ
พระครูสมุห์สมบูรณ์ ปุญญากโร                                                                                                                             
พระกิตติศักดิ์ กิตฺติธโร และครอบครัววงศ์ศิริธร
พระจิรวัฒน์ จิรวฑฺฒโน
พระจีระศักดิ์ สตฺติสุโภ
พระชาญวิทย์ วรวิชฺโช และลูกพระธัมฯชาวมองโกเลียทุกท่าน
พระชีพ ตปสีโล และครอบครัวแซ่ลิ่ม
พระชูเกียรติ ภทฺทโก, ชูชีพ-ณัฐวัฒน์-ปิยนุช วิสุทธาภรณ์, ณัฐพัชร์ ภัทรวารินทร์, ศิริพร ทองศิริ
พระฐานุศักดิ์ สีลธโร, ธันยนันท์ ศรสันติ, บัญญัติ สินอนันต์ตระกูล, สุธาทิพย์ อนุกูล
พระณรงค์ กิตฺติปาโล และครอบครัวธิติมาพงศ์
พระเดชอนันต์ วิสุทฺธิชโย และหมู่คณะ                                                                    
พระถิรพงษ์ ญาณธโร และญาติมิตร
พระนิติ จิตฺตทนฺโต, คุณพิชัย-สุนีย์-รศ.ดร.กาญจนา-วชิราภรณ์-อมรรัตน์ เศรษฐนันท์
พระพัสถาน ฐานุตฺตโร, พระประกฤติ ปญฺญาธโร
พระพีรติ วีรธมฺโม, โยมแม่พยงค์ โยมพ่อพันธุ์ศักดิ์ กิจมณี
พระไพศาล ธมฺมานนฺโท และตระกูลไทรทอง                                                                    
พระมหา ดร.ชัยฟ้า ธญฺญกุโล และกองบุญมหาทานบารมี 1 เดือน 11     
พระมหา ดร.สมบัติ อินฺทปญฺโญ และครอบครัวศรีนะรัตน์
พระมหากมล ฐิตญาโณ และญาติมิตร
Phramaha Jirapan Volaket 
พระมหาธีระวัฒน์ วิสุทฺธิชโย
พระมหานภดล คมฺภีรธมฺโม และครอบครัวเสนา                                                                    
พระมหาบุญชู อริยธมฺโม
พระมหาบุญเทียม ปุญฺญปุณฺโณ, พ่อหลาน-แม่เฮือนแก้ว เหยี่ยวซ้าย
พระมหาบุญยงค์ จิตฺตทนฺโต
พระมหารัตนะ ฐิตรตโน
พระมหาวิชา อธิวิชฺโช                                                                                      
พระมหาวีรพงษ์ สงฺขวำโส, พระจิรโชติ อตฺถโชโต, คุณปราณี-จุไรรัตน์ สังข์วงษ์, ชูศักดิ์ อุบลบาน
พระมหาสุทธิชัย สุทฺธิชโย
พระมหาสุรัตน์ อคฺครตโน ครอบครัวเหลืองธาดา และญาติโยม
พระรณกร พุทฺธิกิจฺโจ, คุณอภิสัณห์-ปฏิพัทธ์ อยู่กิจติชัย
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คุณชญานิศ-สิรินดา ทิสยากร ยัง  
Phra Payungsak Sattindharo & Stern Family, Gorjy Family 
Amornvej-Ladarat-Tuangrat-Luda Chandrakamol

  

Sponsoring Contributors
พระวิเทศภาวนาจารย์ (สมบุญ สมฺมาปุญฺโญ)
พระวิเทศภาวนาธรรม
พระวิเทศธรรมาภรณ์ (บัณฑิต วรปญฺโญ)
พระครูภาวนาคุณวิเทศ และคณะสงฆ์วัดพระธรรมกายโจฮันเนสเบิร์ก
พระสมหวัง เมธำกุโร และทีมธัมมาสำาเร็จ
ครอบครัวชาญ-บงกช-ชิวปอ-วงษา สรณาคมน์, ประดิษฐ-มโนรี มากรุ่งแจ้ง
คุณกัญยาณี หยิบกลาง
คุณดา-ประเสริฐ พีชะพัฒน์
คุณมงคล-ลาวัลย์-มัลลิกา-วิชากร-วิโรจน์ จิรพัฒนกุล
คุณมารีน ซิมเมอร์มันน์
คุณศักดิ์ชัย-วนิสุรีย์พร คองประเสริฐ และครอบครัว                                                                    
คุณสิทธิโชค พนายางกูร
ทพญ. วชิราภรณ์ นาคผสม
Lee Han Tee & Family                                                                             
Lim Kim Swee & Family   
Switzerland Merit Team                                                                          
Tan Chin Choo & Family                                                                            
Toh Chai Leng & Family  

Supporting Contributors
พระมงคลเทพมุนี บูชาธรรมโดย คุณธีราพร พาทยโกศล บิดามารดา และญาติมิตร
พระเทพญาณมหามุนี บูชาธรรมโดย คุณณิชาภา-บุญณภา-พูลศรี กาญจนเสถียร
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย คุณวรัธยา ประพรรดิจักกิจ, บริษัท รีฟีล เบเวอร์เรจ จำากัด
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย คุณสุพัตรา เสนาจ และครอบครัว
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย พระมหาธีระชัย ธีชชโย และครอบครัวอัศวชัยโสภณ
มหาปูชนียาจารย์ บูชาธรรมโดย พระมหาอรรถพล กุลสิทฺโธ และคณะญาติมิตร
พระครูภาวนาวิเทศ พม.วิรัตน์ มณิกนฺโต
พระครูภาวนาสุธรรมวิเทศ
พระครูสมุห์สมบูรณ์ ปุญญากโร                                                                                                                             
พระกิตติศักดิ์ กิตฺติธโร และครอบครัววงศ์ศิริธร
พระจิรวัฒน์ จิรวฑฺฒโน
พระจีระศักดิ์ สตฺติสุโภ
พระชาญวิทย์ วรวิชฺโช และลูกพระธัมฯชาวมองโกเลียทุกท่าน
พระชีพ ตปสีโล และครอบครัวแซ่ลิ่ม
พระชูเกียรติ ภทฺทโก, ชูชีพ-ณัฐวัฒน์-ปิยนุช วิสุทธาภรณ์, ณัฐพัชร์ ภัทรวารินทร์, ศิริพร ทองศิริ
พระฐานุศักดิ์ สีลธโร, ธันยนันท์ ศรสันติ, บัญญัติ สินอนันต์ตระกูล, สุธาทิพย์ อนุกูล
พระณรงค์ กิตฺติปาโล และครอบครัวธิติมาพงศ์
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พระนิติ จิตฺตทนฺโต, คุณพิชัย-สุนีย์-รศ.ดร.กาญจนา-วชิราภรณ์-อมรรัตน์ เศรษฐนันท์
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พระไพศาล ธมฺมานนฺโท และตระกูลไทรทอง                                                                    
พระมหา ดร.ชัยฟ้า ธญฺญกุโล และกองบุญมหาทานบารมี 1 เดือน 11     
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พระมหากมล ฐิตญาโณ และญาติมิตร
Phramaha Jirapan Volaket 
พระมหาธีระวัฒน์ วิสุทฺธิชโย
พระมหานภดล คมฺภีรธมฺโม และครอบครัวเสนา                                                                    
พระมหาบุญชู อริยธมฺโม
พระมหาบุญเทียม ปุญฺญปุณฺโณ, พ่อหลาน-แม่เฮือนแก้ว เหยี่ยวซ้าย
พระมหาบุญยงค์ จิตฺตทนฺโต
พระมหารัตนะ ฐิตรตโน
พระมหาวิชา อธิวิชฺโช                                                                                      
พระมหาวีรพงษ์ สงฺขวำโส, พระจิรโชติ อตฺถโชโต, คุณปราณี-จุไรรัตน์ สังข์วงษ์, ชูศักดิ์ อุบลบาน
พระมหาสุทธิชัย สุทฺธิชโย
พระมหาสุรัตน์ อคฺครตโน ครอบครัวเหลืองธาดา และญาติโยม
พระรณกร พุทฺธิกิจฺโจ, คุณอภิสัณห์-ปฏิพัทธ์ อยู่กิจติชัย
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พระรณภพ โชติลาโภ
พระวสุ ภูรินาโค
พระวิจัย อิทฺธิโก
พระวิชัย ปุณฺณธมฺโม
พระวีรรุช นาคสิปฺโป (ขันตั๋น)-จันทร์จรัส ประสิทธิอมร-กัญญณัช ศรีมงคล                                
พระศรัณย์ ภทฺรวณฺโณ
พระสนิทวงศ์ วุฑฺฒิวำโส และนักข่าวบุญสว่าง
พระสมพงษ์ สมฺจิตโต, พ่อซันต่อม แซ่ลิ้ม, แม่โบ๊ แซ่โค้ว, ญาติพี่น้องลิ้มนุกูล
Phra Suchart Sujitto
พระสุชิน สุชิโน
พระสุริยนต์ ญาณปิโย และสถาบันธรรมชัย DCI  
พระอดุล คุณวโร
พระอธิการโอภาส ปภากโร และญาติมิตร
พระอุดม ยติสฺสโร
กองร้อยเนื้อนาบุญ
พระภิกษุรุ่น 20
พระภิกษุรุ่น 22 Twenty Two เคียงคู่ตะวัน                                                               
พระภิกษุรุ่น 25 คว้าธงชัย
สามเณรวีรากร-วีนัส-พรรณี-ปิยพร พงษ์คำา
สามเณรอภิชา-โกษม-ธนภร-จิดาภา-ภัคภร-ชยุต-กฤตยา-ใหม่-ชา-ปิติพัฒน์-เมธาพันธ์-ปูชิตา แจ่มจันทร์ชนก
สามเณรธัมมชัย แก่นมะกรูด, โยมแม่จิตรนภา ศรีสวคนธ์
แม่ชีศรวรรณ ยอดศรี
ครอบครัวขอหิรัญ-หอสุวรรณ                                                                              
ครอบครัวชนะโรค และ Starnes                                                                           
ครอบครัวแต่งเจริญสุข
ครอบครัวบุปผเวส
ครอบครัวรักวงศ์เกษม และแผนกเสวยทิพย์
ครอบครัวรัตนปาล
ครอบครัวศรีฟ้า-ปทุมานนท์
ครอบครัวศรีภิญโญ
ครอบครัวสายสมร
ครอบครัวอิชิตะ
ผศ.ดร.สุวัฒน์ อธิชนากร
ผศ.สมใจ-ณัฐวุฒิ ทิพย์ชัยเมธา
พ.อ.สุรเดช-นพรัตน์ สุทธวาทิน
นพ.มุจรินทร์-คุณนภาพร เฉลิมพรพงศ์ และครอบครัว
นายแพทย์ถนอมพล เครือเถาว์  
ทพ.วิชิต กิตติพงศ์โกศล
อ.ประเทือง-อ.ฉัตรชัย ยกยิ่ง
คุณกฤต-วาสินี อายุสุข

คุณกมลทิพย์-สมศรี-สิรวิชญ์-ศุภชวดี-มาลัยดาว แสนจันทร์
คุณกรรชกร บุญรักษา และคณะ
คุณกรวีณ์ บางช้าง
คุณกัลยา-พ่อไจ้เคี้ยง-แม่ลั่งเอ็ง แซ่แต้
คุณกิ่งกาญจน์ อิ่มเจริญวรดี
คุณเกษมศักดิ์-รพีพรรณ-ณปุญ-ปิ่นปราชญ์ ภมรสถิตย์                                                        
คุณโคตรดีศรีไสว การะเกตุ
คุณจรัสพร พฤกษากร, ณัฐชมกร วัชรนาวิก
คุณจันทรา โนนทิง
คุณจันทร์ทิพย์ เวฬุริย
คุณจิตติพร กรอบเพชร, ประดิษฐา-หฤษฎ์ ขุนเปีย                                                             
คุณจิตติ-อรประภัทร สัมภัตตะกุล
คุณจิรพร สินส่ง
คุณจีรนันท์ อธิปธันญพงษ์
คุณจุฑามาศ ทองเชื้อบุญมา และครอบครัว
คุณจุไรรัตน์ หุยากรณ์
คุณเจน-บุญเกิด ธรรมพิพัฒนกุล
คุณฉลวย ศรีวิชัย และครอบครัว
คุณเฉลิมพล ทองทรัพย์ 
คุณชนิตา ทิพารดี-วิชยุตม์ เทพสุระ
คุณชยานิษฐ์ พิชยเดชากุลวัฒน์
คุณชัชวาลย์ คำานำาลาภ, ไพรัช-วรภัทรกิจกุล
คุณชัยกาญจน์ ทองปลูก
คุณชัยชนะ-สุชาดา-ปวีณา ขาวเพียรพานิชย์, ปริยา กฤษฎาธิวัชร
คุณชัยยะ-สวาท ใจดี
คุณชิมสิ่ว ตั้ง เอ็งยิ้ว เล้า และครอบครัวดำารงสินศักดิ์
คุณชูเดช ดวงดอกไม้, กุลธารินทร์ สุปัญญา                                                                 
คุณเชาว์วิทย์ พู่จิตร์กานนท์, ปณตพร บุญเปี่ยมศักดิ์                                                     
คุณฐนปกรณ์ เชาว์ช่วงโชติ, วรรณนภา สุภวัน
คุณณชนัน-เมฑาวี-ธนกฤต-ชัญญานุช-ปราณี ถนอมรัตน์-จำารัส กุจิรพันธ์                                        
คุณณฐากัญ นารทวิชญ์กร
คุณณัฐภากัญญ์ ตันธนาสุวัฒน์
คุณดวงกมล สุริยาวงษ์
คุณดวงดาว สีไสล
คุณดาราวรรณ ห่านศรีสุข
คุณดีวัน สุประดิษฐอาภรณ์
คุณแดนเนียล-มาริน-เอฟเวอลิน เวชเตอร์
คุณตรีณภา กมลรัตน์
คุณเตี่ยอำานวย-แม่บุญลือ-ไกรสร-จิดาภา-วงศกานต์-วีรกร อินทพิบูลย์
คุณทรงศรี-กรรณุมา วรคุปต์
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คุณจิตติ-อรประภัทร สัมภัตตะกุล
คุณจิรพร สินส่ง
คุณจีรนันท์ อธิปธันญพงษ์
คุณจุฑามาศ ทองเชื้อบุญมา และครอบครัว
คุณจุไรรัตน์ หุยากรณ์
คุณเจน-บุญเกิด ธรรมพิพัฒนกุล
คุณฉลวย ศรีวิชัย และครอบครัว
คุณเฉลิมพล ทองทรัพย์ 
คุณชนิตา ทิพารดี-วิชยุตม์ เทพสุระ
คุณชยานิษฐ์ พิชยเดชากุลวัฒน์
คุณชัชวาลย์ คำานำาลาภ, ไพรัช-วรภัทรกิจกุล
คุณชัยกาญจน์ ทองปลูก
คุณชัยชนะ-สุชาดา-ปวีณา ขาวเพียรพานิชย์, ปริยา กฤษฎาธิวัชร
คุณชัยยะ-สวาท ใจดี
คุณชิมสิ่ว ตั้ง เอ็งยิ้ว เล้า และครอบครัวดำารงสินศักดิ์
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คุณเชาว์วิทย์ พู่จิตร์กานนท์, ปณตพร บุญเปี่ยมศักดิ์                                                     
คุณฐนปกรณ์ เชาว์ช่วงโชติ, วรรณนภา สุภวัน
คุณณชนัน-เมฑาวี-ธนกฤต-ชัญญานุช-ปราณี ถนอมรัตน์-จำารัส กุจิรพันธ์                                        
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คุณทองอยู่-เพ็ญศรี วิกัยกุล และครอบครัวเจริญสงค์
คุณทิพย์วิภา เจริญสงค์ และครอบครัว
คุณเทียบ-ลัดดา แตงตรง
คุณทวีลาภ ศรีโกมล
คุณธนกฤต จูฑะกาญจน์
คุณธนฌาญ กุจิรพันธ์ สุรดา ภัทรัดจารินทร์ พรดา สุวัชรานนท์                                              
คุณธนพร-บุญชู-ศิริวัฒนา-ศิริถาวร-ศิริมงคล-สุวรรณ-จตุพร-อุเทน-อุทัย-บุญญฤทธิ์ แป้งหอม
คุณธวัลหทัย เรือนสอน-เยาวรัตน์ ไมเซนชมิดท์
คุณนงเยาว์ บอยส์ และครอบครัว
คุณนฐมน ธราพร       
คุณนฤวรรณ อัมพพันธุ์ และครอบครัว
คุณนวปฎล ปรีเลี่ยม-คณะญาติมิตร บุพการี ผู้มีอุปการคุณ
คุณนวพัณณ์ กัญจนสิริเพ็ชร และครอบครัวธนวัตอัศว
คุณนิตยา บุญจา และครอบครัว
คุณนิตยา เลิศศิริวรพงศ์ และญาติ
คุณนิยม-สมใจ-กฤษฎา-นิจกานต์ เฮงบำารุง
คุณนุสรา กิจหนองสรวง
คุณเนาวรัตน์-ทนุวัฒน์-แพรว-พราว-พลอย รัตนดิลก ณ ภูเก็ต
คุณบรรณารัตน์ พลับสุขขี
คุณบานเย็น ศรีสนอง และครอบครัว
คุณเบญจวรรณ โฉมปรางค์
คุณบุญช่วย ด้วงต้อย
คุณบุญชัย ปุญฺญโชติโก, คุณยายลัดดา บุณยผล และครอบครัว-พร้อมหมู่คณะ
คุณบุญชู-สงบ ครอบครัวถนอมเกียรติ, Ooy & Julius Hart family
คุณบุญ-ศุภร-จิวสา งามเชวงคุณ
คุณบุญเฮียง-สมจิต แก้วพมมะสาน
คุณบุปผา-คุณสมชาย-คุณภคมน สุรกิตติดำารง
คุณบุษสินี ชยานุรักษ์ และครอบครัว
คุณปกร-ไพลิน-ธนู-ธนาภรณ์ หมู่อมร
คุณปภสร เดชาสิทธิรักษ์
คุณปภา-คุณแม่อ่อน รุณผดุง
คุณประกอบ-พนิดา ฟังธรรม                                                                                       
คุณประกอบ-ศรีจันทรา-กัญญา-กมลรัตน์-ปัณณิภัสร์ ใต้ธงชัย และครอบครัว
คุณประกายเพชร จันทนะศิริ
คุณประณีต พรมศรี
คุณประทุม-ณัฐมณวรรณ์-ฐานะ-นิทัศน์-นริศ-พงศธร-ครินทร์ หวลถนอม-จุไรพร แก้วคล้ำา                           
คุณประไพ ปัญจประเสริฐ
คุณประไพ-อัญคณางค์-ณัฐภัสร์-คุณศิชาญา เรืองมงคล, ร.ต.พิษณุ ดอกพุฒ
คุณประภาศรี-สนอง จักรสาน
คุณประสิทธิ์-นงลักษณ์ พงษ์ไพบูลย์, ทิพย์รดา พงษ์ธนรักษ์

คุณปราณี เทพธาราคุณ                                                                                    
คุณปวันรัตน์-สุนันทา-สุชาติ-ธนกร จันทรกานต์โกศล
คุณปัณฑารัตน์ มิ่งมณี
คุณป้าอนุสา แจ่มแสง และบุตรธิดา
คุณปิยนุช-กิตติ-ปนัดดา-เยาวลักษณ์-โสภณ อังศุภัทร์
คุณปิยมน แซ่ลิ้ม และญาติมิตร
คุณปิยะดา อุกะโชค
คุณปิยาภรณ์, Makus Krah
คุณปุณณดา วงศ์วิวัฒน์ไชย
คุณปุณยนุช ธันยาภัทร์
คุณพรพชร มลสิริเรืองเดช
คุณพรรษพร-มนตรี-ตรีพร-ปัณณวิชญ์ สุขสว่าง
คุณพ่อเจียก-แม่เพียร กาญจนศิริ, ทิพวัลย์ เจริญศักดิ์
คุณพ่อชื่น-คุณแม่เกษร-คุณกนกพรรณ พูนรมย์, คุณจักรพรรดิ-ด.ญ.ทิพาวรรณ วิริยะโพธิการ
คุณพ่อซุยไช้-แม่วิลาวัลย์-อร่ามศรี ฉัตร์แก้วมรกต และครอบครัว
คุณพ่อเซียะกิ้ม-คุณแม่เชียง และครอบครัวธนะสมานโชค
คุณพ่อเซียะกุ่ย แซ่เตียว คณะสปาร์คไอเดีย และคณะนวดไทยบ้านภูแก้ว
คุณพ่อดวงแก้ว-แม่อิ่ง ธิดิน
คุณพ่อเป้งกวง-สุภารัตน์ แซ่ตั้ง, คุณแม่ฉออ่าย แซ่ฮ้อ 
คุณพ่อลุ้ย-คุณแม่วรรณา-จ.อ.เอนก ศรีสุข
คุณพันธ์ชื่น พงศ์สมัย-พรทิพา แสงพิทักษ์
คุณพาณี มีธนาถาวร
คุณพินทุสร สุทธิพนไพศาล
คุณเพ็ญพรรณ เชยชม
คุณเพ็ญสินี เดร็จ                                                                                      
คุณเพ็ญศิริ สุธรรมโน
คุณไพศาล-จินตนา-ปฤษฏางค์-จิรานุวัฒน์-สุภัททรา-ฉัตรชัย วรเลิศ
คุณพวงทอง ภู่รอด
คุณภัทรศรัณย์พร ทิมาภรณ์ และครอบครัวชุติมา สารีผล
คุณภาณีณัฏฐ์ เรืองฤทธิ์ และครอบครัว
คุณภารณี-เพทาย-ธนภูมิ-ณัชพล สุขสว่าง                                                                   
คุณภิญโญ มหาดไทย
คุณภูมิพัฒน์ ถิ่นลำาปาง และครอบครัว
คุณมณี-อุไร วิสุทธิใจ
คุณมยุรา และครอบครัว
คุณเมธาวี ชนสยอง                                                                                                                                             
คุณมาลี-คุณชลอ-คุณอัคธัช-คุณอรศิริ-ด.ช.จิรพัชร์ ชวนะพงศ์
คุณแม่นงนุช-คุณพ่อป้อม-คุณสิทธิพร ยมมะนา
คุณแม่นุ้ย-พ่อมนต์ศักดิ์ พันธุ์วิริยรัตน์, หัวหน้าชั้น-นร.อนุบาลฝันในฝันวิทยาทั่วโลก
คุณแม่บุญยก เปรมจิตต์
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คุณเพ็ญสินี เดร็จ                                                                                      
คุณเพ็ญศิริ สุธรรมโน
คุณไพศาล-จินตนา-ปฤษฏางค์-จิรานุวัฒน์-สุภัททรา-ฉัตรชัย วรเลิศ
คุณพวงทอง ภู่รอด
คุณภัทรศรัณย์พร ทิมาภรณ์ และครอบครัวชุติมา สารีผล
คุณภาณีณัฏฐ์ เรืองฤทธิ์ และครอบครัว
คุณภารณี-เพทาย-ธนภูมิ-ณัชพล สุขสว่าง                                                                   
คุณภิญโญ มหาดไทย
คุณภูมิพัฒน์ ถิ่นลำาปาง และครอบครัว
คุณมณี-อุไร วิสุทธิใจ
คุณมยุรา และครอบครัว
คุณเมธาวี ชนสยอง                                                                                                                                             
คุณมาลี-คุณชลอ-คุณอัคธัช-คุณอรศิริ-ด.ช.จิรพัชร์ ชวนะพงศ์
คุณแม่นงนุช-คุณพ่อป้อม-คุณสิทธิพร ยมมะนา
คุณแม่นุ้ย-พ่อมนต์ศักดิ์ พันธุ์วิริยรัตน์, หัวหน้าชั้น-นร.อนุบาลฝันในฝันวิทยาทั่วโลก
คุณแม่บุญยก เปรมจิตต์



271270

คุณยรรยง-รุ่งระวี-ภูรี-ธนิก ลิ้มเลิศวาที
คุณยุนจิน-ยองกวาน จอง
คุณระวีวรรณ มูลสินธุ์
คุณเรณู-สิทธาพร-ทัศนีย์ เฉกแสงทอง
คุณรุ่งนรัตจรัสรวี สังข์นาครัตนะ
คุณลงยา-นิ่มนวล ใช้สมบุญ
คุณลัคนา ชื่นงูเหลือม พร้อมครอบครัว
คุณลัญชนา ตระกูลอุไรพร
คุณไวท์ตุ๊กจอยจูน ธรรมปริพัตรา
คุณวรวุฒิ-แสงนวล-กายแก้ว-แก้วกานต์ ศรีรัตน์ชัชวาล
คุณวรณัน ชูจิตร
คุณวันวิสา-คณากร ค้ำาชู
คุณวิชัย-พัชรา-พัชรพิไล-พบธรรม กาสินพิลา
คุณวิฑูรย์ ไทยลา 
คุณวิทวัส-นิภา-วิภาวี-ภาวัส เหลืองตั้งวโรดม                                                            
คุณวิภาดา ประสานสันติกุล
คุณวีณา เพิ่มพานิช
คุณวีระ วงษ์เสาวศุภ
คุณวีระยุทธ บุญรอด
คุณศรีวราห์-กัณมิตศิณี-ธียาฌพัตท์ รังสิพราหมณกุล
คุณศศนันท์ กมลรัตน์
คุณศันสนีย์ กองไชย
คุณศิราณี จันทร์แจ่มใส
คุณศิรดา พันธ์พฤกษ์ และครอบครัว
คุณศุภลักษณ์-สุขจิตร อุดมโชคสกุล, อำาพัน-สมศักดิ์-ปุณยรัตน์ ธัมอุทัยพร                                   
คุณสมจิตร สุธีราภินันท์ เบนเน็ท
คุณสมใจ สีบุญเรือง
คุณสมชัย-นวลรัตน์ ศรีฐิติวงศ์ และครอบครัว
คุณสมถวิล บุนนาค
คุณสมบูรณ์ ขันชะลี 
คุณสมศักดิ์-รัตนา-พิชญาภา ซึ้งหทัยพร
คุณสมศักดิ์-สำาเภา อารยะถาวร และหมู่ญาติ
คุณสมิธิ สำาเริง และครอบครัว 
คุณสายัณ-ปลี-วรภรณ์ ประทุมสิทธิ์ และญาติมิตร                                                           
คุณสุกัญญา-วิชญะ-วศิษฎ์-รุจ ชลอำานวย                                                                    
คุณสุขุมาล ไทยประเสริฐ                                                                                 
คุณสุชาติ ตั้งเลิศผลานนท์
คุณสุณิสา สุชารัตนพันธ์ และบุตร
คุณสุดารัตน์ ม่วงงาม
คุณสุทธิพงษ์ สุทธิภาพย์ และครอบครัว                                                                    

คุณสุธีญา อุดมเดช
คุณสุนทร-พญ.ลัดดาวัลย์ ฮ้อเผ่าพันธ์  
คุณสุนันท์ มากมี
คุณสุนันท์ วณิชเวทิน, มัญชุมาศ-มุรธา วงศ์ภักดี                                                          
คุณสุบรรณ์ แปลงดี และครอบครัว
คุณสุมาลี-เกลื้อม-พันธ์ สมประสิทธิ์
คุณสุรีย์-ปรัชญาวรรณ วรรณกิจ
คุณสุวรรณา-สุวรรณี-บุษบา-พิชชาพร ธีรภาพธรรมกุล                                                         
คุณสุวัฒน์ กิตฺติรตโน, พระวรุตม์ ธัญญวโร, สุจรรยา-วริศา เพชราภิรัชต์
คุณสีนวล-Tony สำานักไพรสัญ และครอบครัว
คุณแสง-ชมพู-แซม ชัยชนะสงคราม
คุณแสงเพ็ญ กองสาสนะ
คุณศจี เบชลาดา
คุณหนูคล้าย ปัญญา
คุณอนงค์ ศิริวัฒนะกูล                                                                                  
คุณอภิชาต กสิบุตร
คุณเอมมี่-คริส-เสนะวงศ์
คุณอุไรวรรณ์ พุ่มเพ็ชร
คุณอรุณศรี บรรเจิดธรรม
คุณอรทัย-มาลินี, NJ
คุณอัครภัค Maggie Tran และครอบครัว
คุณอรินรัชนี ใจปิ่น
คุณอภิชญา ตั้งจักรกระชัย
คุณอัญชลี อินจารุสร
คุณอัปสรรัชย์ เรืองฤทธิ์ และครอบครัว
คุณอาดารา-ดาวเรือง บุญศิริ
คุณอารี สุวโรพร
คุณอุบล สันทนานุการ และครอบครัว
คุณอุษณีย์ ทินกร ณ อยุธยา และลูกหลาน
คุณเอกลักษณ์ ลิมป์วัฒนอักษร และครอบครัว
คุณเอี่ยม-ทองคำา อ่อนสุวรรณ์ และครอบครัว                                                                       
ด.ช.อัฐไชยรัชย์ อำานักมณี
กลุ่มธรรมประภัสสร
กลุ่มเพื่อนอีเลคทรอนิคส์นนท์
กองบุญแก้วสมบัติจักรพรรดิ
กองบุญแก้วสารพัดนึก   
วัดภาวนาปาล์มบีช
ธุดงคสถานล้านนา
สมาชิกอาศรมอุบาสก
ลูกพระธัมฯ สวิตเซอร์แลนด์
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ลูกพระธัมฯ สโกเน่ สวีเดน
คณะสงฆ์เจ้าหน้าที่วัดพระธรรมกาย NewJersey
พระอาจารย์ เจ้าหน้าที่ และผู้นำาบุญ ภาคนครหลวง 8
ชมรมพุทธศาสน์มหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีพระจอมเกล้าพระนครเหนือ
สำานักงานบัญชี บจก.พีทีอาร์ กรุ๊ป
บริษัท เจทีเค พรีคาสท์ จำากัด
Add-Seng Chan-Tyler-Billy-Danny-Jimmy Charousapha 
Amporn Kotchavong
Amara Bunchonsiri
Annchalee Injarusorn
Beyer Family
Boonsak-Panchit Pokpongkiat 
Chadawee Chaipooripat
Chaiyawut Lertvichaivoravit   
Chan Poi Koun & Family 
Chayada Kusay (Chicago)  
Chomsy-Paul-Michelle Philavong  
Chow Wai Kee
Chui Tan, Roger & Melvin Yang
Cluver Family
Dhammakaya Meditation of New Jersey
Douangta-Bounthaly-Vicky-Valina Samingvongsa & Family 
Dr. Keehwee Chutimawee & Family 
Faengsrikum Family 
Frost Family
Gordon Garcia  
Ittipol-Wilaiwan Simasingh   
Janet, David, Annie Chenaphun   
Jennifer-Annie Jenarewong & Family
Jiraporn Tankunakorn 
Karraker Family 
Katcharin Kaewsith 
Lim Choon Koon  
Manee-Richard Prutz     
Manivanh-Viroot-Julie-Regis Pongsavath   
Montatip-Keamchart Chumnanrob
Monteerat Maneerit 
Niels-Anyavee Family & Friends 
Nina Lovicha 
Panoat Chuchaisri 

Phenpuck Anukul 
Phommahasay Family
Phra Suchart Sujitto
Phramaha Jirapan Volaket 
Piamsook Chumnanrob 
Quinine Tao & Family   
Richard-Seepat Hadden  
Roger-Thawanrat Owen 
Saiseubyat Family 
Saratch Tassanamethee  
Sing-Bounma-Malisa-Jordan-Emily Xaysongkham 
Somporn Monkcolcharearn 
Stephen Hayes
Stafford Family   
Sukum-Samon Boonjindasup 
Surin, Napa, Krisiny, Davis Jung 
Suzann Hollis Jirasa Chonhasoonthorn
Tavang Patcharasophon & Family
Teerayakorn-Sirichan Ruanglek 
Thongnhot-Vasana-Cindy-Julina Khamvongsa   
Tody, Melanie, Adam & Tiffany Young   
Tony-Cindy-Justin-Dania Charernnam 
Tyler Hanwinyoo 
Varunee Racho
Vatisha Tivakorn 
Viengkeo-Souchinda Borihanh
Vivi Du, Min Du & Family
Wannakorn Corry  
Yanisa Cheeney 
Yingyos Faengsrikum-Mana Yordming 
Young Family
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Douangta-Bounthaly-Vicky-Valina Samingvongsa & Family 
Dr. Keehwee Chutimawee & Family 
Faengsrikum Family 
Frost Family
Gordon Garcia  
Ittipol-Wilaiwan Simasingh   
Janet, David, Annie Chenaphun   
Jennifer-Annie Jenarewong & Family
Jiraporn Tankunakorn 
Karraker Family 
Katcharin Kaewsith 
Lim Choon Koon  
Manee-Richard Prutz     
Manivanh-Viroot-Julie-Regis Pongsavath   
Montatip-Keamchart Chumnanrob
Monteerat Maneerit 
Niels-Anyavee Family & Friends 
Nina Lovicha 
Panoat Chuchaisri 

Phenpuck Anukul 
Phommahasay Family
Phra Suchart Sujitto
Phramaha Jirapan Volaket 
Piamsook Chumnanrob 
Quinine Tao & Family   
Richard-Seepat Hadden  
Roger-Thawanrat Owen 
Saiseubyat Family 
Saratch Tassanamethee  
Sing-Bounma-Malisa-Jordan-Emily Xaysongkham 
Somporn Monkcolcharearn 
Stephen Hayes
Stafford Family   
Sukum-Samon Boonjindasup 
Surin, Napa, Krisiny, Davis Jung 
Suzann Hollis Jirasa Chonhasoonthorn
Tavang Patcharasophon & Family
Teerayakorn-Sirichan Ruanglek 
Thongnhot-Vasana-Cindy-Julina Khamvongsa   
Tody, Melanie, Adam & Tiffany Young   
Tony-Cindy-Justin-Dania Charernnam 
Tyler Hanwinyoo 
Varunee Racho
Vatisha Tivakorn 
Viengkeo-Souchinda Borihanh
Vivi Du, Min Du & Family
Wannakorn Corry  
Yanisa Cheeney 
Yingyos Faengsrikum-Mana Yordming 
Young Family
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